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A Lundred years or so ago a scientist had the idea of
writing a book to describe all the discoveries and advances
of chemistry and the properties of all the compounds then
known. But even a hundred years ago chemistry was
progressing so rapidly that the would-be author felt an
urge to appeal to his colleagues to stop their research for
at least a year. Otherwise he simply wouldn't be able to
keep abreast of all the new facts and theories.

What would be his predicament today, with chemistry's
horizons literally boundless as they are now?

The author, of this bonk have endeavoured to touch
upon the most important and interesting problems of
chemistry.

Their book describes and .:txplains the structure of the
Periodic System of Elements;

it guides you through a kind of chemical Il1USeUm full
of curious exhibits;

it tells of the intricate substances chemists have pro
duced and how they have learned to work even with single
atoms of the elements;

it acquaints you with the various chemical professions
and shows how chemistry has penetrated all spheres of
human activity.

We hope reading these short but instructive stories
about the exciting discoveries of chemistry will urge you
to fihd out more about this fascinating science and to take
up chemistry seriously. · ... ~





Instead of a Preface

Once upon a time there was a very wise and
learned ruler in the East who wished to know all
about the peoples that inhabited the Earth.

He summoned his viziers and commanded:
"Write Inc a history of all the nations in the

world, and tell me how they lived before and
how they live now, what they do, what wars they
have fought and are waging now, and what
trades and arts flourish in different countries."

And he gave them five years to do this.
The viziers bowed in silence. Then they called

together the wisest of the wise men in the king
dom and announced their ruler's will to them. It
is said this caused an unprecedented boom in the
parchment industry,

Five years later tile viziers reassembled at the
palace.

"Your will is done, 0 great king! I ..ook out the
window and you will see that which you have
d · d "eSlre ...

The ruler rubbed his eyes in amazement. Be
fore the palace stood a caravan of camels, so
long that the end was lost beyond the horizon.
Each camel carried two huge packs and in each
pack were ten enormous volumes beautifully
bound in Moro<.<.o.

"What is that?" asked the monarch.
"It is a history of the world," replied the vi

ziers. "At your command the wisest of the wise
have toiled at it incessantly for five years!"

"Would you make fun of me?" thundered the
monarch. "I could not read a tenth of what they
have written by the end of my life! Let them



write me a short history, But let it include all the
• t,Important events.

And he gave them another year.
The year passed and again a caravan stood

before the palace. It was now only ten camels
long, each camel carrying two packs of ten vol
umes on its back

The monarch was furious
"Let them write only of the most important

events that happened among all nations in all
time') I low long will that take?"

Then the wisest of all the wise men came for
ward and said:

"Tomorrow, my Lord, you will have what you
desire!"

"Tomorrow?" echoed the ruler in surprise.
"Very well. But if you are deceiving me you
shall lose your head!"

...Hardly had the sun mounted the blue sky
and the slumbering flowers opened in all their
splendour, than the monarch had the wise man
summoned.

The sage entered with a tiny sandal-wood box
in his hands.

"You will find here, 0 great king, the most
important events that ever happened in the his
tory of all the peoples in all times," said the sage
with a low bow..

The monarch opened the box. On a velvet
cushion lay a small slip of parchment with a sin
gle phrase written on it: "They were born, they
lived, and they died."

So run, the old legend. And when we were
asked to write an entertaining book about chem..
istry and were told that paper would be limited
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(meaning the size of the book, of course) we
could not help remembering it. That meant we
could only write about the most important things.
But what are the most important things in chem
istry?

"Chemistry is the science of substances and
their transformations."

Can you blame us for recalling that scrap of
parchment in the sandal-wood box?

We scratched our heads, and racked our brains
and decided that everything in chemistry is im
portant. One thing may seem more impor tant to
one person and less important to another. For
instance, an inorganic chemist may consider inor
ganic chemistry the hub of the universe, but an
organic chemist would be of quite the 0fPosite
opinion. There is no soothing uniformity 0 views
on this point.

Civilization is the sum of numerous items, and
one of the most important of them is chemistry.

Chemistry enables man to smelt metals from
ores and minerals. Without chemistry modern
metallurgy would be impossible.

Chemistry makes more and more wonderful
substances from animal and vegetable and mine
ral materials.

It does not simply copy nature or imitate it,
but surpasses it in more and more different ways
year by year. Thousands and thousands of sub
stances have been produced that are not found
in nature but possess very important and useful
properties of great utility for the life and work
of man

The list of chemistry's good deeds is practical
ly inexhaustible.
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Every aspect of life mvolves an immense num
ber of chemical processes. It is impossible to un
derstand the fundamentals of vital activities
without knowledge of the laws of chemistry.

Chemistry has had its say in the evolution of
man.

Chemistry feeds UCJ, clothes us, shoes us, and
gives us the things without which modern civili
zed society cannot function.

The first rockets have been fired into outer
space. Chemistry provided the fuel for their mo
tors and strong heat-resistant materials for their
design.

Should anyone try to write everything about
chemistry in all its innumerable aspects and in
all its splendour, the paper resources of even a
highly developed state would be threatened with
exhaustion. Fortunately, the idea has not yet
occurred to anyone; but the task before us was
one of a similar nature.

We found a way out of our dilemrna. We de
cided to write a little about a lot of different
things. Of course, what to write about is rather
a matter of taste. Other writers would probably
have told about other things, and others still
about still other things. But this is OUT book, the
way we wrote it; so if you do not happen to find
in it exactly what you wanted to know, please
don't be annoyed with us.
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The Inhabitants of the Big House





A Bird's-Eye View of the Periodic System

A fleeting glance, a first impression, is usually
of little value. Sometimes it leaves the observer
indifferent, sometimes it surprises him. Once in
while it makes him exclaim .. like the hero of the
well known anecdote when he saw the giraffe at
the Zoo: "It can't be true!"

But even a first acquaintance with a thing or
c.l phenomenon, a bird's-eye view of it.. if you
like. i~ often useful,

Mendelcycv's Periodic System of Elements can
hardlv he called a thing- or a phenomenon, It is
rather a kind of rni rror reflecting the essentials
of one of the greatest laws of nature .. the Periodic
I ..aw. This i" a code of behaviour obeyed by the
hundred odd clements found on Earth or pro
duced artificially hv rn..m .. a set of regulations, as
it were.. prevailing in the Ilit{ House of the chem
ic..il eJcrncnts, .. .

A first glance at this house reveals a great deal.
The flrc;t feeling is one of surprise, as if in the
midst of standard larue-panel huildings we sud
denly vaw a house of whirnvical but elegant ar
(hitectui c.

'\7hat is it that is surprising about Mende
lcvcvs Table? To begin with, the fact that its
I'l~1 iods, its storevs, have different floor plans.

The firC)t storey " Of first period of the Mende
lcycv T ..iblc, has only two rooms or boxes. The

* Unlike ordinary houses, the "storeys" of Mendt)eyev's
Big House (Periodic System) should be numbered from
top to bottom, because any new "storey" that might have
to be added to accommodate new elements would have to
be attached to the bottom of the table.
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second and third have eight each, The next two
vtoreys (the fourth and fifth) have eighteen rooms
each, like. in a hotel. The two below that (the
vixth and seventh) have even more ruoms, thirty
two each. Have you ever seen such a building?

Still that i~ the form of the Big- House of che
mica] clement- known as the PCI iodic System.

, f "
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Architcctor's whim? Not at all! Any building
has to he designed in accordance with the laws of
physics: otherwise the least breath of wind will
topple it over,

The physical laws. that underly the architec
ture of the Periodic Svstem are just as strict and
decree that each period of the Mcndeleyev Table
shall contain a definite number of elements, For
instance. the first PCI iod has two elements, no
11101 e and no less,

That i~ what the phvsicivts affil11l and the rhc
mists fully agrcc with them,

IJut they didn't always ag-ee, There was a
time when the phvvicists said nothing, because
the Periodic Law h ..id not yet begun to bother
them. But the chemists who were discovering
new clements almost every year were finding it
harder and harder to know where to put the
newcomers. And there were annoving situations
when there was a whole queue of claimants for
the same box in the table.

Not ,1 few scientists were sccptiral. They de
clai eel quite sobcrlv that the edifice of Mcndc
levev's Table 'v~~·built on sand One of these
was the German chemist Bunsen, who developed
the method of vpcctroscopic analysis together
with his friend Kirchhoff. But when it carne to
the Pci iodir I.,Cl\V Bunsen exhibited surprising
scientific shortsightedness. "One mig-ht just as
well seek regularities in the figures of stock ex
change bulletins!" he snapped out once in a fit
of anger.

There had been attempts before Mcndeleyev's
to put the sixty-odd chemical elements then
known into some kind of order. But they were



not successful, The Englishman Newlands pro
hably came the closest to the truth. I-Ic suggested
a "Law of Octaves," On arranging the elements
in order of increasing atomic weight Newlands
found that as in music where each eighth note
repeats the Iirst at a higher level, the properties
of every eighth element resembled those of the
first. But the reartion Ncwlands' discovery evoked
was: "Whv don't you try arranging the ele
ments in alphabetical order? You miaht detect
some rcgul.u ity that wav too!"

Wh ..It could poor Newlands reply to his sar
r astic opponent? Mendelcyev's Table was not
particularly lucky at UJ st. Its "architecture" came
under Iur ious attack. For T1111C11 in it remained
obsrui e and required explanation, It was easier
to discover half-a-dozen new elements than to
find proper positions for them in the table.

Only on the first floor did things seem satis
factory. There was no danger of an unexpected
flow of lodger ~ here. This floor is inhabited now
hv hydrogen and helium. The nuclear charge of
the hvdi ogen atom i~ -+-1, and that of the helium
afom -{-2. There clearly are not and cannot be
any other clements between them, There are no
nuclei or other pal ticlcs in nat life that '\'C know
of, whose charges at e frat tional number').

{Recentlv. however, them ctical physicists have
persistently been discussing the question of the
existence of quarks. This i" the name given to
primary elementary particles from which all the
rest ran he built, including protons and neutrons,
the component parts of atomic nuclei. Quarks arc
assumed to have fractional electric charges: +1/3



and 1/3. if quarks actually exist, the "mat erial
arrangement" of the universe may appear ill a
new hght.)

How the Astronomers Sent the Chemists
on a Wild Goose Chase

"It never occurred to Inc that the Periodic Sys
(em should begin precisely with hydrogen."

Wh()~c words do you "think these an....J They
would be tHOSt likely to come Iroru one of the
legion uf investigator s or ..uuau-urs who set thCIII
selves the task of drawing up a new periodic sys
tern all of their own or of rearranging it to suit
themselves. The diversity of "periodic systems"
that made their appearance was no smaller than
of notorious perpetual motion machine projects.

Well, the phrase in quotation marks was writ
ten by nonc other than D. Mendcleycv. Jt ap
peared in his famous "Foundations of Chemistry,"
a textbook used in its time by tens of thousands
of students.

Now why was the author of the Periodic Law
mistaken?

In his time there were all grounds for such
mistakes, The clements were then arranged in
the 'Table in order of increasing atomic weight,
The atomic weight of hydrogen is 1.008, of
helium ·1.003. lienee, why not assume that there
might be clements with atomic weights of 1.5, 2,
3, and so on? Or clements lighter than hydrogen,
with atomic weights smaller than unity?

Mendeleyev and many other chemists thou.ght
this to be quite possible. And they were suppurt
ed by the astronomers, representatives of a scien-
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«: very far removed from chemistry, We daresay,
their &UPPOl t was involuntary. It was the astro
nomers that first proved new elements to be dis
coverable not only in the laboratory and 110t only
by analysing terrestrial minerals.

In studying the total solar eclipse of 1868 the
English astronomer Lockyer and the French as
tronorner Jansscn passed the blinding light of
the solar corona through a spectroscope prism. In
the dense palisade of spectral lines they observed
some that could belong to none of the elements
known on Earth. Thus was discovered helium,
the name coming from the Greek for "solar."
Only twenty-seven years later did the English
physicist and chemist William Crookes discover
helium on Earth.

His discover y proved contagious. Asu onomers
began tu point their telescopes at distant stars
dod nebulae. Their findings wei c scrupulously
published in astronomical yearbooks, and borne
even found their way into chemical journals.
These were findings which treated of alleged dis
coveries of new elements in the boundless space
of the universe. The elements were given porn
pous names such as coronium and nebulium, ar
chonium and protoHuorine. Apart from their na
DIes, chemists knew nothing about them. But
bearing in mind the happy end of the helium
story, they hurried to place these celestial strang
ers In the Periodic System. They put them before
hydrogen or in the space between hydrogen and
helium. And they cherished the hope that at
some time in the future new Crookeses would
prove coronium and its no less mysterious fellows
to exist on Earth.



But as soon as the physicists tackled the Perio
dic System these hopes were shattered. Atomic
weights were found to be an unreliable footing
for the Periodic Law. They were replaced in this
function by the nuclear charge, or the atomic
number of the element,

In passing from element to clement in the
Periodic System this charge increases by one unit
each time,

Time passed and more precise astronomic in
struments scattered the myth of the mysterious
nebulae, They turned out to be atoms of long
known elements, atoms that had lost some of
their electrons and therefore gave unfamiliar
spectra. The "business cards" of the celestial
strangers proved false.

A Two-Faced Element

You may have heard a dialogue something
like this during a chemistry lesson at school.

'reacher: .
"What grou!) of the Periodic System is hydro

geoin?"
Pupil:
"In the first. This is so because like the other

elements of the first group, the alkali metals li
thium, sodium, potassium. rubidium, cesium, and
francium, the hydrogen atom has unly one elec
tron in its only electron shell, Like them, hydro
gen displays a positive valence of one in chemi
cal compounds. Finally, hydrogen is capable of
displacing some metals from their salts."

Is this true? Yes, but only half true...
Chemistry is a precise science and chemists do

...,.,...)



not like half truths IIych oge..n l~ a ronvmr 109

t xamplc
Whdt l'l thci t.. In common between II} droaen

and the ..rlkah mct.il-," Onl} their positive ".11<.n
(l. of 1 Onl), the "111111,11 .u i anzcmcnt of then
outer electron ,hlll~ \" to the u.vt, they lx ,n
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no rcvcmblanr e ,1t all. Tlydrugcn l'i a g-as and n
nonmetal. f Iydrogcn {OJ 1l1!\ (1 diatomic molecule.
The rest of the clements oj the first group ai e
clasvic ..ll metals, and the most Lll tivc ones as far
a, chemic al reactions g"O. HI audislriug its only
elect: on, hyd) ogcn trjc~ to don the tog,l of an
alkali metal, But actually it j" ..1 wolf in sheep's
( Iothing,

The Big House i'l '-)0 ..111 angcd that kind] erl
element ~ Iive one above 11l(~ uthl'J off each stair
well, l'Olnplie.,ing the ~l()UP~ and vubgroups of the
Periodic System, This i'i the lav, for the inhabi
tants of the I~ig House, By falling into Group I,
hydrogen inevitably breaks tl-is law,

Out where i~ poor hydrogen to go'~ There are
all in all nine ~1 oups, nine stair wells in the Rig
l-J ousc, JIeli UJl)" hydrog en's Iirst-Iloor neighbour"
found its Hat onlv in wh.it is now called the zci ()

"g-roup. The places in the rest of the groups arc
vacant. Sec hO\\I many posvihilities there at e for
replanning the fir~t floor to find hydrogen a real
"place under the sun!'

Couldn't it be lodged in the second group,
with the alkaline-cal th metals headed by beryl
lium? No, they feel absolutely no kinship towards
hydrogen. The third. fourth" fifth and sixth
groups also refuse to have anything to do with it.
What about the seventh group? 'Vait! The halo..
gens occupying til is group, fluorine, chlorine,
bromine. etc.... , arc I eady to extend a friendly
hand to hydrogen.

. . .Imagine a meeting between two children.
"How old are you?"
"s I "o muc 1.

"S a I "It.. 0 m .



"1 'vc got a bicycle!"
"M t I"e 00.

"What's your Dad?"
U A truck driver!"
"Whee ! So is mine!"
"Let's be friends?"
"Let's! "
"A I ", 11· k h dre you a nonmeta ..., uorme as s y ro-

gen.
"Y '"es.
"'A r~"re you a gas.
"Th t' · ht."a S rig' .
·'80 are we," says fluorine, nodding at chlorine.
"My molecule consists of two atoms!" contri

butes hydrogen.
"Well, what do you know about that!" says

fluorine in surprise. "just like ours."
"And can you show negative valence, accept

additional electrons? We dt C awfully fond of
doing that!"

"Of course I can. I form hydrogen compounds
known as hydrides with the very alkali metals
that dislike me so, and my valence in them is. "minus onc.

"All right then, pitch right in with us and let's
be friends!"

And hydrogen takes up its abode in the se
venth group. But not for long. After getting to
know its new relation a little better one of the
halogens remarks disappointedly:

"See here, brother. You don't seem to have
many electrons on your outer shell, do you? Only
one, as a matter of fact. .. Like them blokes in
group one. Hadn't you better get back to the al
kali metals?"



See what difficult straits hydrogen is in: there
..ire plenty of 100111S but none it can occupy pcr
manently, with full rights.

But why? What is the )cason {OJ this surpris
ing tow-Iaccdness of hydrogen? What makes
hydrogen behave so eccentrically?

The specific properties of any chemical ele
rnent become evident when it combine" with
other elements. Jt then yields or accepts electrons
which either leave its outer shell or enter it.
When an element loses all the electrons of its
outer shell, the rest of its shells usually remain
unchanged. Such is the case with all the clements
except hydrogen. When hyorogen part') with its
only electron, all that I emains is its atomic nu
clcus, What i" left is a proton, this being, as a
matter of fact, all the hydrogen atom nucleus
consists of (actually it docs not always consists
of only &.l proton, but \\ e shall come to this impor
tint point later). Hence the chemistry of hydro
gen j~ the only chemist; y of its kind, as it were,
the chemistry of an elementary particle, the pro...
ton. Thus, 1eactions involving hydrogen proceed
under the influence of protons.

And that is why hydrogen behaves so incon
sistently.

The First and the Most Surprising

Hydrogen was discovered by the famous En
glish physicist the Hon. Henry Cavendish. He was
the richest of the learned and the most learned
of the rich, as one of his contemporaries put
it. We might add that he was the most puncti
lious of scientists. It is said that whenever Caven-



dish borrowed a book from his own library he
always signed his name on the book card. The
most sedate of scientists, devoted entirely to
scientific research, always engrossed in his
science, he got the reputation of an eccentr ic
recluse, But it wav just these qualitres that enab
led him to discover the new gas hydrogen. And,
believe us, it was no easy task!

He made his discovery In 1ibb; and by 17X:J
the French Ptotessoi (~h~lJ lcs had Hown the lir st
hydrogen-filled balloon

Hydrogen was d most valuable find to chcm
ists, too. I t helped them to get an insight into the
structui e of acids and bases, these most impoi
tant classes of chemical compounds. It became an
indispensiblc laboratory reagent for precipitating
metals lrom solutions of salts, and for reducing
metallic oxides. And paradoxical though it seems,
had hydr ogen not been discovered ill 1766, but,
say, half a century later (such a thing could real
Iy have happened) the progless of chemistry,
both in theory and practice, would have been re
tarded for a long time.

When the chemists had come to know hydro
gen well enough, and pI actical workers had be
gun to utilize it for the production of important
substances, this gas drew the attention of phy
sicists. And they found out a great deal of infor
mation which enriched science many times over.

Do you need more evidence? For one thing,
hydrogen solidifies at a lower temperature than
nv other liquid or gas (except helium), at minus
on 1° Celsius. Secondly, the hydrogen atom
groled the Danish physicist Niels Bohr to work
kal a theory of the arrangement of electrons



around the atomic nucleus, without which the
physical sense of the Periodic Law could not
have been understood. And these facts laid the
foundation for other very important discoveries.

Then the physicists passed the baton on to
their close relatives bv profession, to the astro
physicists who studied the composition and struc
ture of the stars. The astrophysicists stated that
hydrogen is element Number One in the uni
verse. It is the main component of the Sun, the
stars, nebulae, and the basic "filler" of interstel
lar spare. Ther e i" more hvrh ogen in outer space
than all the other chemical elements taken to
gether. Nothing like on Earth, where its content
amounts to less than one per cent.

Scientist ~ consider hydrogen the starting point
of the long tr..lin of transforrnations of atomic
nuclei, the tr ain whit h resulted in the formation



of all the chemical clements, of all atoms without
exception. Our SUD and all the stars are luminous
because of the thermonuclear reactions occurring
in them, involving the transformation of hydro
gen into helium with the release of enormous
amounts of energy. A prominent chemist on



Earth, hydrogen is an outstanding chemist in
outer space.

Another remarkable property of hydrogen is
that its atom emits radiations having a wave
length of 21 centimetres. This is called a univer
sal constant because it is the same throughout the
universe. Ann scientists have taken up the pro
blem of organizing- radio communications with
other inhabited worlds on the hydrogen wave. If
these worlds at e inhabited by intelligent crea
tures, they should have an idea of what 21 centi
metres is.

..
How Many Hydrogens Are There on EarthI

The Nobel Prize is the highest award to a
scientist. There arc and have been very many
scientists in the world, but just over a hundred
of them have been awarded the Nobel Prize and
they rcceived it for the most outstanding of out ..
standing discoveries,

Three of the Nobel Prizcmcn for 1C)B2 were
Murphy, U rey and Brickweddc.

It was thought previously that there was only
one hydrogen on Earth, that with an atomic
weight of one. Murphy and his colleagues discov
ered a second hydrogen, fwicc as heavy, This
was the hydrogen isotope having the atomic
weight two. Isotopes are varieties of atoms with
the same charge but different atomic weights. In
other words, the nuclei of isotopic atoms contain
an equal number of protons hut different num
bers of neutrons. Isotopes are known for all the
chemical elements: some of them exist in nature;



others have been obtained artificially by means
of nuclear reactions.

The hydrogen isotope whose nucleus is a b.u e
proton is called pi otium and its symbol is HI.
This is the only atomic nucleus which contains
110 neutrons at all. (f\nother unique propel ty of
hydrogen!)



Add a neutron to this single proton and the
result is the nucleus of the heavy hydrogen iso
tope called deuterium (H2 or D2). Protium is far
more abundant in nature than deuterium, consti
tuting over 99 per cent of all the hydrogen.

But there is a third variety of hydrogen, with
two neutrons in its nucleus; this is tritium (H3 or
T3). It forme; continuously in the atmosphere un
der the action of cosmic rays. It forms only to
disappear again rather quickly It jc; radioactive
and decays into a helium isotope (helium-3)
Tritium is d. vel y rat c clement: its content in all
the atmosphere of the Eat th is only 6 grams.
There is only one atom of tritium in every 10 cu
hie centimetres of air Just 1ecently still heavier
isotopes of hydrogen H4 and I-I'5 have been ob
tained artificially, but they are very unstable.

The mere fact of its having isotopes does not
distinguish hydrogen among the chemical ele
ments. What does distinguish it is that hydrogen
isotopes differ noticeably in propel ties, primarily
in physical properties. Isotopes of the other ele
ments are almost indiscriminable.

Each variety of hydrogen has its own persona
lity and behaves differently in chemical reactions.
For example, protium is more active than deute
rium. By studying the behaviour of hydrogen iso
topes, scientists started an entirely new branch of
science, known as isotope chemistry. The chemis
try we know has to do with elements a, a whole,
with all the isotopes of each, taken together. But
isotope chemistry deals with separate isotopes. It
enables investigators to look into the most intri
cate details of various chemical processes.
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Chemistry -= Physics+Mathematics!

What would you say about a contractor who
ei ected a building and after putting the roof on,
asked the designer' to calculate whether every
thing had been done fight?

It sounds like an episode from "Through the
Looking Glass," doesn't it?

Nevertheless that was just what happened to
the Periodic System of Elements The Big House
was first built and the elements lodzed, each in
a flat of its own Chemists made Mendclevev's
Table their tool But why the properties of the
elements repeat themselves periodically they
could not tell for a long time

The explanation was supplied by the ph, <icists
They calculated the structui e of the Periodic Sy~

tern building for sti ength, and their findings were
remarkable They found it to have been built ab
solutely ]ight in accordance with all the laws of
"chemical mechanic~" And so we Cannot hut
admire Mendeleyev's tl uly gl eat intuition and
profound knowledge of chemisti y

Phvsicrsts began by studying the sh ucture of
the atom in detail

The heart of the atom ie, its nucleus Around
it revolve electrons, the number- of whit It equals
the number of positive chai ges on the nucleus
Hydrogen has one electron, potassium twelve,
uranium ninety-two How do they revolve'
Chaotically, like a swarm of moths fluttering
at ound an elccn ic light bulb, or In some definite
order"}

To answer this question the scientists had to
J csort to new physical theories and to develop



new mathematical methods. And here is what
they found: electrons revolve around the nucleus
Oil definite orbits, like the planets around the Sun.

"How many electrons are there on each orbit?
Any number at all or a limited number?" asked
the chemists.

"A strictly limited number!" replied the physi
cists. "All electron shells possess a finite capa-
. "city.

Physicists have their own symbols for electron
shells. They use letters K, L, AI, .I,r, 0, P, and Q.
These letters denote the shells ill order of their
remoteness from the nucleus.

In collaboration with matkematicians, the phy
sicists drew up a detailed scheme indicating how
many electrons each orbit contains.

The K-shcll can have 2 electrons and no more.
The first of them appears in the hydrogen atom,
and the second in the helium atom. That is why
the fil st period of the Mendcleyev Table consists
of only two clements.

The [,I-shell can accommodate many Il11Jrc, na
mely, 8 electrons, We find the first electron be
longing to this shell in the lithium atom and the
last in the neon atom. The clements from lithium
to neon form the second period of Mendeleyev's
System.

And how many electrons at c thei c in the sub
sequent shells? The Atl-ethell accommodates 18, the
N -shell 32, the O-shell 50, the P-shell 72. etc.

I f the outermost electron shells of two clements
are identically arranged, the properties of the
elements are similar. For instance, lithium and
sodium, each contains a single electron in its outer
shell. And this accounts for their being in the



same group of the Periodic System, namely, in
the first group. Note that the group number
equals the number of valence electrons in the
atoms of the elements in the group.

And now the conclusion: outer electron shells
of identical structure recur periodically. And that
is why the properties of the clemente; also recur
periodically.

Some More Mathematics

There i" logic in everything. Even the most
unaccountable phenomenon has its Jogic It may
not be perceptible at first, and then inconsisten
cies appear. Inconsistencies are vel y unpleasant
things for any theory or hypothesis. They either
disclose the wrongness of the theory or make one
think hard. And it often so happens that this
hard thinking helps to penetrate deeper into the
uncomprehensible.

Here is an example of such an inconsistency.
Equality reigns only in the first two periods of
the Periodic Table. There are exactly as many
elements in each of these periods as the corres
ponding outer shell can hold electrons. Thus, in
the atoms of the elements of the first period,
hydrogen and helium, the K-shell is filled. It can
not contain more than two electrons, and there
fore there are only two elements in the first pe
riod. An eight-electron (octet) shell fills up com
pletely through the atoms of the elements of the
second period, from lithium to neon, and that is
why the second period contains eight elements.

After this things get more involved.
Count up the number of elements in the sub-
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sequent pei iods 1'hcIC arc 8 in the third, IN in
thv luur th 1\ 111 the hlth, J2 III the srxth, and
there should also be 32 In the seventh (which 1&

Incomplete as yet). But what about the corres
ponding shells? Here the figures are different:
18, 32, 50, and i 2 ..

Now, were we not too hasty in concluding that
in undertaking to explain the su uctui e of the
Pc ) iodic Table the phyvrcrsts found no defcc t\ 1n
It~ consti uction J It would be d good thing It &.1

dehmte electi on shell WCI e filled regularly 10 the
Inhabitants of each floor of the Big House, and
if each floor started with an alkali metal and
ended in an mer t ga~. The capacity of each pe
riod would then be equal to the capacity of the
electron shell .

Alas, we at e oblrged to speak of this in the
subjunctive mood: i1 this, il that .. Actually the
balance does not tally. 1 he thii d period of Men
deleyev's T able accommodates lcvs inhabitants
than there arc electrons in the third shell, the
JW-shcll, And so on

A sad incongruity... But this incongruity holds
the clue to the essence of the Periodic System.

Now look: though the third period ends in ar
gon, the third M-~hell of the latter's atom i~ not
completed. The completed shell should contain
18 electrons, but so far there are only 8 in it.
Argon is followed by potassium which belongs
to the fourth period, being the fir st inhabitant of
the fourth floor. But instead of placing its latest
electron in its third shell, the potassium atom
prefers having it in its fourth, N -shell. This is no
accident, but again a strict 1egularity established
by the physicists. It is simply that no atom can
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have D101 ethan 8 elect Ions in its outside shell,
I he combination ol \ outer elcc h on, i~ a very
stable all angement.

In calcium, potassium's next-door neighbour,
the newest electron also finds it "more advanta
geous' to OCLUpy the outermost shell, because
then the energy ~upply of the calcium atom is
smaller than with any other electron distribu
tion. But In scandium, which follows calcium, the
tendency to continue filling the outer shell 01 the
atODI vanishev It') new electron "dives' Into the
incomplete ~C( end-last kl-~hcll. And since tlu-,
shell has ten vacancres (we ah eady know that
the maximum capacity of the M-shell is 18 elec
trons), the atoms of the next ten elements, from
scandium to zinc, gr adually fill up their M-shell&.
Finally, in ZInc, all the electrons of the M-shell
are in place. After this the N -shell again begins
to accept electrons. As soon as It contains a total
of 8 electrons we get the inei t gas krypton. In
rubidium the old story repeats itself: the fifth
shell appears before the fourth j~ complete.

Such a step-by-step filling of electron shells is
a "standai d of behaviour" Ior the inhabitants ol
the Periodic Table from the fourth pel iod on.
This is the basic strict regulation of the Big
I Iouse of Chemical Elements.

For this reason main and secondary subgroups
ale distinguished in it. The elements in which the
outermost electron shells are being filled COtD

prise the main subgroups. Those in which inner
shells arc being completed make up the second
ary subgroups

But the tQUI th, N -shell, does not hll up in one
step, Its completion is drawn out into three whole



"tOI eys of the BIg IIouse The Iirst electron of
tlus shell .lPPCdl ~ In potassium which occupies Hat
J9. Hut the 32nd electron dppl..drC; In It only III

Iutetnuu, ..... ept event..itrvc of the sixth pel iod It,
Itt ODIH number 1S 7J

So you see, the Inc. ongrurty has a ~11vel lmmg.
In trying to account for It we and the physicists
got a better msight Into the sn uctui e of the Pe
i rodic System

How Chemists Came Across the Unexpected

You have probably read the splendid science
fiction novel by Helbelt Wells called "The War
of the Woi lds," about the mvaston of Eat th by
emissaries from Mar»

You will recall that after the last Martian
was killed and hfe on the Earth began to settle
down again, the scrcntists, having 1ecovered from
the shocks they had under gone, hurried to study
the little that was left of the unexpected visitors
from the neighbouring planet. Among other
things, they were interested in the mysterious
black dust which the Martians used to destroy
hfe on Earth,

After several unsuccessful experiments which
ended in terrible explosions, they found the ill
starred substance to be a compound of the inert
gas argon with some elements not yet known on
Earth

However, at the time the great writer of
science fiction was putting the finishing touches to
his book, chemists were absolutely certain that
argon could not combine with anything under



any conditions. A large number of practical ex
pcnments bad brought them to this conclusion.

Argon was called an inert gas. "Inert" comes
from the Greek for "inactive." Argon is a mem
ber of a whole group of chemical sloths, which
also includes helium, neon, krypton, xenon and
radon.

In the Periodic System they form what is
known as the zer 0 group, because the valence of
these elements equals zero, The atoms of the
inert gases are capable neither of donating nOJ of
accepting electrons,

What didn't chemists do to make them react!
They heated them to temperatui es at which the
most refractory metals would turn into boiling
hot liquids; they cooled them until they became
solids; they passed enormous electric discharges
through them, and they subjected them to attack
by the most furious chemical agents, But all in
vain!

Where other elements would long have sur
render ed and entered into chemical union, the
inert gases I emamed impassive, "You are wast
ing your time," they seemed to SdY to the in
vestigator. "We have no desire to enter into any
reaction. We're above all that!" And their ar
rogance earned them another title, that of "no
ble" gases. But then this title has an ironic tinge
to it.

Ramsay, who discovered helium in terrestrial
minerals, had reason to be proud; he had present
ed the world with a new chemical element which
really existed. A chemical one! Sir William
Ramsay would have paid dearly to make helium
behave like the other inhabitants of the Periodic
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Table, namely, to combine with hydrogen, OXY
gell, or sulphur, So that esteemed professors
could tell from their rostra, about the oxides and
salts of helium.

But helium, the first in the group of inert gases,
failed him. At the end of the last century the
BI itish scientists Ramsay and Rayleigh disovered
neon and argon, krypton and xenon. Later radon
closed the Jist of chemical sloths, They wei call
clement" with atomic weights of their own. But
honestly, one could hardly bring oneself to prefix
the word "chemical", say, to the words "element

"argon.
And so scientists moved this arrogant family

of noble gases to the edge of the Mendeleycv
Table, adding a new section to it, which they
called the zero p-fOUp. And they wrote in chemi
cal textbooks that there existed chemical ele
ments which were unable to form compounds
under any conditions,

It was quite a blow to the scientists: quite
against their will, six elements fell out of the
sphere of activity of chemical science.

A Solution Which Brought No Consolation

Even Mendeleyev was perplexed at first. He
even ventured to suggest the "saving" idea that
argon was no new element at all. It was, he said,
a sort of compound of nitrogen with three atoms
in its molecule: N3; like the ozone molecule 0 3
which exists alongside the oxygen molecule O2•

But finally the facts convinced Mendeleycv of
his error and he acknowledged Ramsay to be
right. And now all the textbooks in the world
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name the English scientist as the discoverer of
the gt oup of noble gases, and nobody tr ics to
l hallenge this fact ·

...For twenty years N. MOl uzov, d member of
the "Narodnaya Volya' group languished in the
dungeons of the Schlusselbui g For t. Ai terwards,
under Soviet power, he became a world renowned
scientist. The impenetrable walls of his stone
prison were unable to break his will or to keep
him away from scientific work. His persistent
studies materialized ill a number of daring and
original ideas and hypotheses. In prison Morozov
finished a study devoted to the Periodic System.
In it he predicted the existence of elements which
should be chemically inactive.

By the time Morozov was released the inert
gases had already heen discovered and had found
their place in the table of elements.

It is said that Morozov visited Mendeleycv not
long before the latter's death, and that the two
great compatriots had a long talk about the Pe
riodic Law. Unfortunately, the contents of this
talk arc unknown.

Mendeleyev died not long before the myste; y
of the inertness of the noble gases was solved,
The secret was as follows,

The physicists who had so often, and still do,
come to the aid of the chemists, established that
an outer shell containing 8 electrons is very sta
ble. It is a sort of ideal of stability of an electron
shell. And hence, there is no reason for it to do
nate or accept electrons.

Thus the reason for the "nobility" of the inert
gases is the 8 electrons in their outermost shell
(or 2 in the case of the helium atom). The two-



electron shell of helium i:, no less stable than the
O( tet ones of the other chemical sloths

And another thing became clear to the chem
ists: the addition of the zero group to the Periodic
Table was not just a forced measure; without it
the Periodic System would have looked like an



unfinished edifice, because each of its periods
ends in an inert gas after which the next electron
shell begins to fill up and thus the next storey
of the Big HOUCiC begins to form.

A& you sec, it all turned out quite simple. Des
pite their aristocratic ti tIe, the noble gases ex
hibited some ability to do practical work: helium
found usage for hIling balloons and dirigibles
and came to the did of diver" against caisson
disease. Argon and neon lights decorate city
streets at night.

But maybe "nevertheless it does move!" Maybe
there is something physicists have not thought out
or calculated yet, or perhaps chemists have not
yet exhausted all the means of making substances
react with one another ~

The Search for a "Crazy" Idea,
or How the Inert Gases Stopped Being Inert

'Two parallel straight lines never intersect,"
asset ted geometry through the lips of Euclid, the
greatest mathematician of antiquity.

"Not so, they must intersect!" declared the
Russian scientist Nikolai Lobachevsky in the
middle of the last century.

And thus was born a new geometry, known as
non-Euclidean geometry.

"Moonshine and gibberish!" was what many
leading scientists said about it at first. But were
it not for non-Euclidean geometry we would
have neither the theory of relativity nor the dar
ing ideas of the laws governing the structure of
the universe.
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Many of you have no doubt read A. Tolstoy's
"Engineer Garin's Hyperboloid."

"Excellent science fiction," wac; the verdict of
1iterary critics the world over.

"Fiction that can never become 1eality!"
echoed the scientists,

Tolstoy died only fifteen yea) ~ befor e the Iir st
ruby crystal emitted a light 1ay of unheai d of
brightness and power, and the word "laser" be
carne known to by nu means only specialists.

. . .Enthusiast-chemists continued to heJieve
stubbornly in the possibility of conquering the
unheard of obstinacy of the iuei t gases, If we took
the trouble to thumb through the yellowing- pages
of scientific journals of the twenties, thirties and
forties, we should come across quite a few curious
articles and notes "which show that chemists never
relinquished the hope of ell awing the iner t gases
into the sphere of their activities,

Unusual Formulas stare out at us from these
pages. They tell of strange substances, com
pounds of helium with mercury, palladium, plati
num and other metals. Only one thing is wrong:
these are not the chemical compounds we should
like to obtain. In them helium's two-electron
shell remains unchanged, and the compounds
themselves exist only at a very low temperature,
in the kingdom of absolute zero...

If we went on turning the pages of chemical
journals we should come across another bit of
news: the Soviet chemist Nikitin prepared a
much less fantastic compound of xenon and ra
don with water, phenol .and some other organic
liquids: Xe·SH20 , and Rn-6H20. They are



stable under 01 dinar Y conditions, can be 1 eadily
obtained, but

But as before, chemical bonding has nothing to
do with these compounds The xenon and radon
atoms abide piously by the perfection of their
outermost shell 8 electrons there wei e and 8
clectrons 1emained Moi c than fifty years had
passed smce the Inert gases were discovered, but
"the cal t had not budged"

The twentieth century, the stormiest and
most unforgettable of all the centurres of human
history, will come to a close And scientists will
sum up the achievements of scientific thought
dui mg the past hundred yearv The endless hst
of outstanding discover res will include in a pro-
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mincnt place "the production of chemical com
pounds of the inert gases " And some enthusias
tic commentator will add: one of the most sen
sational discover ies. Sensational? Hardly! Rather
a romantic story. Or even a story of how simple
sometimes can be the solution of a problem which
for dozens of years tormented the minds of nu..
mer OUf) scientists with its insolvability...

Jn OUf days chemistry resembles a mighty tree
with an immense ever-spreading crown. It is no
longer possible for anyone person to study even
a whole branch in full An investigator mostly
has to spend years to become acquainted in de
tail with a small twig, a hud, or a hardly visible
shoot, Knowledge of the bt anch as a whole adds
up Ir om thousands of SU( h investigations

The "twig" studied by the Canadian chemist
Nell Bar tlett was a compound called platinum
hexafluoi ide in the language of chemists, and
having the fOJ mula: PtF6 It was not by accident
fh.it he devoted \0 much time and effoi t to this
substance. Compounds of fluor inc with the heavy
metals ~11 e vel y inter esting substances, of great
rmpot tance to science and practice. One of their
uses I~ in the separation of the uranium isotopes
1I1 t.lnium-235 and UI anium-238 for nuclear en
gineering. The separation of one isotope from
another is a vel y complicated process, but it can
he accomplished with the aid of uranium hexa
fluor ide UF6• Besides, heavy metal fluorides are
vei v active chemical substances

Bartlett I carted rtFs with oxygen and obtained
it 'cry curious compound. The oxygen is con
tained in it as the positively charged molecule O2•

A molecule which has lost one electron. Now
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what is so strange about that? The strange thing
is that it is very difficult indeed to tear an elec
tron away from the oxygen molecule, as this re
quires a great deal of energy. Platinum hexafluo
ride was found to be capable of removing an
electron from the oxygen molecule

Removal of all electron from the outer shells
of inert gas atoms also requires a great deal of
energy. There is a regularity here according to
which the heavier the inert .gas the smaller the
amount of enei ~y 1equii ed And it was found
easier to make a xenon atom Pelt t with one of
its electrons than to tear one awav from the oxy
gen molecule.

And so ... This is whet e the most interesting
begins! Bartlett decided to make platinum hexa
flout ide steal an electron f lorn the xenon atom.
And he was successful the world's first chern
ical compound of au inert KdC; was born in 1962.
This is what it looks like: XcPfF6 And it i, fan ly
stable. Nothing like the exotic compounds of he
lium with platinum or mercui Y

This hardly noticeable grain immediately
sprouted out. The sprout, which began to grow
like bamboo, became a new trend in chemistry,
the chemistry of the inet t gases. Only yester day
many serious scientists were very sceptical. To
day they have at their disposal mor e than thirty
real chemical compounds of the inert gases,
mainly fluorides of xenon, krypton. and radon.

And so the myth of the infallibility of the outer
electron shell of the noble ga&cC) collapsed

What about the molecular sti ucture of the va
rious compounds of the inert gases? Scientists are
only just beginning to understand this. It turns
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out that atoms can possess a IDULh larger supply
of valence forces than was thought previously.

Foi met ly the valence concept WdS based 011 I C

l ogmtion of the special stability, Infallibility of
the octet shell But now scientists came up against
the question ot whether everything was quite so
clear in these theories? Maybe it will fall to your
lot, dear readers, to help disclose new laws in
the m .

Another Inconsistency!
What Is to Be Done About It!

It IS said that once a pensive man walked
Into d. 1esearch institute with a well stocked fold
er under his arm. He spread or t his papers be
fore the scientists and declared In a tone that suf
fered no objection:

"The Mendeleyev Table should have only se
ven groups of elements, neither more nor less!"

"How is that?" asked the worldly wise scien-
• •tists In surprise.

"It's very simple. The number 'seven' conceals
a profound meaning! There ale seven colours in
the rainbow, seven notes in the musical scale..."

It was clear to the scientists that the man be
fore them was not quite sane. And they attempt
ed to turn the claims of the latter-day remaker
of Mendeleyev's Table to joke.

"Don't forget that there are also seven holes
in a man's head!" said one of them with a smile.

'And seven pillars of wisdom too," added
another.

This is DO anecdote. It actually occurred in one
of the Mosrow institutes.
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There have been multitudes of such cases In
the history of the Pci rodic System Attempt after
attempt was made to rccai ve It Sometimes the
attempt had some dchrntc sense But most often
they were Just the 1esult of some author S tr ylng
to be orrgmal

Mendeleyev's great discovery celebrated Its
hundredth anniversary In 1969 And to thmk that
In the. wake of this gi cat date even scnous chem
1St, are coming to the conclusion that somethmg
will have to be changed In the Penodic System'

There was J. time when scientists could not
brmg themselves to call the elements of the zero
group chemical Now rt IS the other way around
It seems rather Inconvenient to call the elements
of the zero group inert Hardly a month passes



hut sevei al articles appear in chemical [our nal
on the chcmisti y of the inc . SOt) y. the elements
01 the zero glOUp. Information keep~ strcauuug
in from val ious countr ies on the synthesis of new
chemical compounds of krypton, xenon and ra
don. .. Bi-, tetra-, and hexavalent xenon. tetra
valent krypton these tel D1S, which seemed Cl azy
only a decade ,1gO, have now become quite corn
Ilion

"A nightmare of xenon fluorides hangs over
the Mendeleycv Table!" exclaimed an eminent
scientist in hOI 101 •

Though he may have been exaggei ating a bit,
this "nightmare" must be dispersed as soon as
possible, But how ~

Here is what the scientists suggest: send the
"zer () group" concept to the archives of the his
tOIY of science and place all the once inert gases
in the eighth group, considering that they have
eight electrons in their outer shells...

But wait! Ther c is all eady an eighth group,
"built into" the table by Mendeleyev himself.
This group contains nine clements: iron, cobalt,
nickel, ruthenium, rhodium, palladium, osmium,
iridium, and platinum.

What is to be done about it?
In other words, chemists have come up against

another inconsistency. The familiar appearance
of the Periodic Table must be changed, and that
very soon.

"There is always something in the way" runs
the proverb. What is in .the way of this rhange
in appearance is the "old" eighth group. Where
is it to be placed?
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The "Omnivorous"

'1 hat Ib what the pi ominent Soviet scrcnust
A I~ Fersman called it. For the world knows no
element more ferocious, nature has produced no
substane e chemically more active than the main
character of this stoi y. You will never find It in
nature In the native state, but only in the foi m
of compounds

Its English name is fluorine from the Latin
lluo meaning "flow" But its Russian name [un
IS derived from the Greek for "destructive". This
IS a second, no lcsv forceful tel m char acterizmg
the main Ieatur e of this representative ot the
seventh glOUp of the Mendeleycv Table

It has been said that "the path to free fluorine
led through human tragedy, ." These ale not
just fine words, Mall hac; discovered 104 elements
In the hunt for new simple substances I eseai chei S

overcame do multitude of difficulties, knew many
disappointments, became the victims of curious
errors. The pursuit of tr aces of unknown ele
ments has cost scientists a great deal of effort

Fluorine, the element fluorine in its free form,
has cost hves,

Long is the doleful list of casualties incurred
in attempts to obtain free fluorine. Knox, a mem
ber of the 11 ish Academy of Science, the French
chemist Niklesse, the Belgian researcher Layette,
all fell victim to the "omnivorous." And many
InOI e scientists suffered severe injuries, Among
them were the prominent French chemists Gay
Lussac and Thenard dod the English chemist
Humphry Davy... There were no doubt also
unknown investigators on WhODl fluorine took
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revenge for insolent attempts to isolate it from its
compounds.

When on June 26, 1886, Henri Moissan report
ed to the Paris Academy of Science that he had
finally succeeded in obtaining free fluorine, he
had a black bandage over one of his eyes...

The French scientist Moissan was the first to
find out what the elcrnent fluor ine was like in the
free state. And it must be owned that many
<. hernists wei e afraid to work with this element

Twentieth-century scientists have found me
thods of bridling the fury of fluorine, have hunt
ed out ways of making it serve mankind. The
chemistry of this elements has now become a lar
ge independent field of inorganic chemistry.

The tel rible "genius" of the bottle has been
subdued, And the efforts of the numerous fighters
for free fluorine have been well repaid.

Many types of modern refrigerators use freon
as their cooling agent. Chemists have a more
complex name for this substance: difluorodichlo
romethane, Fluorine is an indispensible consti
tuent of this compound.

Itself "destructive," fluorine can form com
pounds which practically nothing can destroy.
They will not burn nor rot and are insoluble in
alkalis and acids; £1 ec Iluoi ine does not attack
them, and they are almost wholly indifferent to
arctic cold and to sudden sharp temperature
changes. Some of them are liquids, others solids.
Their common name is fluorocarbons, compounds
which nature herself was unable to invent. They
wei e produced by man The union nf carbon and
Huoi inc was found vel y useful. Fluorocarbons are
employed as cooling fluids in motors, for impreg-
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nating special fabrics, as very long-lived lubri
cants, insulators and structural materials for va
rious kinds of equipment in the chemical in
dustry.

When the scientists were searching for ways
of harnessing nuclear energy, it becalne neces-



sary to separate the uranium isotopes uranium
235 and uranium-238. And as has already heen
said above, investigators succeeded in accom
plishing this vel y complicated task with the aid
of a very interesting compound called uranium
hexafluoride.

It was Iluorine which helped chemists to prove
that the inei t gases were not at all chemical
sloths as had been thought for decades. The first
compound of the inert gas xenon brought to life
was its compound with fluorine

Such is fluorine'x work record.

Henning Brand's "Philosopher's Stone"

There once lived in the Middle Ages in the
German town of Hamburg a merchant by the
name of Hennig Brand. We do not know how
inventive he was in his trade operations, but can
asset t confidently that he had only a very crude
idea of chemistry.

Rut even he could not resist the temptation to
try and become a rich man all at once. This
seemed easy: all he had to do was to find the
notorious "philosopher's stone" which, the al
chemists claimed, could change even a cobble
stone to gold.

. . .Years passed. Brand's name was mentioned
less and less frequently in conversations between
merchants, and when it was, heads were wagged
sadly. Meanwhile he dissolved, mixed, sieved,
and calcined various minerals and concoctions,
and his hands were eovered with unhealing acid
and alkali burns.

One fine evening the former merchant had a



streak of luck. A substance, white as snow, sett
led at the bottom of his retort. It burned quickly,
forming thick asphyxiating fumes. And the stran
gest thing was that it glowed in the dark. The
cold light it gave off was so bright that Brand
could read his ancient alchemical treatises by it
(for him these treatises had now taken the place
of business letters and receipts) .

. . .Thus was discovered by mere chance the
chemical clement phosphorus. Its name is from
the Greek for "lig-ht-hearing" or "light-hearer."

Phosphorus is the main component of many
luminous compounds, Do you remember the fa
mous Dog of the Baskervilles that Sherlock Hol
mes hunted for so long? Its mouth was smeared
with phosphorus.

No other representative of the Periodic Table
possesses such a unique property.

The valuable and important properties of
phosphorus are legion.

The German chemist Moleschott once said:
"Without phosphorus there is no thought." This
is true, because cerebral tissues contain many
complex phosphorus compounds. .

But neither is there life without phosphorus.
Without it respiratory processes would he impos
sible and muscles could store no energy. Finally,
phosphorus is one of the most important "bricks"
of any living organism. As a matter of fact, the
principal component of bony tissue is calcium
phosphate.

Now is this not just as good as the "philosop
her's stone", seeing that it animates the inani
mate?

And lastly, why docs phosphorus glow?
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There is always a cloud of phosphorus vapours
over white phosphorus. These vapours become
oxidized. evolving a large amount of energy- The
latter excites the phosphorus atoms and this cau
ses the glow,

The Odour of Freshness, or the Transition
of Quantity into Quality Exemplified

YOUI hi cath comes cavicr after d thunder stm Ill.

The all is clear and charged with freshness.
This i" not just a poetical image, Thunderclaps

result in the Formation of ozone gas in the at
mospherc, and it is this gas that makes the air
!o>cem cleaner .

Ozone is essentially oxygen. The diff Cl cnrc j,
th.it the oxygen molecule contains two atoms of



the element, while the ozone molecule contains
three. O2 and 03 one atom more or one atom
less of oxygen, should that make a big difference?

It does make a very big difference: ozone and
oxygen are entirely different substances,

Without oxygen there is no life. On the other
hand, ozone in large concentrations kills all liv
ing things. It is a most powerful oxidizing agent,
second only to Ilum ine. On combining with or
ganic substances ozone immediately dcstrovs
thern. When attacked bv ozone all the metals,
except for gold and platinum, change I apidly ill

to their oxides.
It is two-faced! A murderer of all living things,

ozone also promotes life on the Earth in many
ways.

This paradox is easy to explain. Solar radia
tions are not uniform, They contain what arc
known as ultraviolet rays. If all these reached
the Earth's surface, life on Earth would be im
possible hecause these rays carry an immense
amount of energy and are fatal to living- orga-

•msms,
Fortunately, only a very small fraction of the

Sun's ultraviolet rays reach the Earth's surface.
Most of them lose their force in the atmosphere
at an altitude of 20-30 kilometres. At this level
of the air blanket enveloping our planet, there
is a great deal of ozone. And it absorbs the ultra-
violet rays. .

By the way, one of the present-day theories of
the origin of life on Earth relates the appearance
of the first organisms to the time of formation of
the ozone layer in the atmosphere.

But people need ozone on the Earth too, and



in large quantities.
They, and primarily chemists, need thousands

and thousands of tons of ozone very badly.
The chemical industry would gladly make use

of the astounding oxidizing power of ozone.
Oil industry workers would also be pleased to

bow down to ozone. The petroleum of many oil
fields contains sulphur. Sour oils, as they are cal
Jed. cause a great deal of trouble, for one thing,
by rapidly corroding equipment, for instance,
boiler stokers at power stations, With ozone such
oil~ could easily be freed from sulphur, and the
sulphur t emovcd could he utilized to double or
even trehle the present production of sulphuric
acid.

We dr ink chlorinated water. It is harmless, but
its taste is inferior to that of spring water. Drink
inK water treated with ozone is absolutely free
From pathogenic bacteria and has no unpleasant
taste.

Ozone can renew old automobile tyres and
bleach fabrics. cellulose, and yarn. There are
many other things it can do. And that is why
scientists and engineers are working on the design
of high-capacity industrial ozonizers,

That is what ozone is! 0 3 is no less important
than ()2. Philosophy has long ago formulated the
dialectical principle of the transition of quantity
into quality. The example of oxygen and ozone
is one of the most vivid manifestations of dialec
f ics in chemistry.

There is another molecule known to scientists,
consisting of four oxygen atoms, 0 4• However,
this "quartet" is very unstable and hardly any
thing is known so far about its properties.



So Simple And Yet So Wonderful

Before the war there was a merry comedy on
at the movies, called "Volga, Volga." In it a bli
the water -carrier sings as he whips up his lazy
horses:

"For water's needed cverywln..i e
Wathout't you're neither here nor there

,.

The song was a gl cat sur cess and hl.l') now
even become proverbial.

But this simple ditty holds profound implica-
•tions,

For water really is substance No. 1 in life.
H 20. One atom of oxygen plus two atoms of
hydrogen. Probably one of the first chemical for
mulas you ever learn, Now try to imagine what
would become of our planet if the water sudden
ly disappeared from it.

...Dismal yawning "cavities" of sed. and ocean
hollows covered with a thick layer of the salt
once dissolved in the water. Dry river channels,
springs which will never bubble again. Rocks dis
integrated to ash: water was one of their main

•constituents.
Neither bush nor {lower, nut a living thing on

the dead Earth. And above it a cloudless sky of
a horrifying unusual colour.

So simple a compound, and yet where there is
no water, no Ii Ic, intelligent or unintelligent, is
possible.

Why' First of all because water ic; the most
remarkable chemical compound in the world.

When Celsius invented his thermometer, he
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based hrs device on lwo values, 01 two constants:
the borlmg pomt and the freezing point of water
IIc took the for mei .tc.. equal to ]000

, and the
second to leI o fheu he dn rded the Interval be
tween them Into 100 drvrsions Thus appeared
the firvt instrument for measunng tempe! atures



But what would Celsius have thought if he
knew that actual] y water should not freeze at all
at zero 11U) boil at 100 degrees:'

Nowadays scientists have established that in
this respect water is a great fraud. It is the most
anomalous compound on the globe.

Here is what scientists claim: water should
boil at a tcmperatui c I NO° lower, 1. c. at minus
80 degrees. At any rate, the regulations current
in the Periodic ;.,ystcrll would have it boil at such
an antarctic temperature.

The properties of the clements of any one
group of the Periodic System gradate quite regu
larly from the light elements to the heavy ones.
Take, for instance, the boiling point. The proper
ties of compounds do not vary just any old way,
but depend on the location of the clements, com
prising the molecule. in the Mendcleyev Table,
This refers, in particular, to hydrogen compounds,
to hydrides of elements of the same group.

Hydrogen may be called oxygen hydride. Oxy
gen is a member of the sixth group, which also
includes sulphur, selenium, tellurium, and polo
nium, The hydrides of all these elements have
the same molecular pattern as the water mole
cule: H 2S, H2Sc, H2Tc, and H2Po. The boiling
points of these compounds are known to gradate
regularly from sulphur to its heavier brothers.
And unexpectedly we find that the boiling point
of water falls out of this series, being much high
er than it should be. Water refuses to acknow
ledge the rules of behaviour established for the
Periodic Table, as it were, and postpones its tran..
sition to the vapour state for 180 degrees. This is



only the first amazing anomaly of water.
Its second anomaly has to do with its freezing

point. The laws of the Periodic System specify
that water shall solidify at a temperature of 100
degrees below zero. Water violates this require
rucnt harshly and turns to ice at zero.

This wilfulness of water suggests that its liquid
and solid states are abnormal on Earth,

According to the rules water should exist here
only in the vapour form. Now imagine a world
where the properties of water obey the strict
1cgularitics of the Periodic System. For fiction
writers such a unique picture would be an ex
cellent basis for thinking up amusing novels and
stories, But for us, and for scientists, it is further
evidence that the Periodic Table is a much more
complex structure than it seems at first glance
and that the characters of its inhabitants very
gl catly resemble those of live people in that they
cannot be confined to definite bounds. Water is
of a wilful character...

But why?
Because the molecules of water have a specific

arrangement and for this reason possess a pro
nounced ability to attract one another. In vain
would we look for single molecules in a glass of
water. The molecules form groups which scien
tists call associations. And it would be more cor
rect to write the formula of water as (H20 )n , the
subscript n indicating the number of molecules
in the association. These associative bonds be
tween the water molecules are very difficult to
break. And that is why water freezes and boils
at much higher temperatures than would be ex
pected.



"Ice, Not Vet Firm, on the Cold Little River•• r'·

In 19]3 news of a grave tragedy spread all
fl\ c-I the world The huge ocean liner "Titanic"
ran into an iceberg and sank. Experts gave var
ious reasons for the catastrophe. It was said that
owing to a fog the captain could not see the im
mense floating mountain of ice in time, and the
ship collided with it and so perished.

If we consider this tragic event from the stand
point of a chemist, we CODle to a quite unexpect
ed conclusion: the "Titanic" fell victim to ano
ther anomaly of water.

Frigbtful mountains of ice icebergs float
like cork on the surface of water, though these
mountains weigh tens of thousands of tons.

This is possible only because ice is lighter than
water..

Try melting any metal and throwing a piece of
the solid metal into the liquid: it will sink im
mediately. The density of any substance in the
solid state is higher than in the liquid. Ice and
water are an astonishing exception to this rule.
But were it not for this exception, all the bodies
of water in the middle latitudes would soon
freeze in winter right down to the bottom and
all living things in them would perish.

Remember Nekrasov's poem:

"Ice. not yet firm, on the cold little river
Like melting sugar, in patches i'l spread!' 41

When the frosts come the ice hardens. A win
ter road can be laid on the river. But under the
----

.. Translation by Juliet M. Soskice.
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thick layer of icc water continues to flow av
before. The river never freeze' to the botton).

Ice, the solid state of water, i\ a very peculiar
substance. There are several kinds of ice The
one found in nature is that which melts at zero
(of the Celsius scale). By using high pressures
scientists have obtained six more varieties of ice
in the laboratot y The most fantastic of them
(ice VII), occurring at pressures over 2] 'I iOO at
rnospher es, might be called red-hot ice. It melts
at 192"C above zero when the pressure is 32..000
atmospheres,

It would seem that there could hardly be any
thing more familiar than the picture of ice mel
ting. But what surprising things it involves!

After melting any solid begins to expand. But
the water that forms when icc melts behaves
quite differently: it contracts and only afterwards,
If the temperature continues to rive, does it begin
to expand. This is again due to the ability of
water molecules to attract one another. At four
degrees above zero this ability becomes especially
pronounced, and therefore at this temperature
the density of water is at its highest: that is why
our rivers, ponds and lakes do not freeze to the
bottom even in the coldest weather The coming
of spring makes everyone glad; we have all taken
pleasure in the golden days of autumn. The
joyous spring thaw and the crimson attire of the
woods...

1\g-41in the result of an anomalous property of
water!

i\ great deal of heat is required to melt ice,
much more than to melt the same quantity of any
other substance.

•
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When water £. eezcs this heat is evolved, and
in returning it, ice and snow warm the Earth
and the air. They soften the sharp transition to
severe winter and enable autumn to reign for
several weeks. In the spring, on the contrary, the
melting of the ice holds back the sultry weather
for a time.

•
How Meny Waters Are There on Earthl

Three isotopes of hydrogen have been found
by scientists in natut e, and each of them can
combine with oxygen. lienee, one may speak of
three kinds of water: protium, deuterium, and
tritium waters: H20, D20 and T 20, respectively.

There may also be "mixed" waters containing,
say, an atom of protium and an atom of deute
rium, or an atom of deuterium and one of tritium
in their molecules. This increases the list of wa
ters: HDO, HTO, and DTO.

But the oxygen contained in the water is also
amixture of three isotopes: oxygen-16, oxygen-l 7
and oxygen-18, the first being by far the most
common.

Taking into account these varieties of oxygen,
another 12 possible waters can be added to the
list. When you draw a cup of water from a lake
or river, you probably never suspect that you
have in your cup eighteen different kinds of wa
ter.

And so water, no matter where it comes from,
is a mixture of different molecules, the lightest
being H 20 18 and heaviest, T2018• Chemists can
now prepare each of these eighteen kinds of water
in the pure form.



Hydrogen isotopes differ perceptibly in their
properties. And what about the different kinds of
water? They differ in some ways, too. For exam
ple, they have different densities, and different
freezing and boiling points.

And still the relative content of the different
kinds of water in nature is always and every
where different.

For example, tap water contains 150 grams of
heavy deuterium water, D20, per ton. But its
content in the water of the Pacific Ocean is noti
ceably higher: about 165 grams. A ton of ice
from the Caucasian glaciers contains 7 grams of
heavy water more than a cubic metre of river
water. In a word, the isotopic composition of
water is different everywhere. The reason for this
is that there is a mighty process of isotope ex
change occurring continuously in nature. The
different hydrogen and oxygen isotopes keep
replacing one another under various conditions.

Is there any other natural compound with as
large a number of varieties? There is not.

Of course, we have to do mainly with protium
water. But the other kinds of water cannot be
disregarded. Some of them are widely used in
practice, especially heavy water D20. It is used
in nuclear reactors for moderating neutrons which
cause uranium fission. Besides, scientists use va
rious kinds of water for investigations in the
field of isotope chemistry.

Eighteen kinds, and no more? Actually, the
varieties of water may be much more numerous.
Besides the natural isotopes, there are also man
made radioactive isotopes of oxygen: oxygen-14,
oxygen-15, oxygen-19, and oxygen-20. And just
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J cccntly the number of hydrogen isotopes has
also increased: we can now speak of 114 and H5.

Now if we take into account the man-made
isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen, the list of pos
sible waters increases to over 100. You can easily
count up the exact number yourself...

"Water of Life"r Life-Giving, Omnipresent Water

Multitudes of folk tales of val ious peoples arc
based on the legend of the "water of Iife." It
healed wounds and revived the dead. It made
the coward brave and increased the strength of
the brave a hundredfold,

It is not by chance that man attributed such
magic properties to water. The very fact that we
are alive on Earth, that we are surrounded by
green woods and flowering fields, that we can go
boat riding or run through puddles under the
rain in summer and go skiing or skating in win
ter 1S all due to water. To be more exact, all
this is due to the ability of water molecules to
attract each other and form associations. This is
one of the conditions for the origin and develop
ment of life on our planet.

The history of the Earth is primarily the his
tory of water. It has continuously changed anrl
still goes on changing the face of our planet.

Water is the greatest chemist in the world. No
natural process takes place without it be it the
formation of a new rock, a new mineral, or a
highly complicated biochemical reaction taking
place in the organism of a plant or all animal.

Chemists could hardly do anything in their
laboratories without water. In studying the pro-



perties of substances, their transformations, in
producing new compounds they can get along
without water only in J at e cases, Water is one
of the best solvents known And many substances
must be dissolved before they can enter into
reactions,

\
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What happens to a substance when it dissolves?
The fort cs acting between the molecules and
atoms at its surface are weakened many hund...
redfold in water, as a result of which they break
away from the SUI face and pass into the water.
In a glass of tea a piece of sugar breaks down
into sepal ate molecules. Table salt decomposes
into charged particles known as sodium and chlo
ride ions Owing to its peculiar btl ucture the wa
ter molecule possesses a great ability to attract
the atoms and molecules of a dissolving body
Many other solvents art' inferior to water in thi\
respect.

There i~ not d rock on the Eai th that l ..ln
resist the destructive action of water. Even gran
ites yield slowly but surely. Water carries the
substances it dissolves off to the seas and oceans.
That is what makes these tremendous bodies of
water salty, though hundreds of millions of years
ago the water in them was flesh...

The Icicle's Secrets

Little children adore playing with icicles. They
are such pretty, glistening things. But before you
know it the child bas got the icicle in its mouth.
Is it so tasty? Try to take it from him and you'll
see.

An amusing childish whim? No, it is far more
serious than that.

The following experiment was performed on
little chicks. One group was given ordinary water
to drink, while the other was allowed to drink
only snow melt water with pieces of ice floating
• •In It.



'rhe test could hai dly have bern simpler, But
the results wei e surprising. The chicks drinking
the ordinary water would do so serenely and
without fuss. But the basin of melt water was
always a virtual battlefield. The chicks swallowed
the water as greedily as if it were something
unusually tasty.

A month and a half later the expel imental
birds were weighed. Those brought up on melt
water were much heavier, had gained more
weight than the (hie k\ which had been drinking .
OJ dmai Y W.J.tCl

In a woi d, ~110W melt \/-f..iter possesses certain
wonderful properties, ] t is very beneficial to live
organisms. Why is this so!

At first It WdS thought to be due to the higher
deuterium content in the melt water. In small
concentrations heavy water stimulates the deve
lopment of living organisms, But this was only
partly tr ue...

Now it is believed that the true reason lies
elsewhere, in the vel y process of melting.

Ice has a crystalline structur e. But, generally
speaking, water is also a liquid crystal. Its mole
cules are not in complete disorder, but form a
strict openwork skeleton. Of course, the structure
of the latter differS from that of ice.

When ice melts its structure persists for a fairly
long time. Outwardly melt water is a liquid, but
the molecules in it remain in "ice formation". For
this reason the chemical activity of melt water
appears higher than that of ordinary water. It
participates readily in a multitude of biochemical
processes. When taken up by an organism it com-
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I tai '" 1" da so con aIDS vowe s an
chemical elements have for
into two groups: nonmetals

bines with various substances more easily than
urdinai y water.

Scientists believe tlt,ll the structure of water
in an organism greatly resembles the structure
of ice. When ordinary water is assimilated by an
organism, its structure has to be rearranged. Melt
water already has the right structure and so the
organism does nut have to spend any extra energy
on I call ang-inl{ its molecules.

Evidentlv, th- rule 01 melt water in life i~

V(II Y If!, Il"ali.

A Bit of Linguistics,
or Two Very DiHerent Things

Without words there can be no speech, without
letters, no words. We begin to study a language
by learning the alphabet. Each alphabet contains
two kinds of letters, vowels and consonants.
Without either of these human speech would just
go to pieces. .. Ther c is a scientific fiction novel
in which the inhabitants of an unknown planet
speak to each other by means of sounds consisting
only of consonants. But that is pure science fir
tinn!

Nature speaks to us in the language of chem
ical compounds, And each of these is a sort of
combination of chemical "letters," or elements
occurring on Earth, The number of such "words"
exceeds three million, But there are only just
over a hundred "letters" in the chemical "alpha
bet."

1"his "alphabet"
'" t " Tlconsonan S. te
ages been divided
and metals,



Nonmetals are much less numerous than me
tals. The ratio between them resembles a basket
ball score 21: 83... Quite.like ill human speech,
which has much fewer vowel than consonant
sounds.

A combination of only vowel sounds in human
speech rarely expresses anything articulate. It is
most often something like a senseless howl.

In the chemical language combinations of only
"vowels" (nonmetals) arc rather common. All
life on Earth owes its existence to compounds of
the nonmetals with each other.

Not in vain do scientists call the four main
nonmetals carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and hydro
gen organogens, meaning substances which give
rise to organic life. If we add phosphorus and
sulphur, these six "bricks' just about exhaust the
list of materials used hy nature to bui ld proteins
and hydrocarbons, fats and vitamins in a word,
all vital chemical compounds,

Two nonmetals, namely, oxygen and silicon
(two "vowels" of the chemical "alphabet") com
bine to form a substance written Si02 and read
silicon dioxide in the language of chemistry. This
substance is the ultimate foundation of the
Earth's firmament, a kind of cement which keeps
all the rocks and minerals from falling apart.

It doesn't take much more to complete the list
of "vowels" of the chemical "alphabet". All we
have to add are the halogens, the rare gases of
the zero group (helium, and its brothers) and
three not very well known elements, boron, sele
nium and tellurium.

However, it would be wrong to say that all
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living things on Earth arc made up only uf nun
metals.

Scientists have detected moi e than seventy dif
ferent chemical elements in the human organism:
all the nonmetals and a great Dumber of metals,
from iron to the radioactive elements, including

•uramum.

)
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The reason why there are more consonants
than vowels in the human language has long
been a point of controversy among linguists.

Chemists are interested in why there are two
such different groups as nonmetals and metals in
the Periodic System. Each of these groups in
eludes elements which differ greatly from one
another, but there is nevertheless some resem
blance between them.

Why "Two Very Different Things"!

A jester ODl.C (ental ked that two basic qualities
distinguish humans Iroiu animals: their sense of
humour and their sense of historical experience.
A human being is capable of laughing over his
own misfortune, and will not be caught a second
time where he has stumbled once. We might add
another quality, that of asking "why" and trying
to find the answer.

And now let us use this little word "why."
For instance, why are the nonmetals not dis

tributed evenly over the storeys and sections of
the Big House, but grouped in definite part oJ it.
Metals are metals and nonmetals are nonmetals,
but what is the difference between them? Now
that is a good question to start with.

When two elements (no matter which) react,
the outermost electron shells of their atoms are
rearranged. The atoms of one of the elements
gives away electrons, and those of the other ac
cepts them.

Now the difference between metals and non
metals lies in this most important chemical law.

Nonmetals are capable of two opposite actions:



as a rule, they acquire electrons. but they are also
capable of giving them away. Their behaviour is
pliable and they can change their aspect depend
ing on the circumstances. If they find it more
profitable to accept electrons, nonmetals appear
as negative ions. If not, they form positive ions.
Only fluorine and oxygen know no compromise:
they only accept electrons and never give them
away.

Metals arc much less "diplomatic' and more
ronsistent in their habits. Their IDaHo is invaria
bly "give electrons away and never accept theu r."
They form positively charged ions. The gain of
extra electrons is not in their line. Such is the
rigid rule of behaviour of the metallic elements.

'This is the basic difference between metals and
nonmetals.

I Iowever, meticulous chemists have found ex
ceptions even to this very strict rule. There arc
inconsistent characters even among the metals.
Two (so farl), only two metals have displayed
"unmetallic" features. Astatine and rhenium (the
inhabitants of the 85tll and 75th boxes of the
Mendeleyev Table) are known to form negative
univalent ions. This fact is like a black mark for
the surprisingly purposeful family of metals. . .

Now, generally speaking, which atoms part
with their electrons more easily and which accept
them more readily? Atoms which have few elec..
trans on their outermost shell find it more con
venient to give them away, and those which have
many of them find it more profitable to complete
their electron octets by acquiring them, The al
kali metals have only a single electron on their
outsides. These metals think nothing of parting
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with it. Once they have done so they find the
stable electron shell of the nearest inert gas on
their outside. That ic; why the alkali metals are
chemically the most active of all known metals.
And the "very most active" among them is fran
cium (box 87). The heavier an element is in its
~roup, the larger its atom and the weaker the
hold the nucleus has on its only outside electron.

The most furious in the kingdom of nonmetals
is fluor ine. It has seven electrons in its "outer
sphere." All it needs for complete bliss is an
eighth electron And it grabs it greedily from al
most any other element of the Periodic System;
nothing can resist fluorine's mad onslaught.

The other nonmetals also accept electrons,
some of them more, others less easily. And now
we can understand why they are grouped mainly
in the upper right-hand corner of the table: they
have plenty of electrons on their outsides, and
this is possible only in atoms near the ends of the
periods.

Two More "Whys"

Why are there so many metals and so few
nonmetals on Earth? And why do metals resem
ble each other much more than nonmetals? In
deed, one is not likely to confuse, say, sulphur
and phosphorus or iodine and carbon by their
appearance. But even the expert eye cannot al
ways distinguish between niobium and tantalum,
potassium and sodium, or molybdenum and tung
sten.

Transposition of terms does not change the
sum. This is probably one of the most "rigid"

•
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principles of arithmetic, But ill chemistry, rela
tive to the structure of atomic electron shells,
this principle applies far from always...

All is good and well as long as we have to do
with the elements of the second and third pe-
riods of the Periodic Table. .

In each element of these periods the new elec
tron goes into the outermost shell of the atom.
An electron is added, and the properties of the
new element are entirely different from those of
its predecessor. Silicon does not resemble alumi
nium, sulphur has nothing in common with phos
phorus. Metallic properties soon give way to non
metallic, because the more electrons the atom hac;
in its outer shell, the less readily it parts with
them.

But now we come to the fourth period. Potas
sium and calcium are first-rate metals. We ex
pect them to be followed soon by nonmetals.

Not so fast! We are in for a disappointment,
because beginning with scandium each added
electron prefers the second-last shell to the outer
one. "Transposition of terms...n But this trans
position changes the "sum" the sum of the pro
perties of the elements.

The second-last shell is more conservative than
the outer one, and it affects the chemical proper
ties of the elements much less. Therefore, the
difference between the elements is less pronoun
ced.

Scandium "recalls", as it were, that its third
electron shell is incomplete. It should contain
18 electrons but has onl]; 10 so far. Potassium
and calcium must have 'forgotten" about this,
and arranged their newly-added electrons in



their fourth shells. In scandium, justice is res
tored.

The second-last shell is gradually completed
over a series of ten elements. The outer shell
remains unchanged, with only two electrons in it.
Such a small number of electrons in the outer
shell of an atom is peculiar to metals. And that
is why there are only metals in the scandium
zinc "span." Why should they accept electrons in
their outer shell when forming compounds if
they have only two electrons in it? It is much
easier for them to give away these two electrons
to the elements they react with. Besides, they do
not object to borrowing additional electrons from
their incomplete second-last shell. As a result,
they can display various positive valences. For
instance, manganese may be positively di-, tri-,
tetra-, hexa-, and even heptavalent.

The same is observed in the subsequent periods
of the Periodic Table.

That is why there are so many metals and why
they are more like one another than the non
metals.

Inconsistencies

Has anybody heard of hexavalent oxygen? Or
heptavalent fluorine? No, nobody has ever heard
of them.

We don't like to be pessimists but we can say
quite confidently that chemistry will never know
such ions of oxygen and fluorine.

There is no reason under the sun why these
elements should shed such a large number of
electrons when all they need is to acquire two or
one to form a stable octet electron shell. That is



why very few compounds are known in whirh
oxygen exhibits positive valence. For example,
an oxide of the composition F20 has been obtain..
ed where oxygen is positively bivalent. But this
is exotics, as far as chemistry is concerned. Com
pounds of positively valent fluorine are also very
rare.

One of the items of the "Big House Regula
tions" states that the highest positive valence of
an element shall be equal to the number of the
group it belongs to

Though oxygen and fluorine break this rule,
they have been registered permanently in the
sixth and seventh groups. Nor has anyone ever
thought of moving them, because in all other res-

ects the chemical behaviour of oxygen and
uorine does not differ from the way of life of

their heavier neighbours on the other floors of the
Big House.



Still, this is an inconsistency, one that chemists
arc well aware of; but they pay no attention, for
it docs no damage to the architecture of the Men
deleyev Table.

Alas, there is yet another, more ponderous in-
•consistency.

In the Middle Ages miners sometimes came
across strange ores, gl eatly resembling iron ores.
But the trouble was that iron could never be ex
tracted from them. The miners attributed their
Iailures to the pi ank- of evil spirits the noxious
A()b1in~ called kobolds in <';el man, and the old
mocking devil Nick.

Later on it became clear, of course, that evil
spirits had nothing to do with it. "fhe ores did
not contain it on, but two other metals that resem
ble it. In memory of these old delusions they
were called cobalt and nickel.

Also in the Middle Ages the Spanish conquer
ors found a strange metallic substance on the
banks of the River Platino del Pino in South
America. This strange lustrous, heavy metal
which would not dissolve in any acid, was named
platinum. Three centuries later it was found that
platinum occurs almost always together with five
companions: ruthenium, rhodium, palladium, os
mium, and iridium. These six rare metals are
very difficult to distinguish from one another and
the practically inseparable group became known
as the platinum family.

There came the time to place them in the Big
House.

Now you are all set to hear an amusing story
of how involved this was and how scientists over
came all the difficulties one by one.
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We are f\orry to disappoint you, hut it was all
very simple...

Originality in Architecture

J1,1Vl' you ever seen .l hnuve wit h all jt~ bays or
sections planned identically arcor ding to a type
design .. except for one which ditters entirely from
the rest, as j f a different architect had made it ~

It i~ not very likely that you have.
WeI), the Big- House is just such a curious

structure. Mcndcleyev fashioned one of its sec
tion" quite uniquclv. It may he added that he
had to.

The section in question i~ the eighth group of
the Periodic System. The elements in it are ar
1 angcd in threcs, Furthermore, they are not on
('4.1<' h lloor, but only in the Jong periods of the
table. Iron, cobalt, and nickel are in one of them
and the platinum metals, in the other two.

Mendelcyev tried hard to find more suitable
places for them, But he was hnally obliged to add
an eighth group to the Periodic Table.

\Vh) In eighth? Simply because the last group
before that was the seventh, the one with the
halogens.

But that makes the group number purely for
ma].

A valence of plus eight in the l ighth group is
a rare exception rather than the rule. Only ruthe
nium and osmium try to conform, though they
find it far from easy; their oxides, RU04 and
0804, arc unstable.

None of the other metals have ever reached
such "heights," despite all the scientists' efforts
fn help them,



Let us try to solve this riddle together.
Note that the platinum metals participate in

chemical reactions vcry reluctantly. That is why
chemists now oftell lise platinum laboratory ware
for their experiments, Plat inurn and its compa
11 ions are the "noble gases," as it were, among
the metals. It is therefore not without reason that
they have been called "noble" for ages. Note also
that they occur in nature in the native, uncom
bined state.

Now take i ron, for instance, Ordinary iron
behaves chemically like a moderately active ele
mcnt, Pure iron is very stable:

(13y the way, here is something to think about.
Maybe Inany of the clements, not only metals,
arc highly resistant to chemical influences when
extr a pure.)

It is not the outermost, but the second-last
electron shell in the atoms of the platinum rnctals
that is responsible for their "nobility."

This shell lacks but a very few electrons to
make a complete set 01 eighteen ::., an eighteen
electron shell being also a fairly stable structure.
That is why the platinum metals are not inclined
to give away electrons from this shell. Nor can
they accept electrons, because they are metals,
after all.

This "irresoluteness" of the platiDum metals
accounts for their peculiar behaviour.

Still, the eighth group does not fit very well
into the logic of the Mendeleyev Table. '1"0 eli-

::. The clement palladium actually has a complete set
uf eighteen electrons in its second-last {N) shell, and DO
electrons in its outer (()) sh(·)t-ocJT.



ruinate this inconsistency chemists have suggested
combining the eighth and zero groups into one.

The future will show whether this is the right
thing to do.

Fourteen Twins
•

They are called lanthanides. Such is their
name because all of them fourteen in all are
"lanthanum-like," that is, resemble lanthanum
and one another almost like so many drops of
water. Because of this astonishing chemical simil
arity they are all situated in a single box, the box
of lanthanum whose number in the table is 57.

Isn't this some terrible misunderstanding?
Mendeleyev himself and many other scientists
reasoned that each element had a single quite
definite place in the Periodic Table,

But here fourteen inhabitants of the system
have crowded into the same box, all of them ele
ments of the third group and of the sixth period.

Why not try sorting them out among the other
groups?

Many chemists have tried, among them Men
deleyev. They placed cerium in the fourth group,
praseodymium in the fifth, neodymium in the
sixth, and so on. But this distribution defied all
logic. The main and secondary subgroups of the
Mendcleyev Table contain similar elements, But
cerium had very little in common with zirconium,
praseodymium and neodymium were strangers to
niobium and molybdenum. Nor could the other
rare-earth elements (such is the general name for
lanthanum and the lanthanides) find relatives in
the corresponding groups. On the other hand,
they resembled each other like twin brothers.



When chemists were asked what boxes of the
table to place the lanthanides in, they shrugged
their shoulders in bewilderment. Indeed, what
could they say when they did not know the rea
son for the astonishing similarity of the lantha
nides?

But the explanation proved quite simple.
The Periodic System bas curious groups of ele

ments whose atoms have quite a peculiar consti
tution. The last electron added to form these
atoms does not settle in their outermost, or even
in their second-last shells, but penetrates, in con
formance with strict physical laws, right through
to the third-last shell.

They feel quite cosy there and have no inclina
tion to abandon their places under any circum
stances. They participate in chetnical reactions
only in very rare cases.

Now since all the lanthanides have three elec
trons in their outer shells, they are trivalent, as
a rule.

Nor is it accidental that the number of lanth
anides is fourteen, neither Inure nor less. This i'l
hecause there arc exactly four teen vacancies in
the third-last shell of their atoms, the one that
is being filled.

That is why chemists found it possible to place
all the lanthanides in one single box together
with lanthanum.

The World of Metals .nd Its P.racloxes

Over eighty of the elements in the Periodic
System are metals. On the whole, they resemble



one another more than the nonmetals, And yet
there is no end of SUI prises in the metal kingdom.

For instance, what colour are the different me
tals?

Metallurgists divide all metals into ferrous and
nonferrous. The ferrous metals include iron and
its alloys. All the rest are nonferrous metals, ex
cept for the noble ones, their "Majesties" Silver,
Gold and Platinum and (~o.

This is a very crude division ann even the
metals themselves object strongly to such lack of
disci imination.

Each metal actually has its own particular hue.
Its dark, dull, or silvery base always has a defini
te tint. Scientists have become convinced of this
by studying metals in the very pure state. Many
of them when left in the air, become coated soon
er Of later with a very thin film of oxide which
mask» thcir 1. ue colour. But the purl' metals give
a very wide range of colours. The observant t'ye
can discern metals with bluish. greenish-blue and
greenish shades, with a reddish or yellowish play
of colours, dark-grey like sea water on a cloudy
autumn day, and shiny silvery ones which reflect
solar rays like a mirror.

The colour of a metal depends on many fact
ors. Among- others, it depends upon the method
of its production. A metal obtained by sintering
has a different appearance from the same meta]
poured into an ingot.

1f we compare met :tl~ hy \Yci.~hf" we ran dis
tinguish light, medium and heavy ones.

These "weight classes" have thci r record hold
ers,

Lithium, sodium, ann potassium do not sink in



W atcr , because theY c.lll hgh t('1 th(Ill \V dtCI I () 1

example, the dcnvitv of lrtlnum I" almost half
that of Watt I wluch equals unity WeI e hth rum
not vo active ,\11 clement It would he an excellent
mateual i01 ,l ~) t..,lt \ auet \ of pui poses Imagine
J. ship OJ an ,lutp)11001Ie made t ntn clv of htlnum



Unfor tunately, chemistry bane; this attractive
idea.

The "heavyweight champion' among the me
tals is osmium. One cubic centimetre of this noble
metal weighs 22.6 grams. To balance one cube
of osmium we would have to put on the other
tray, say, three cubes of copper, two cubes of lead
or four cubes of ytti ium. The "performance" of
osmium's closest neighbours, namely, platinum
and iridium, is almost as high. The noble metals
are also the heaviest metals.

The hardness of metals has become proverbial.
If a man is always composed and cool-headed,
we say he has "iron nerves." But in the world of
metals the situation is different.

Here iron is hardly a model of hardness, The
hardness champion is chromium which is just
slightly inferior to diamond. By the way, para
doxical though it sounds, the hardest chemical
elements are not metals at all. At the top of the
conventional hardness scale stand diamond (a
form of carbon) and crystalline boron. Iron
should I ather be classed as a soft metal; it i!\
only half a~ hard (\\ chromium And a~ to the
lightweights, the alkali metal", they are as ~off

as wax.

Liquid Metlls and 8 Gaseous III Metal

All the metals arc solids, hal der OJ softer
Such is the general I ule, But there are exceptions

Some metals are more like liquids. A chip of
gallium or cesium melts on your palm, because
the melting point of these metals is just below
thrrty degrees Celsius (86°F). Francium, which



has not been prepared as the pure metal so far,
would melt at room temperatur e. Mercury is a
classical example of a liquid metal which every
body knows. It freezes at minus 39°C ( S8.~F),

which makes it eligible for various kinds of ther
mometers.

An Important rival to mel cury in this respect
is gallium, and here is why Mercury boils at the
comparatively low temperature of about 800°C
(572°F) This makes mercury thermometers use
less for measuring high temperatui es But it takes
a temperature of 2000°C (3670°F) to turn gallium
into a vapour. Not a single metal can remain in
the liquid state for so 101l~, ie, has such a large
interval between its melting and boiling points,
as gallium. This makes gallium an excellent ma
terial for high-temperature thermometers



One more thing, and this is quite remarkable.
Scientists have proved theoretically that if there
existed a heavy analogue of mercury (an element
with a very large atomic number" an inhabitant
of the imaginary seventh floor eighth period
of the Big House, unknown on Earth) its natural
state at ordinary condil ion' would be gascouv, A
gas possessing the chemical properties of a metal!
Will scientists ever have such a unique element
to study?

A lead wire can be melted in a match Ilamc
Tin foil immediately changes into a drop of Iiquid
tin if thrown into a fire. But to liquefy tungsten.
tantalum or rhenium, the temperature has to be
raised above 30001")(~ (about 5,J)OO°F). These me
tals are harder to melt than any of the others.
"fhat is why the filament~ of incandescent elect: ic
light bulbs are made of tungsten and rhenium. The
boiling- point of some metals are rcallv 11 emen
dous, For instance. hafnium begins to boil at 5ol00')
[almost 9800") F) (!)" almost the temper atur e of the
Sun'\ surface.

Unusual Compounds

Whdt was the first chemical compound delibc
rately produced by man:'

The history of science can give no definite
answer to this question.

Let LIS take the lihcrt y to make nul" own awum
ptions on thi-, point, The fir'it sub-ranee which iuan
prepared, knowing beforehand wh ..lt he wanted to
obtain, was a compound of two metals, copper
and tin. We have deliberately avoided using the
word "chemical," because the compound of cop-



l)cr and tin (commonly known as bronze) is an
unusual one. It is called an alloy.

The ancients first learned to smelt metals from
their orcs and only afterwards to fuse them with
each other. .,

Thus, at the dawn of civilization appeared the
first seeds of a hranrh of the future science of che
mistry, now called 11lCt al chemistry, The st ructure
of compounds of metals and nonmetals usually
depends on the valence of the clements contained
in them, For example, the molecule of common
salt contains povitivcly univalent sodium and ne
gatively univalent chlorine. In the ammonia mo
lecule NH3 negatively trivalent nitrogen is linked
with three positively univalent hydrog-en atoms.
The chemical compounds of metals with one anu
ther (called ir-tcrrnetallic compounds) usually do
not obey the laws of valence, and their composi
bon hears no relation to the valence of the react
ing elements, For this reason the formulas of
iuterrnetallic compounds look rather strange, for
instance, MgZnfi, KCd7, NaZnJ2, etc. The same
pair of metals can often give several intermctallic
compounds: for instance, sodium and tin foro}
nine different combinationv,

Metals inter,u t with one another in the molten
state, as a rule. But metals do not always Form
chemical compounds with each other when fused.
Sometimes one metal simply dissolves in the other.
The result is a homogeneous mixture of indefinite
composition which cannot be expressed by any
distinct chemical formula, Such a mixture is called
a solid solution.

1\110ys are legion; nobody has ever taken the
trouble to count up even approximately how many



of them are knuwn already and how many can be
obtained, in general. As in the case of organic
compounds, this figure would probably also run
into the millions.

There are some alloys which consist of no less
than a dozen metals, and each new addition has
a specific effect on their properties. There are
many alloys which contain only two metals, these
being called bimetallic, but their properties de
pend on the proportion of their components. Some
metals fuse very readily and In any proportion.
Such are bronze lind brass (an alloy of copper and
zinc). Others, such as copper and tungsten, are
reluctant to mix under any conditions. Still, scien
tists have succeeded in making an alloy of them
though in an unusual manner, by what is known
as powder metallurgy, that is, by sintering copper
and tungsten powders under pr essurc

Some alloys are hquids at room temperature;
others are very resistant to high temperatures. The
latter are used in large quantities in space engi
neering. Finally, there are alloys which do not
yield even when attacked by the strongest chemi
cal agents, and alloys wh ith .u l ••lmost a" hal el d~

diamond...

The First "Electronlc Computer" In Chemistry

Electronic computers can do many things. They
have been taught to play chess, t () forecast the
weather, to find out what is happening in the
depths of distant stars, to carry out calculations
involving unthinkable difficulties. All one has to
know it; how to assign their programme of opera
tions Electronic computers are now finding moi C

9J



.md moi C usage in chcmivu y tou (~rcat automatic
plants are controlled by these machines, With
their aid, investigators learn ever ything about
numerous chemical processes before putting them
Into practice...

But chemists have at their disposal a rather
unusual "electronic computer." It was invented
about a hundred years ago Lefore the term elec
trunic computet ever appeared in the languages
of t he world

This remarkable machine i, the Periodic System
of Elements,

It enables scientists to do what even the most
daring investigators would 'lot risk doing before.
The Periodic System made it possible to predict
the existence uf clements yet unknown, undiscove
red even in the laboratory. And not only to pre
dict them, but even to describe their properties,
It could tell whether they would be metals or non
metals, heavy like lead, or light like sodium, and
in what terrestrial ores and minerals the unknown
elements were to be sought. The answers to all
these questions were supplied by the "electronic
computer" invented by Mendeleyev.

In 1875 the French scientist Paul Emile Lecoq
de Boisbaudran made an important report to his
colleagues. He had succeeded in detecting an ad
mixture of a new elclnent in a zinc ore, a tiny
grain weighing not more than a gram. Being an
experienced investigator, he studied the properties
of gallium (such was the name of the "newborn"
element) in all their aspects, and wrote a paper
about them.

Some time passed and the post brought de Bois
baudran an envelope bearing a St. Petersburg

93



postmark. In the brief letter the French chemist
read that his correspondent agreed in full with his
results, except for one detail: the specific gravity
of gallium should he .5.9 instead of 4. i.

The letter was signed: D. Mendclcycv.
Lecoq de Boisbaudran was worried. Had the

Russian titan of chemistry anticipated him in
the discovery of the JICW element?

No, Mendcleyev had not had gallium in his
hands. He had simply made efficient use of the
Periodic System, Mcndcleycv had long since
known that sooner or later an unknown element
would be found to take the place in the table,
which was now occupied by gallium, He had gi
ven it the preliminary l1alTIC of eka-aluminium
and had predicted its chemical nature very accu
rately, knowing the properties of its neighbours
in the Periodic "fable...

So Mendelcyev became the first "programmer"
in chemistry. He predicted almost a dozen other
then unknown clements, and described their pro
perties more or less completely. Their present na
mes are: scandium, germanium, polonium, asta
tine, hafnium, rhenium, technetium, francium, ra
dium, actinium, and protactinium. Most of them
had actual Iy been discovered by 1925.

A Hitch in the "Electronic Computer"

Physics and chemistry had made tremendous
progress by the twenties of our century. In a mat
ter of two decades these sciences had scored no
less achievements than throughout the preceding
history of mankind.

But the discovery of new elements suddenly



came to a standstill. There remained several
"blank" spaces in the Periodic Table which had
to bt; Iillcd, These were the boxes corr cspondiug
to the atomic numbc r" 13. f) 1. X5, and 87.

What str ange CI{\111t.'nts were these which rcfu
sed flatly to settle ill the Periodic Table?

Stranger No. I. An element of Group Seven
with the atomic number -13, situated between
manganese and rhenium, and probably similar in
properties to these clements. I t ""'U~ to be sought
•
In manuane-c orc~t't

Stranger No.2. i\ companion of the rare-earth
clements resembling them in all aspects. Atomic
number 6J.

Stranger No. ~~. The hcav lest halogen, iodine's
(Older brother. r1 could be a great surpi ise to chc
mists, for it W,lS not impossible that its properties
would be weakly metallic, Halogen and metal
what a splendid example of a two-faced element!
Flat 85 of the Big House was kept in readiness
for it.

Stranger No.4. Now this is an interesting cle
ment. The most furious, the most active metal,
and it would melt if just held on the palrn of your
hand. TIle heaviest of the alkali metals. Its ato
mic number is 87.

Scientists compiled very detailed files on the
mysterious strangers. Sherlock IIolmes could de
tect a criminal by the ashes of a cigar he had
smoked, by specks of clay adhering to his shoe
leather. But his methods were nil compared
to the delicate methods of chemists who had lear
ned to identify the minutest amounts of unknown
substances.

The clever detective was always lucky. The



chemists were not. All theii clloi ts to find the
my sterious strangers and install them in their
flats ended in failure.

The strangers were sought everywhere. in cigar
ashes and in plant remains; in the rarest and
most exotic minerals, the pride of minerological
museums; in the waters of the seas and oceans.
All in vain!

On the shelf of unsolved problems there ap
peared a new brief entitled "The Cave of the
Mysterious Diseppearance of the Chemical Ele
ments 43, 61, 81) and 87." A "disheai tening case,"
some crime investigator s might have called it.

Could nature have been up to the unsuspected
trick of eliminating these elements ft om the list
of simple substances existing 011 our planet.
Could it be another of her strange whims? ...

Indeed, it looked like magic. They say that
miracles don't happen, but for reasons unknown
the four flats of the Big House remained vacant.

They were filled only after the scientists lear
ned to make chemical elements artificially.

How to Change One Element Into Another

Innumerable chemical I eactions occur in the
world around us. They all obey the authority
of electron-shell chemistry. An atom may gain
electrons or may lose them, becoming a negative
ly or a positively charged ion. An atom can com
bine with hundreds and thousands of others to
form a giant molecule. But it always remains the
carrier of the properties of the same element.
Carbon forms over three million compounds, but
in each of them, be it carbon dioxide C02 or the



most complicated antibiotic, carbon remains car
bon.

Changing an element into another involves
rearranging its atomic nuclei to alter their charge.

To bring about chemical processes chemists
make use of high temperatures and pressures and
of catalysts, substances which accelerate reac
tions when added in small amounts.

Temperatures of thousands of degrees and
pressures of hundreds of thousands of atmos
pheres fail to rearrange the atomic nucleus. One
element cannot be changed into another in this
way,

But it can be done by the methods of a new
science called nuclear chemistry. The "tempe
ratures and pressures" of nuclear chemistry are
protons and neutrons, nuclei of heavy hydrogen
isotopes (deuterons) and nuclei of helium atoms
(alpha-particles), and finally, ions of the lighter
elements of the Mendeleyev Table, boron and
oxygen, neon and argon. Its chemical equipment
includes nuclear reactors in which certain bom
barding particles are formed, and accelerators.
complex apparatus for speeding up the particles
to immense velocities To penetrate the atomic
nucleus the missile particle must possess a high
energy (especially if it is positively charged); this
makes it easier to overcome the repulsive action
of the nuclear charge. Nuclear chemistry has its
own system of symbols, but the equations of its
reactions resemble "conventional" chemical equa-

•tiona,
It was due to nuclear chemistry that the blank

spaces in the Mendeleyev Table were finally fil
led.
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The Greek word "technetos" meaning "artifi
cial" went Into the name of the hrst clement pre
pared artificially by man In late 19J6 a beam of
fast deuterons accelerated 10 a cyclotron crashed
down on do molvbdenum plate The swift deu
tcrons cut through the electron shells hkc a knife
thr ough butter and 1cached the nucleus On hit-
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ting the nucleus each deuteron, consisting of a
proton and a neutron decomposed, the neutron
glancing off at an angle and the proton being
captured by the nucleus. This increased the nu
clear charge by one unit, and molybdenum, which
occupies Box No. 42 changed into its right-hand
neighbour, element No. 43.

Like in ordinary chemistry, where the same
compound can be obtained by various routes, so
in nuclear chemistry the same elements can be
prepared artificially by means of different reac-

•tions,
People learned to make technetium in kilo

gram quantities at the most wonderful factory
in the world. This factory is the nuclear reactor,
where energy is produced by slow neutrons split
ting uranium nuclei.

The uranium nuclei break up into different
fragments, each nucleus producing two frag
ments. These are atomic nuclei of elements si
tuated in the centre of the Mendeleyev Table. On
fission uranium gives birth to elements which oc
cupy more than 30 boxes of the Periodic Table,
ranging from No. 30 to No. 64, and including
technetium, and another of the stranger elements,
which had been sought in vain for decades in the
Earth's crust. This was promethium, the inhabi
tant of Box No. 61.

Nuclear chemistry gave scientists elements
heavier than uranium. Besides fragments, the fis
sion of uranium nuclei gives rise to a large num
ber of neutrons which can be taken up by unsplit
nuclei. Thus it becomes possible to synthesize ele
ments with the atomic numbers 98, 94, and so
forth, known as the transuranium elements.



Nuclear chemistry knows many methods of
producing these elements. At present, 12 transu
ranium elements are known, namely: neptunium,
plutonium, americium, curium, berkelium, cali
fornium, einsteinium, fermium, mendelevium,
lawrencium, and kurchatovium, the latter being
the heaviest transuranium element synthesized
just recently (in 1964) by a group of Soviet phy
sicists headed by P. Flerov. One of the transura
nium elements, that having the atomic number
102, has not yet been named.

Imagine the surprise of a mason who one day
just finished laying the bricks for a new storey of
a house, and on the next found that all his work
had disappeared. Such is precisely the predica
ment of investigators studying the chemical pro
perties of the heavy transuranium elements. These
elements are very unstable, their lifetime being
a matter of minute, or even seconds, When work
ing with ordinary elements the chemist is not
pressed for time. But when he lays his hand on
the short-lived representatives of the Periodic
Table, especially the heavy transuranium ele
ments, each minute of the investigation is "worth
its weight in gold." Not only are the objects
being studied likely to disappear any second, the
amounts at the chemist's disposal are very scanty,
sometimes literally a few atoms,

This makes it necessary to employ special meth
ods of investigation. They are governed by a
new young branch of chemistry known as radio
chemistry, the chemistry of the radioactive ele
ments.



Mortality and Immortality
in the World of Elements

There came a time when chemists became ar
cheologists in a way. They learned to measure the
age of various minerals in the Earth's crust, much
like an archeologist determines how many cen-
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turies ago a bronze adornment or an earthenware
vessel was made.

Some minerals were found to be more than
Four and a half billion years old. They at e as old
as the planet Earth itself. But miner als are che
mical compounds, They consist of elements.
Therefor c the clements at e practically immortal.

Isn't it absui d to ask whether an clement can
die? Death is the sad fate of living CI eatures

No, this question is not so pointlevs as It seems
at Iirvt glance.

There it) cl physrcal phenomenon called I adio
activit) It consists In elements (1 ather, atonuc
nuclei) decaying spontaneously Some nuclei emit
clcctr ons Ir orn their depths OthCl., tln ow up
what .II e known as alpha-particles (helium nu
clei). Still other s lu eak up into two approximate
ly equal halves thJ~ PI()(C .... ~ being known ~~

vpont.mcou <; fi vvion
Ale 1.1.11 the clemente r adio.u trve ' No, 110t all,

hut mamlv those at the end of the Periodic Sy~

ten), starting Irom polonium
Tn decaymg, ,-1 I adio,u tivc clement does not va

nish altogether It changes Into another. The
chain of ) ..idioactrvc tJ anvfoi rnations may be vel y
long.

1;01 example, thor ium and uranium finally
change into stable lead But along their route a
good dozen of 1 adioactivc elements are born and
pel isll

Radioactive elements possess different vitali
ties, Some of them may exist tens of billions of
years befoi e vanishing entirely The lifetime of
othei ~ is a matter of minutes or even seconds.
Scientists assess the vitality of radioactive ele-



ments by means of a special quantity, called the
half-life period or just half-life. During this pe
riod any quantity of the radioactive element ta
ken decays to exactly half of its initial weight,

The half-lives of uranium and thorium are
several billion years each.

It is entirely different with the elements that
come before them in the Periodic Table, protac
tinium, actinium, radium and Francium, radon,
astatine, and polonium. Their lifetimes are much
shorter, not more than a hundred thousand years
in any case. And this brings up an unexpected
puzzle.

How is it that these short lived elements still
exist on Earth seeing that our planet is something
like 5 billion year sold? .. This almost unimagi
nable time period should helve heen long enough
for radium, actinium, and the other elements of
their group to vanish a hundred times over.

Still, they do exist and have been concealed in
terrestr ial minerals fOI ages... It is as if nature
has some elexir at its disposal which keeps them
from perishing.

No, this is not the casco It i~ simply that they
keep reappearing, because they are fed by an
inexhaustible source, the terrestrial reserves of

•
uranium and tho) ium. As long as these radioac-
tive "patriarchs" keep travelling down their long
and complex path of transformations, ultimately
to form stable lead, they must continue changing
into the intermediate elements. Thus, among the
chemical elements we can distinguish two large
groups, namely, the primary and the secondary
elements.

The primary elements are all the nonradioac-



tive elements and uranium and thorium whose
half-life periods arc greater than the Earth's age.
They witnessed the formation of the solar system.

All the rest arc secondary elements,
Still, there will come a time when the Periodic

System will find itself lacking several elements.
These will be uranium and thor ium, the eternal
source of secondary clements which ale, however,
eternal only relatively. At some future time they
will also disappear from the face of the Earth, in
a matter of a few hundred billion years. And to
gether with them will vanish the products of their
radioactive tJ ansforrnations

One, Two, Three, Many...

That was about what the counting abilities of
primeval man amounted to. His mathematical ap
paratus included only two quantitative rnagni-
t d I " h " d "1· tl "u es, name y, muc ,an It e.

People used much the same criter ion about a
hundred years ago when they tried to estimate
the amounts of the scpar ate elements our planet
had stored away in its "granaries.'

For example, lead, zinc, and silver had found
wide usage in practice; there was much of them.
Hence, these elements were considered abundant.
But the rare earths (lanthanides) were rare be
cause they were hardly ever encountered on
Earth. There was little of them. See how easy it
was to reason only a century ago.

The first inspec tors of the chemical element
storehouses' had an easy job to do. Our contem
poraries laugh to think of their "activities."



And how can they help laughing since they
can now state exactly how much there is of every
thingJ If they can even tell how many atoms of
each element there are in the Earth's crust. They
know for certain that the notorious rare earths
are just slightly less abundant in the minerals of
our planet than lead, zinc, and silver all taken
together.

Scrupulous "accountmg" of the reserves of che
mical elements started with a scientific feat ac
complished by the American scientist Clark. He
performed more than 5500 chemical analyses of
a great variety of minerals from the tropics and
from the tundra, of all kinds of water from
lakes in the depths of the wildemess and from the
Pacific Ocean He studied samples of various soils
from all parte; of the world.

This titanic work took him twenty years.
Thanks to Clark and other scientists mankind
got a quite distinct idea of the abundance of dif
ferent elements on Earth.

So was born the science of geochemistry. It
told wonderful stories such as had never before
been known to man.

It appeared that the first 26 representatives of
the Mendeleyev Table, from hydrogen to iron,
form practically the entire crust of the Earth.
They constitute 99.7 per cent of its weight, leav
ing only a "miserly" three tenths of per cent for
all the other 67 elements occurring in nature.

Now what is there the most of on Earth?
Neither iron, nor copper, nor tin, though man

has been using them for thousands of years and
the supply of these metals seemed immense, even



inexhaustible. The most abundant element is oxy
gen. If we place all the Earth's resources of oxy
gen on one pan of an imaginary pair of scales
and all the rest of the elements on the other, the
scales will strike an almost perfect balance. AI
most half of the Earth's crust is oxygen. I t is
everywhere: in water, in the atmosphere, in an
enormous number of ]ocks, in any animal and
plant, and everywhere it plays cl vel y irnpoi tant
part.

One quarter of the Earth's "firmament" is sili
con. It is the ultimate foundation of inorganic
nature.

Further, the clements of the Earth arrange
themselves in the following order of abundance:
aluminium, 7.4 per cent; it on, 4.2 per cent; cal
cium, 3.3 per cent; sodium, 2.4 per cent; potassium
and magnesium, 2...15 per cent each: hydrogen,
1.0 per cent; and titanium, 0.6 per cent.

Such are the ten most abundant chemical ele
ments on our planet.

But what is there the least of on Earth ~

There is very little gold, platinum and platinum
metals. That is why they ale valued so highly.

But it is a curious paradox that gold was the
first of the metals to become known to man. Pla
tinum was discovered before oxygen, silicon or
aluminium had ever been heard of.

The noble metals possess a unique feature.
They do not occur in nature as compounds but
in the native state. No effort is required to smelt
them from their ores, that is why they were
found on Earth, precisely found, so very long
ago.

However, these metals do not "take the cake"



for rarity. This lamentable prize goes rather to
the secondary radioactive elements.

We could rightly call them ghost elements.
The geochemists tell us that the amount of po

lonium on Earth totals only 9600 tons; the
amount of radon is still smaller, 260 tons; there
is 26 thousand tons of actinium. Radium and pro
tactinium are veritable giants among the ghosts:
they total about 100 million tons, but compared
to gold and platinum this is a very small quanti
ty. As to astatine and francium, they can hardly
be classed even as ghosts, because they are still
less material. The terrestrial reserves of astatine
and francium arc measured, ridiculous though it
sounds, in milligrams.

The name of the rarest element on Earth is



astatine (69 milligrams in all of the Earth's crust)
No further comments are necessary.

The fir st transuranium elements, ncptuniurn
and plutonium, have also been found to exist on
Earth. They arc bOI n in natui e as a result of vel y
rare nuclear reactions between uranium and free
neutrons, These ghosts can "boast" of hundreds
and thousands of tons But as to pi omethium and
technetium, which are also due to UI amurn (the
latter is capable of spontaneous hssion, with itv
nuclei breaking up Into two approximately equal
fragments), there is nothing that can be said of
them. Scientists have found hardly perceptible
traces of technetium, and are still looking for
promethium in uranium minerals. The balance
has yet to be invented on which the Earth's "re
serves" of promethium and technetium could be
weighed.

Has Nature Been Just!

Today scientists say that all the chemical elc
ments known to nature can be detected in any
mineral sample. All without exception. Of course
their proportion varies immensely. But why is
there so much ot some and so little of others?

In the Periodic System all the elements have
equal lights. Each occupies its own definite place.
But when it comes to the terrestr ial reserves of
the element, these equal rights vanish into thin

•air,
The light clements of the Mendcleyev Table,

its first thirty or so representatives, at any rate,
constitute the bulk of the Earth's crust. But there
is no equality among them either. Some are more
abundant, others less. For instance, boron, beryl-



lium and scandium are among the very rare ele
ments.

Since the Earth has been in existence there has
been something of a "revision" of the supplies of
its elements. A considerable amount of uranium
and thorium has disappeared owing to their ra
dioactivity. A large amount of the noble gases
and hydrogen has been lost to outer space. But
the general picture has not changed.

The scientists of our days write that the abun
dance of the chemical elements in the Earth's
crust decreases regularly from the light elements
to the medium-weight ones and then to the heavy
ones. This isn't always the case. For example, there
is much more heavy lead on Earth than many of
the light representatives of the Mendeleyev Ta
ble Why so? Why not equal amounts of all?
Has not nature been unjust in "accumulating"
some of the elements and not attending to the
supplies of others?

No, there arc laws according to which there
is bound to be a great deal of some of the ele
ments and little of the others. To be quite honest
about it, we do not know these laws as yet, and
content ourselves with assumptions.

You see, the chemical elements have not al
ways existed. The universe is so constituted that
there is always a gigantic process of formation or
synthesis of elements going on in various parts
of it, a process so great that there is nothing it
can be compared to. The cosmic nuclear reactors.
the cosmic accelerators are the stars. Chemical
elements are always being "cooked" in the depths
of some of them.

Unheard of temperatures. unimaginable pres-



sures reign there. The hasic laws are those of
nuclear chemistry, the rules nuclear chemical
reactions transforming one element into another,
the light clements into heavy ones. And such are
these laws that some elements form more easily
ann in greater quantities while others form with
greater difficulty and therefore in smaller propor
tions.

It all depends un the stability of the different
atomic nuclei. In respect to this nuclear chemistry
has a quite definite opinion. The nuclei of light
element isotopes contain almost equal numbers
of protons and neutrons. I Ierc these elementary
particles form very stable structures. That is why
the light nuclei arc easier to synthesize, In gene
ral, nature tends to create systems of the highest
possible stability. They arc easier to synthesize
but participate less 1eadily in nuclear reactions
resulting in nuclei with larger charges. Nuclei of
the latter kind contain considerably Inure neu
trons than protons, and therefore nuclei of me
dium and heavy mass have no very great stability
to boast of. They are more sub ject to the rule of
chance, more inclined to change, and are there
fore incapable of accumulating in very large

• •quantities,
According to the laws of nuclear chemistry

the higher the charge on the nuclei, the more dif
ficult such nuclei are to synthesize, and therefore
the less of them is formed.

The chemical composition of our Earth is like
a silent replica, a voiceless reflection of the dy
namics of the laws governing the process of ori
gination of the elements. When scientists have
learned these laws in full, we shall understand



why the different chemical elements differ so
widely in abundance.

On the Track of Felse Suns

In the eighties of the last century one of the
chemical journals published a curious article. The
author, hardly known to the scientific world, re
ported that he had succeeded in detecting two
new elements at once. And he gave them the pom
pous names of kosrnium and neokosmium. At that
time the discovery of new elements had become
quite a mass phenomenon Some investigators did
not even take the trouble to think up names for
he "newborn' elements and denoted them by
etters of the Greek alphabet.

It soon became apparent that the "discoverer"
of kosmium and neokosmium had just been mak
ing fun of this discovery epidemic The article
was a kind of April-Fool joke. The author's
name was Kosman

...Thei e are one hundr ed and four elements
in the Periodic Table. One hundred and four ac
tual discoveries of elements have been registered
in the histor y of science, Besides this list, there
is another one, incomparably longer, including
several hundred names. Such is the "church ca
lendar" of stillborn elements, those that came to
life as a result of delusions, experimental errors,
and sometimes simply carelessness on the part
of investigators.

Long and thorny was the path of the discove
rers of new elements, like a path through a thick
et which keeps losing itself among narrow crev
ices... Next to it ran another path, a beaten track.



But the latter was the track of false suns, of false
discoveries of chemical elements.

And oh, the number of queer things and para
doxes encountered on this track! The Kosman
case was literally a drop in the ocean.

The Englishman Crookes isolated from yttrium
a host of new simple substances which he called
meta-elements. Actually they were simply mix
tures of long known elements.

Swienne, a German scientist, sought the transu
ranium elements in samples of that was thought
to be cosmic dust collected among the glaciers of
Greenland bv the famous polar explorer Norden
skjold. And he hurried to report that he had sue
reeded in finding an element with the atomic
number 108 in the dust. .. The truth was not long



in striking back. The ill-starred scientist had
simply been under the illusion of an incorrect
theoretical idea.

One cannot help recalling the Englishman
Freehand who organized a special expedition to
Palestine to "fish" for traces of elements No. 85
and No. 87 in the lifeless waters of the Dead Sea.
Or the American Allison who, while scientists
puzzled over the question why no heavy analo
gues of iodine and cesium could be found on
Earth suddenly began discovering them every
where. He detected them in all solutions and mi
nerals checked by a new method he had worked
out. The method turned out to be faulty. The
analysis greatly fatigued the operator's eyes and
caused illusions,

Even great men have not escaped errors on the
track of false suns. The Italian Fermi thought
that several transuranium elements at once ap
peared in uranium on bombardment with neut
rons. Actually these were the fissior fragments
of uranium nuclei, elements of the middle of the
Periodic System.

This notorious track persists even in our days.
In 1958 a group of scientists in Stockholm syn
thesized a new element with the atomic number
102. It was named nobelium in honour of the in
ventor of dynamite. Soviet and American resear
chers disproved these results. And now the scien
tists say jestingly that all that is left of nobelium
is its symbol "No." However, isotopes of the l02nd
element have now been obtained quite authenti
cally by other methods in the U.S.S.R. and the
U.S.A.
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The Fete of One of the Hundred and Four

This is a little stoi y about the fate of a chemi
(al element.

Its address is Flat No. 92 and its name is ura-
•mum,
The name speaks for itself Two of the gr eatest

scientific discover ies of all tirnes and all peoples
are connected wi th UJ an iurn These dt c the dis
covery of radioactivity and the discovery of the
fission of heavy nuclei by neutrons Uranium gave
people the key to the master y of nuclear ener gy.
Uranium helped them to produce elements unk
nown in nature. the transuranium elements, tech
netium and promethium

Historical documents witness that the biogra
phy of uranium began September 24, 1789.

All kinds of thingv have happened in the his
tory of the discovery of the chemical elements. In
borne cases nobody knows who the discoverer was.
On the other hand thei e ai c elements that have a
rather bulky list of "discoverer s", But ur anium's
"godfather" has been established quite definite
ly. This was the Bellin chemist Martin Klaproth,
one of the founders of analytical chemistry. Ho
wever, history has played a plank on him: Martin
Heinrich Klaproth proved to be only one of the
"godfathers" of our hero.

Pitchblende has been known to man for ages,
and was considered an Ole of zinc and iron The
sharp eye of the analyst Klanroth suspected an
admixture of an unknown metal in it, and soon
this suspicion became fact. The new element ap
peared as a black powder with a metallic lustre.
It was named in honour of the planet Uranus,



discovered not long before by the Enghsh astro
Domer Herschel

After that foi half a ccntur y nobody doubted
the truth of Klaproth's discovery. Nobody even
dared to question the work of Europe's foremost
analytical chemist The element uranium marched
through the pages of chemical textbooks

In 1843 this triumphant march was slowed
down somewhat by the French chemist Eugene
Pehgot, He pi oved that what Klaproth had held
in his hands was not the element uranium but
only uranium oxide Later unbiased historians
wrote that Peligot could be considered the se
cond "godfather" of the element

But this did not exhaust the list of "godfa
thers" of uranium The third was D. Mendeleyev

II I



At first uranium just would not fit into the
table. It was given a place in the third group bet
ween cadmium and tin, where indium IS now si
tuated This place wac; allotted to uranium in ac
cordance with Its atomic weight, but not its pro
perties With Jespect to properties uranium look
ed like a casual sti anger In the box allotted to it

Mendeleyev concluded that the atomic weight
of UJ amurn had been determined mcort ectly and
he increased It by 50 per cent This put uranium
in Group VI pf the table and made It the last In
the series of clements, Such W ..l~ the third "bn th"
of uranium

Soon experimenters showed that Mendeleyev
was right

Where is Thy Place, Uranium!

There are no clements in Mendeleycv's System
which have no place at ull I'hci e are elements
with no definite place Such, fOJ instance, is the
vet y 111 st of them, hydi ogen Investigators ai e
still at odd'» as to whether element No 1 should
be in the fir st. 01 In the seventh group of the Pe
riodic Table .

Uranium is In much the same predicament
But had not Mendcleyev determined its posi

tion once and COl all'> r
For decades no one questioned uranium's being

in the sixth gt oup of the Periodic Table as the
heaviest member of the family including also
chromium, molybdenum and tungsten, and its
position seemed quite infalhble.

But times changed, and uranium was no longer
the last in the series of elements. A whole "co-

1Jtj



hort" of man-made transuranium elements ran
ged out at its right, and they all had to be placed
in the Mendeleyev Table. What groups and what
boxes were to be assigned to the transuranium
elements? After much controversy a large number
of scientists came to the conclusion that they
should all be placed together in a single group
and in a single box.

This decision did not fall from the D100D, so
mething of. the sort had happened once before in
the Periodic 1 able. The lanthanides, a total of
14 elements of the sixth period were all placed
together with lanthanum in a single box of
Group III.

The physicists had IODIr since predicted that a
similar phenomenon would recur in the next pe-



riod. They stated that a family of elements re
sembling the lanthanides should exist in the se
venth period. The name of this family would be
actinides, because it would begin right after acti
nium which is situated just below lanthanum in
the table.

Hence, all the h ansuranium elements are mem
bers of this family. And not only they, but also
uranium and its neal est left-hand neighbours,
namely, protactinium and thorium. They all had
to leave their old, familiar plates in the si vth, fifth
and fourth groups, and nlOVC into the third.

Almost one hundred years ago Mcndeleyev
had moved UJ anium out of this group Now it
was back in it, hut this time with "fuller rights."
See what curious things may happen in the life
of the Periodic Svstern.

The physicists agreed to such a state of affair <',
hut not all the chemists, and not without )eser
ve, because as I eJardc; properties uranium is just
Llc; much a stranger to Group III as it was in Men
deleyev's time. Nor i" the third group quite sui
table for fhorium and protactinium.

Where is thy place, uranium? It remains a
point of controversy among scientists

Little Stories from Archeology

When did man fil st begin to use iron? The ans
wer seems self-evident: when be learned to smelt
iron from its ore, Historians have even establi
shed the approximate elate of this great event, the
date of the beginning of the "Iron Age" on Earth.

But actuallv the Iron Age started before the
primeval metallurgists produced the first kilo-



gram of iron in the primitive blast furnace. Such
was the conclusion drawn by the chemists armed
with mighty methods of analysis.

The first pieces of iron used by our antecedants
literally fell from the sky. What we call iron me
teorites always contain nickel and cobalt besides
iron. Now when analysing some of the most an
cient iron tools chemists found them to contain
iron's neighbours in the Mendeleyev Table, na
mely, cobalt and nickel.

These metals are by no means always present
in the iron ores on Earth,

Is this conclusion quite unquestionable? Not a
hundred per cent, anyway.... The study of anti
quity is a very difficult matter. But here one is
very likely to come up against the unexpected.

Archeologists once sprang the following sur
prise on the historians of chemistry.

. .In 1912, while carrying on excavations
among ancient Roman ruins near Naples, Pro
fessor Giinther of Oxford University found some
glass mosaics of surprising beauty. The colour
of the glass did not seem to have faded in two
thousand years.

To establish the composition of the colouring
matter used by the ancient Romans Gunther sent
two samples of pale green glass to England where
they fell into the hands of the chemist Maclay.

The analysis showed nothing unexpected, not
to mention some impurity amounting to about
one and a half per cent. But what this impurity
was, Maclay could not say.

Chance saved the situation. It occurred to so
meone to see whether the impurity was radioac
tive This was very fortunate, for the impurity



what the atomic number of the very last element
would be.

About forty years ago the number 137 began
to appear on the pages of special serious papers
and books in physics. A prominent scientist even
ventured to write a booklet entitled "The Magic
Number 137."

Why is this number so remarkable?
The electron shell closest to the nucleus in

atoms is not always the same distance from it.
The radi us of the shell becomes smaller with in
creasing nuclear charge. Therefore in the ura
nium atom this shell is much closer to the nucleus
than, say, in potassium, There should finally come
a moment when the nucleus and the shell closest
to it become the same size. What would then hap
pen to the electrons on this shell?

They would "fall" Oil the nuc lcus and be
"swallowed up" Ly it. But penetration of a nega
tive charge into the nucleus [educes the total po
sitive charge of the nucleus by one unit. Hence,
the atomic number of the newly formed clement
would be one unit smaller than that of the parent
element.

And so we have come to the ultimate number
of elements. The last flat in the Big House is No.
137.

Later, a little over ten years ago, the physicists
discovered an error. More precise calculation sho
wed that the electron would only crash down on
a nucleus if its charge were about 150 or so.

See how bright the prospects of completing the
Big House! How many new elements, how many
unexpected discoveries await chemists! Over for-



ty future inhabitants await permission to move
into the .house founded by Mcndeleyev.

Alas, today this is no more than a dream, an
alluring but unrealizable Janey.

In calculating the atomic number of the last
element scientists had omitted something very
Important. Not that they forgot about it they
just wanted to see what would be if...

If there were no radioactivity. If nuclei with
very large charges were as stable as those of the
numerous elements existing on the Earth.

Radioactivity is the absolute ruler of the ele
ments heavier than bismuth. But it deals out long
lifetimes to some and allows others to live only
a few instants.

The hundred and fourth clement, kurchato
vium, has a half-life of only three -tenths of a
second.

And what about the hundred and fifth, and the
hundred and sixth? Their half-lives are in all
probability still shorter. And not far off we come
to the deadline where the nucleus of the new ele
ment breaks up almost before it is born. We
would be lucky to get as far as the hundred and
tenth..•

Nature itself and its strict physical laws are
to blame for the Mendeleyev Table being incom
plete.

Still, how many a time has -man conquered na
ture?

It. Hymn to Modern Alchemists

The ill-starred alchemists of the Middle Ages
were tortured as ordained by the Spanish Inqui
sition and were burned at the stake.

12&



Today's "nuclear" alchemists are quoted with
deference and awarded Nobel Prizes.

The former believed in too much and knew not
what they did. Their "theory" consisted of invo
cations, prayers, and blind faith in the magic pro
perties of the mysterious philosopher's stone.

The latter believe neither in God nor in the
Devil. They believe in the power of the human
mind and in the boundless ingenuity of human
hands. They recognize strict and sound physical
theories consisting of a great deal of physics, a
great deal of mathematics, and still more bold
assumptions and hypotheses.

The alchemists of our day arc trying to break
through into the domain of the very heavy ele
ments.

But will this not liken them to builders of cast
les in the air? We have just said that the life
times radioactivity assigned to elements with ato
mic numbers close to 110 were more than rigo
rous,

This is so, and yet not quite so. The great Da
nish physicist Niels Bohr once spoke of the good
of "crazy" ideas. In his opinion only they are
capable of revolutionizing current conceptions of
the universe.

The creators of the super-heavy elements also
have such ideas. Only we daresay these ideas are
not much "crazier" than, say, those of the theory
of relativity. They are thoroughly thought out,
have a sound physical footing and have been
checked by careful calculation.

The essence of these ideas is that there must
be what one might call "stability islands" in the
domain of highly charged nuclei. This does not

•.. \.



mean that the elements on them are not subject to
radioactive decay, but just that they live longer
than their neighbours, long enough not only to be
synthesized, but to enable investigation of their
chief properties.

One of these "islands" is the element with the
atomic number 126.

So far all this is theory, and it is UIl to practice
to prepare the hundred and twenty sixth.

The conventional methods of nuclear chemistry
are obviously powerless. Neither neutrons, deu
terons, alpha-particles, nor even the ions of the
light elements argon, neon, and oxygen are of
any use for this purpose, because there is no
suitable target element. All the available elements
are too far removed from [he atomic number 126.

And so extraordinary methods must be inven
ted. An original method now under discussion is
that of bombarding uranium with uranium, of ac
celerating uranium ions with a special accelerator
and hurling them at a uranium target.

What would be the result? The two uranium
nuclei would merge into one monstrously complex
nucleus. Uranium carries a charge of 92. There
fore the gigantic nucleus would have a charge of
184. It would not only be unable to exist, but
would even have no right to. And so it would in
stantly break into two fragments with different
masses and different charges. And it is quite pro
bable that one of these would be a nucleus with
a charge of 126...

Such is the idea. It would be a mistake not to
believe that it will be realized sooner or later.
For such is life. . .



On the Brink of the Unknown

WIlen it will happen nobody knows. But it cer
tainly will. Man will score a great victory over
nature, perhaps the I{l eatest in all history.

He will learn to control radioactivity. lIe will
be able to make the unstable elements stable, and
vice versa, he will be able to make the most stab
le nuclei decay.

This hypothesis has not yet been taken up even
by science fiction writers, And scientists also still
shrug their shoulders in bewilderment: so far
they can sec no practical or theoretical ways of
harnessing radioactive phenomena.

But we arc confident that some day such ways
will be found, though they may be as unfathoma
ble to us as an atomic power station would be to
a pithccanthropc, to use the apt expression of the
author of a science fiction book.

Now let us suppose our wish has come true.
The synthesis of super-heavy elements is no lon
ger a problem, The scientist has at his disposal
dozens of new inhabitants of the Big IIouse. The
chemists get down to studying them in an all-out
drive.

And come face to face with the unexpected.
On second thought. "unexpected" is hardly the

right word, because we already now know what
to expect.

Can we predict the properties of, say, the ele
ment with the atomic number 126, mentioned
above?

We can, and with no great difficulty.
Generally speaking, we could continue the Pe

riodic System mentally as far as we liked. The



general physical principle of its structure is quite
clear. A master-mind once demnostrated a table
to one of the present authors, which contained
a thousand elements. When asked, "Why a thou
sand and not two or ten thousand?", the "inven
tor" replied in embarrassment: "You see, the sheet
was not large enough..."

But that was just another oddity. As to the
hundred and twenty-sixth element, it can be said
quite seriously and definitely that it will belong
to a new family of elements, a very singular fa
mily, the like of which chemists have never seen.

The family will begin with element No. 121.
And all its eighteen members will resemble one
another much more, incomparaoly more than our
old friends, the lanthanides. These strange inha
bitants of the Big House will hardly differ from
one another any more than the isotopes of one
and the same element.

The reason is that the three outer atomic shells
of all the elements of the family will be exactly
the same; only the fourth-last shell will be filled
gradually in the series. Could any perceptible
difference in chemical properties be expected in
such a case?

One of the stories of this book is entitled
"Fourteen Twins." Now if we tried to describe
the properties of the supposed family, we would
have to do some hard thinking to find a title for
it. Perhaps we might call it "The Eighteen Iden
tical Elements" or "Eighteen Elements, and All
as One." The word "twins" is uno go" in this
case.

But since this book is not science fiction, we
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shall defer concrete descriptions for bette
•times...

Oh yes, how about the arrangement of thes:
eighteen "absolutely identical" elements in th:
Periodic System?

To be honest, we are not very clear on thi:
point ourselves. The more so, that there ic; stil
much controversy concerning the situation 01
the lanthanides and actinides, though this ques
tion is far more simple.

We wish you all a long life But we do not
think there will be any of our readers alive bj
the time the location of the eighteen elements ir
the Big House becomes a question of practical
interest. But our readers' descendents, near or re..
mote, will surely have to solve this problem.

Element Register

There was once a rum fellow who when told
about the stars, about their structure and why
they emit light, exclaimed: "I can understand all
that! But what I want to know is how the astro
nomers discovered the narnes of the different
stars."

Stellar catalogues contain hundreds of thou
sands of "christened" heavenly bodies. But don't
think that such pretty names as "Betelgeuse" or
"Syrius" have been thought up for all the stars.
Astronomers prefer to denote stars by a sort of
code, a combination of letters and figures. If they
did not there would be much confusion. But from
the code the expert can easily locate the star and
determine its spectral class.

The number of chemical elements is incomoa-



rably smaller than of the stars. But here also
their names often conceal thrilling stories of
their discovery.. And chemists who had discovered
a new element were not infrequently at a loss to
find a name for the "newborn."

It was important to think up a name which
would be at least partly indicative of the ele
ment's properties .. Such were business names, if
you like They could hardly be called romantic.
Examples are hydrogen (the Greek for "produc
ing water"), oxygen ("producing acid"), and
phosphorus ("ligbt-bringing"). These names re
cord important properties of the elements.

Some elements were named after the planets
of the solar system; such are selenium, and tellu
rium (from the Greek ior Moon and Earth, res
pectively), uranium, neptunium and plutonium..

Other names are derived from mythology.
One of these is tantalum. Tantalus, the favou

rite son of Zeus, was cruelly punished for an
offence against the gods. He had to stand up to
his neck in water and above him hung branches
with juicy aromatic fruit. But whenever he want
ed to quench his thirst the water would flow
away from him, and whenever he wanted to ap
pease his hunger and stretched his hand out to
pick a fruit, the branches would swing away from
him. The sufferings experienced by chemists be
fore their efforts to isolate the element tantalum
from its ores were successful could be compared
only to those of Zeus's SOD•••

The names titanium and vanadium also stem
from Greek mythology.

There are elements which were named in ho
nour of various countries or continents, such as



germanium, gallium (from Gaul, the ancient
name of France), polonium (Poland), scandium
(Scandinavia), francium, ruthenium (Ruthenia
is the Latin for Russia), europium and americium.
Other elements were named after cities. These
are: hafnium (Copenhagen), lutetium (from Lu
tetia, the Latin name for Paris), berkelium (in
honour of the town of Berkely, U.S.A.), yttrium,
terbium, erbium, and ytterbium (after Ytterby,
a small town in Sweden where the mineral con
taining these elements was first discovered).

Finally, some elements were named to immor
talize the names of great scientists: curium, fer
mium, einsteimum, mendelevium, and lawren-

•cium.
'The name of only a single artificially produced

element, the hundred and second, has not yet
been entered in its birth certificate.

'There is still some controversy among scientists
as to the origin of thea names of the elements of
antiquity, and nobody knows so far just why,
say, sulphur is called sulphur, iron iron, or tin
tin.

See how many curious things we find in the re
gister of the chemical elements!



Snake with Its 'all In Its Mouth





The Spirit of Chemical Science

Almost everything on the Earth around us con
sists of chemical compounds, of a great val iety of
combinations of the chemical elements.

Only an insignificant part of ten estr ial matter
is in the form of elemental substances, namely:
the noble gases, the platinum metals, carbon in
its various forms. and that is about all.

Possibly, a very long time ago the clot of cos
rmc matter which finally became our planet,
consisted all of only the atoms uf almost 100 che
mical elements, Hundreds, thousands, millions of
years passed. Conditions changed. The atoms
reacted with one another The gigantic laborato
ry of natui e began to operate. During its long
evolution nature, the chemist, learned to prepare
all kinds of substances, from the simple water
molecule to infinitely complex proteins.

The evolution of the globe and of life on it is
due largely to chemistry.

For the great diversity of chemical compounds
owes its existence to processes called chemical
reactions. They are the true spirit of chemical
science, and its principal subject matter. It is im
possible to estimate even approximately the num
ber of chemical reactions that occur in the world,
say, in the course of only one second.

For instance, for a person to pronounce the
word "second" many chemical processes must
occur in his brain. We speak, think, enjoy oursel
ves, or worry, and all these actions are backed by
millions of chemical reactions. We never see
these reactions, but there is also an immense num
ber of chemical reactions that we do observe dai-



Iy, just offhand, without stopping to think of
them.

. . .We put a slice of lemon into a cup of strong
tea and the tea becomes pale. We strike a match
and a stick of wood bursts into flame and turns
into charcoal.

These are all chemical reactions.
The primeval man who learned to light a fire

was the first chemist, He accomplished at will the
first chemical reaction, that of combustion. And
this reaction is the most necessary, the most im
portant in all the history of mankind,

It gave our distant ancestors the heat to warm
their dwellings on cold days. In our time it has
opened the way to outer space by propelling
rockets weighing many tons into the sky. The
legend of Prometheus who gave people fire is at
the same time the legend of the Iirst chemical

•reaction,
When simple or complex substances interact

with each other, they usually let us know about
It.

Drop d piece of zinc into a solution of sulphu
ric acid. Immediately gas bubbles begin to rise
from it and after some time the metal disappears.
The zinc dissolves in the acid, liberating hydro
gen. You could see for yourself how it all hap
pened.

Or light a lump of sulphur. It burns with a
bluish flame dod you can smell the asphyxiating
odour of sulphur dioxide, the chemical compound
which forms when sulphur combines with oxygen.

Moisten anhydrous copper sulphate CUS04, a
white powder, with water, and it immediately
turns blue. The salt combines with the water to



form crystals of blue vitriol CUS04 -5H20. Sub
stances of this kind are called crystal hydrates.

Do you know what quenching of lime is? Wa
ter is poured on quicklime and the result is slaked
lime Ca(OH)2. Though the substance does not
change colour, it can easily be seen that a reac
tion has occurred, because when lime is quenched
a great deal of heat is liberated.

The primary and invariable condition of all
chemical reactions is that they are accompanied
by the liberation or absorption of thermal ener
gy. Sometimes so much heat is liberated that it
can readily be felt. When the amount of heat
evolved is small, special methods of measurement
are used.

Lightning and Tortoises

An explosion is a terrible thing. It is terrible
because the explosion occurs instantly, in a split
second.

But what is an explosion? It 18 just an ordina
ry chemical reaction accompanied by the evolu
tion of a large amount of gases. It exemplifies a
chemical process which takes place instanta
neously, such as the combustion of gun powder
in a bullet shell or the explosion of dynamite.

But an explosion is a sort of extreme. Most
reactions take some length of time to occur.

There are many reactions which proceed so
slowly that they can hardly be detected.

. . . Imagine a mixture of two gases, hydrogen
and oxygen, the components of water, in a glass
container. They may stand in it for a very long
time: a month, a year, a hundred years, without
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a single drop of moisture being detected ~on the
surface of the glass. One might think the hydro
gen is not combining with the oxygen at all, but
actually it is, though vel y slowly. It would take
thousands of years for a hardly perceptible quan
tity of water to form at the bottom of the contai
ner.



Why is this so? Because of the temperature. At
rOOID temperature (15-20°C) hydrogen reacts with
oxygen only very slowly. But if we heat the con
tainer, its walls begin to sweat. and this is a sure
sign that a reaction is occurring. At 550°C the
container flies apart in tin}' fragments, hecause
at this temperature hydrogen Jeacts with oxygen
eruptively.

Why docs heat accelerate this chemical pro
cess so, making the "tortoise" move like lightn
ing?

In the free state hydrogen and oxygen exist as
the molecules 112 and O2• To combine into a wa
ter molecule they must collide. 111e more often
such collisions take place the greater the proba
bility that a molecule of water will form. At room
temperature and ordinary pressure each hydro
gen molecule collides with an oxygen molecule
more than ten billion times per second. If each
collision resulted in chemical interaction, the
reaction would proceed faster than an explosion,
in the course of one ten-billionth of a second.

But we do not observe any change in our con
tainer: neither today, nor tomorrow, nor in ten
years. Under ordinary conditions only very rare
collisions result in chemical reaction. The trouble
is that the hydrogen and oxygen collide as mole
cules.

Before they can react they have to break up
into atoms. To put it more exactly, the valence
bonds between the oxygen atoms and the hydro
gen atoms in their molecules must be weakened.
They must be weakened to such an extent that
they should not be able to prevent the combina
tion of unlike hydrogen and oxygen atoms. Now



the temperature is the whip which makes the
reaction go faster. It increases the number of col
lisions many times over It makes the molecules
vibrate more strongly, and this weakens their va
lence bonds. And when hydrogen and oxygen
meet each other at the atomic level, they react
instantly.

The Magic Barrier

Imagine this.
Hardly has hydrogen been mixed with oxygen

than water vapour appears. Hardly does an iron
plate has come into contact with air than it be
comes coated with reddish brown rust, and a few
minutes later the solid lustrous metal has turned
into a loose powder, iron oxide.

All the chemical reactions in the world proceed
at a breath-taking speed. All molecules react with
each other independent of the energy they pos
sess. Each collision between two molecules results
in their chemical union.

All the metals would disappear from the face
of the Earth, because they would be oxidized.
Complex organic substances, including those con
stituting living cells would change into simple,
but more stable compounds.

It would be a strange world, a world without
life, a world without chemistry, a fantastic world
of very stable compounds with no inclination to
enter into chemical reactions.

Fortunately DO such nightmare threatens us.
There is a magic barrier which stands in the way
of such a universal "chemical catastrophe."

This barrier is known as activation energy.
Molecules cannot enter into chemical reactions



unless their energy equals or exceeds their acti-
•vation energy.

Even at ordinary temperatur e there will be
molecules, among those, say, of hydrogen and
oxygen, with enei gies greater than or at least
equal to their activation energy. That is why wa
ter forms, though very slowly, under such condi
tions The reaction is slow because the number of
sufficiently energetic molecules Is too small. But
a high temperature brings many molecules up to
the activation barrier, and the number of in
stances of chemical interaction between hydrogen
and oxygen grows enormously

Snake with Its Tan In Its Mouth

Medicine has its specific symbol which has come
down to us from ancient times. Today milita
ry doctor s of many countries wear badges on
their shoulder straps in the form of a snake coiled
around a staff or the stem of a cup.

Now there is a similar symbol in chemistry. It
is a snake with its tail in its mouth

The ancients had a cult of all kinds of mystic
signs, the meaning of which is often difficult to
explain today.

So much for mystic signs, but the "chemical
snake" has a quite definite meaning. It symboli
zes a reversible chemical reaction.

Two atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen
combine to form a molecule of water. Simulta
neously another molecule of water decomposes
into its component parts. Two opposite reactions
take place in the same instant: the formation of
water (the forward reaction) and its decomposi-



tion (the back reaction) A chemist would repre
sent these two contradictory processes as follows
2H2+02~2H20 The arrow pomtmg to the right
indicates the forward reaction, and that pointing
to the left, the back reaction

Fundamentally, all chemical reactions without
exception are reversible.

At first the forward reaction predominates The
scales tilt towards the formation of water mole
cules Then the opposite reaction begins to In
crease Finally, there comes a momenf when the
number of molecules forming equals the number
decomposing, and both reactions, from left to
right and from right to left, proceed at an equal
rate.

A chemist would say that equilibrium has been
established
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It is established sooner or later in any chemi
cal reaction, instantaneously in some reactions,
or after several hours, days, or weeks, in others.

In its practical activities chemistry pursues two
aims. First, it tries to make the chemical process
go to completion, so that the initial products react
entirely with each other. Secondly, it strives to
obtain a maximum yield of the products needed.
To accomplish these aims the establishment of
chemical equilibrium must be postponed as far
as possible. Forward reaction yes, back reac
tion no.

And here the chemist has to become something
of a mathematician. He finds the ratio between
two quantities, between the concentration of the
substances formed and the concentration of the
initial substances entering into the reaction.

This ratio is a fraction. The larger the nume
rator. and the smaller the demoninator of any
fraction, the larger the fraction.

If the forward reaction predominates, the
amount of the products will in time exceed the
amount of the initial substances. The numerator
will then be greater than the denominator and the
result will be an irregular fraction. In the reverse
case the fraction will be a regular one.

The chemist calls the value of this fraction the
equilibrium constant of the reaction and denote
it by K. If he wants the reaction to result in the
largest amount of the product needed he must first
calculate K for different temperatures.

Now here is what this "arithmetic" looks like
in practice.

At room temperature K for the synthesis of am
monia is about 100,000,000. It would seem that



under such conditions a mixture of nitrogen and
hydrogen should change instantly into ammonia.
But this does not happen. The forward reaction
is too slow. Would raising the temperature help?

We heat the mixture to 500°C...
But here the chemist would check us:
"What the deuce are you doing? You'll not get

anywhere that way!" ·
Indeed, he stoped us just in time, this chemist

with his calculations. Here ie; what they show: at
a temperature of 50Doe K is onlv six thousand,
6X 103! The "green light" for the back reaction
2NH3 -+ 3H2+N2• And we would have kept heat
ing the mixture and wondering why we were g-ct
tinJ!" nowhere.

The most favourable conditions for ammonia
synthesis are as low a temperature and as high a
pressure as possible. This is the domain of another
law acting in the realm of chemical reactions.

This law is known as Le Chatelier's principle,
after the French scientist who discovered it.

Imagine a spring built into a fixed support. If
it is neither compressed nor stretched it may be
said to be in equilibrium. But if it is compressed
or stretched the spring comes out of its state of
equilibrium. Simultaneously its elastic forces,
those that counteract compression or stretching of
the spring, begin to increase. Finally, there comes
a moment when both forces again balance each
other. The spring is once more in a state of equi
librium, but not the same as it was in initially.
Its new equilibrium is displaced towards com
pression or stretching.

The change in the state of equilibrium of a
strained spring is an analogy (though rather a



crude one) of the action of Le Chatelier's prin
ciple. Here is how it is formulated in chemistry.
Let an external force act on a system in equilib
rium. Then the equilibrium will shift in the direc
tion indicated by the external influence. It will
shift until the reactive forces balance those ap
plied externally.

Revertin to the production of ammonia, the

o gases (three volumes of hydrogen and one vo
lume of nitrogen) give two volumes of gaseous
ammonia (2NHa) . Increasing the external pres
sure tends to reduce the volume. In this case the
influence is favourable. The "spring is com
pressed." The reaction procee-ls mainly from left
to right: 3H2+N2 -+- 2NH3, and the yield of am-

• •moma increases.
Ammonia synthesis involves a release of heat.

If we heat the mixture, the reaction will proceed
from right to left, because heating increases the
volume of the gases, and the volume of the reac
tants (SH2 and N 2) is larger than the volume of
the resultant (2NH3) . Hence, the back reaction
will predominate over the forward one, The
"spring" will stretch.

Both influences result in a new state of equili
brium, but in the first case it corresponds to an
increase in the ammonia yield, whereas in the
second case the yield will decrease sharply.

How to Make. Tortoise Go Like "Ughtnlng"
and Vice Versa

A hundred odd years ago a chemist carefully
introduced a platinum wire into a vessel contain
ing a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen.
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The result was extraordinary. The container
Iilled up with fog, that is, with water vapour.
The temperature remained unchanged and so did
the pressure, but the reaction between hydrogen
and oxygen, "calculated" to take thousands of
years, occurred in a matter of seconds.

Nor was this all. The platinum wire which had
caused the two gases to combine instantly, had
undergone absolutely no change. Its appearance,
chemical composition, and weight, were exactly
the same after the experiment as before it.

Now the scientist \VdS by no means a magician,
one of those who invent') all kind'} of clever tricks
to amuse a curious public. This was a serious
investigator, the German chemist Dobereincr.
The phenomenon he obser vcd is now called cata
lysis. Substances capable of "making tortoises go
like lightning" arc called catalysts. Catalysts are
literally legion. They may be metals, solid or
powdered, oxides of a great variety of elements,
salts, or bases. They may be used in the pure
form or as mixtures.

Without a catalyst the efficiency of ammonia
synthesis is very low, no matter how we vary the
pressure and temperature. But the presence of
a catalyst makes thing-s entirely different, Ordi
nary metallic iron with an admixture of alumi
nium and potassium oxides accelerates the reac
tion considerably.

Twentieth-century chemistry owes its unprece
dented progress to the usc of catalysts. Nor is this
all. Various vital processes occur in animal and
plant organisms owing to the presence of special
catalysts called enzymes. The chemistry of all



animate and inanimate nature, such is the range
of these wonderful accelerators!

But what If \VC take d Copp(JlJ. aluminium or
iron wire instead of a platinum one? WIll the
vessel walls again become foggy? Alas! Hydro
Ken and oxygen display no inclination to react as
they did when urged on by the magic platinum
wand ..

Not every substance can accelerate any parti
cular process Therefore chemistv say that cata
lystv are selective In their action they may in
fluence one reaction vigorously without paying
attention at all to another Of course, there at e
exceptions to thiv rule For example, alummium
oxide is capable of catalyzing several dozen drf
ferent synthesis reactions \Jf both organic and



inorganic compounds. Finally, different catalysts
may make a mixture of the same substances react
differently to form different products.

There are substances with no less surprising
properties, called promoters. Taken by them
selves, they do not influence the course of the
reaction, neither accelerating nor decelerating it.
But if added to a catalyst, they accelerate the
reaction to a much greater degree than the cata
lyst itself. A platinum wire with "impurities"
of iron, aluminium, or silicon dioxide, would
cause a still more impressive effect in a mixture of
hydrogen and oxygen.

There is also another kind of catalysis, inside
out catalysis. There are anticatalysis and antica
talysts. Scientists called them inhibitors. Their
purpose is to slow down rapid chemical reac-

•tions,

Ch.ln RellCflons

Suppose we have a mixture of two gases, chlo
rine and hydrogen, in a glass flask. Under ordina
ry conditions, they react very slowly. But try
lighting a strip of magnesium near the flask.

An explosion occurs immediately (if anybody
wants to try this experiment, be sure to shield
the flask with a hood made of thick wire).

Now why does the mixture of chlorine and
hydrogen explode under the action of bright light?

The answer is that a chain reaction is involved.
If we heated the flask to about 700 degrees, it
would also explode: the chlorine and the hydro
gen would combine instantly, in a split second.
This would not surprise us, because we know
that heat increases the activation energy of the



molecule manifold. But in the experiment ~ust
mentioned the temperature did not change, This
reaction was caused by light.

Quanta, these tiniest portions of light, carry a
large amount of energy. Much more than that
needed to activate molecules. Now when a chlo
rine molecule happens to get into the path of a
light quantum, the quantum tears it apart into
atoms and passes its energy over to them.

The chlorine atoms are now in an excited,
energy-rich state. These atoms, in their turn, bear
down upon the hydrogen molecules and tear them
apart into atoms too. One of the latter combines
with a chlorine atom and the other remains free.
But it is excited. It craves to give away part of
its energy. To whom? Why, to a chlorine mole
cule. And when it collides with one, that is the
end of the phlegmatic chlorine molecule.

And now again there is an active chlorine ion
at large, but it does not take long for this atom
to find an outlet for its energy.

Thus we get a long consecutive chain of reac-
•tions,

As soon as the reaction starts, more and more
molecules are activated by the energy liberated
as a result of the reaction. The rate of the reac
tion increases like an avalanche of snow rolling
down a mountain. When the avalanche reaches
the valley it dies down. The chain reaction dies
out when all the molecules have been caught up
by it, when all the hydrogen and chlorine molecu
les have reacted.

Chemists know multitudes of chain reactions.
Our prominent scientist Nikolai Semyonov has
studied how these reactions occur in great detail.
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Chain reactions are known to physicists too. The
fission of uranium nuclei by neutrons is an exam
ple of a physical chain reaction

How Chemistry M.de Friends with Electricity

It was an odd thing, at first glance, for a res
pectable man held in hizh esteem by all his
friends, to occupy himself with.

First he prepared little metallic discs Dozens
and dozens of discs, copper ann zinc ones Then
he cut up several sponges Into round slices and
soaked them in salt water. After this he began to
stack the pieces on top of each other in much the
same way as a child builds a pyramid but, ob
serving a certain sequence· a copper disc, a slice
of sponge, a zinc disc, And he repeated this se
quence many times In a word, as long as he could
keep the stack from falling down.

The man touched the top of his original struc
ture with a moistened finger, and jet ked his hand
away immediately: he had received what we
would now call a substantial electric shock

That was how in 1800 the famous Italian phy
sicist Alessandro Volta invented the galvanic cell,
a chemical source of current The clecti icity ap
peared in the "volta column" de; tl 1 esult of che
mical reactions,

This marked the birth of new branch of science
called electrochemistry

Scientists acquired an instrument by means of
which they could produce electric CUt rent ovei
a considerable length of time. The current would
continue to flow until the chemical process in the
"volta column" stopped.
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It appeared interesting to find out how electri
city would act on different substances.

Two Englishmen, Carlisle a physician, and
Nicholson, an engineer, decided to start with wa
ter. By that time chemists had sufficient grounds
to state that water consisted of hydrogen and
oxygen. But somehow they had been unable to
obtain conclusive proof.

Carlisle and Nicholson used an electric battery
consisting of J7 voltaic cells. I t gave a very strong
current. And the water beg-an to decompose vigo
rously into two gases, hydrogen and oxygen; in
other words, electrolysis set in. That is what we
call the process of decomposition of substances
hy electricity.

Enemy Number One...

Hundreds and thousands of blast furnaces pro
duce steel and iron allover the world. Economists
of different countries scrupulously calculate how
many million tons of metal were put out this year
and predict the amount to be smelted next year.

And the same economists inform us of the as
tounding fact that every eig-hth blast furnace ope
rates in vain. Each year about 12 per cent of the
metal produced is ingloriously lost to mankind,
falls victim to a merciless enemy...

The name of this enemy is simply rust. Science
calls it metal corrosion.

Not only iron and steel perish but the nonfer
rous metals copper, tin and zinc too.

Corrosion means oxidation of metals. Most of
them are not very stable in the free state. And
even in the air the lustrous surface of a metallic
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article becomes coated after some time with omi
nous varicoloured oxide patterns.

When oxidized, metals and alloys lose their
numerous valuable properties. They become wea
ker and less elastic and their thermal and elec
trical conductivities decrease.



Once started, corrosion never stops half-way.
Slowly but surely the "brown devil" will com
pletely demolish the metallic article. A few ~xy

gen molecules hit the surface of the metal. The
first few molecules of oxide are formed. What is
called an oxide film appears. It is quite loose and
the metal atoms pass through it like through a
sieve only to become oxidized immediately in
their turn. Also, oxygen molecules pass through
the pores of the film into the depths of the metal
where they continue their destructive mission.

In a more aggressive chemical environment
corrosion proceeds more rapidly. Chlorine, fluo
rine, sulphur dioxide and hydrogen sulphide are
no less dangerous enemies to metals. When a
metal corrodes under the action of gases, chemists
call the phenomenon gas corrosion.

And what about various solutions? They are
also terrible enemies of metals. For example, or
dinary sea water. Huge ocean liners must from
time to time be docked for general overhaul, to
have the corroded platings of their bottoms and
sides replaced.

Here is an instructive story about a disastrous
blunder an American millionaire once made.

He wanted to have the best yacht in the world.
He put in an order and thought up a romantic
name "The Call of the Sea." He spared no mo
ney. The contractors did their utmost to please
their client. It remained only to finish the inte
rior decorations.

But the yacht never went to sea; it never had
a chance to. A short time before the day the yacht
was to be launched its body and bottom were
found to have completely corroded. ·
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Why? Because corrosion is an electrochemical
process.

The shipbuilders had decided to plate the bot
tom of the yacht with a nickel-copper alloy called
German silver. It was a good idea because
this alloy, though expensive, resists corrosion in
sea water very well. It resists corrosion all right,
but it is not very strong. And therefore many
parts of the ship had to be made of other metals,
special steels.

And this was the undoing of the yacht. Power
ful galvanic cells formed at the points of contact
between the German silver and the steel and the
bottom immediately began to disintegrate. The
end was sad.

The millionaire's grief was indescribable, and
the yacht builders remembered ever after one of
the laws of corrosion, that its rate increases shar
ply if to the principal metal are added other me
tals capable of forming a galvanic cell with it.

. . .And How to Fight It

There is a remarkable column in Delhi which
has stood there for many centuries. It is remark
able because it is made of pure iron. Time has
no effect on it. Ages have passed, but the column
still looks quite new. It does not rust. As if corro
sion had in this case betrayed its habits...

How the ancient metallurgists succeeded in pro
ducing pure iron is quite a puzzle. Some hotheads
have contended that it was not even made by
man. That visitors from other worlds had put up
this obelisk to commemorate their arrival on
Earth.
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But if we deprive the column of the mysterious
aureole of its origin there remains a fact which
is very important to chemists, namely, that the
purer a metal is, the. slower it is attacked by cor
rosion. If you want to conquer corrosion, use the
purest metals posssible,

And not only purity is important; it is also
necessary to give the surface of the metallic ar
ticle as high a finish as possible. It appears that
separate "hills" and "valleys" can play the part
of foreign inclusions. Scientists and engineers
have succeeded in obtaining almost ideally
smooth surfaces. Articles with such surfaces have
already found usage in the construction of rockets
and spaceships.

And so is the problem of corrosion prevention
solved? By no means. Very pure metals are ex
pensive and difficult to obtain, especially in large
quantities. Besides, engineering prefers alloys,
because their range of properties is much wider.
And an alloy is at least two metals.

Chemists have studied all kinds of corrosion
mechanisms in sufficient detail. And when they
intend to obtain a new alloy with predetermined
properties, they thoroughly consider the "corro
sian" aspect among others. There are at present
many alloys which resist corrosion very well.

In our everyday life we often have to do with
galvanized and tin-plated articles. Iron is coated
with a film of zinc or tin to protect it from rust,
which helps for some length of time. Besides, we
have all seen iron house roofs coated with a dense
layer of oil paint.

To weaken or decrease corrosion also means to
decrease in some ~ay the velocity of the electro-
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chemical reaction constituting the corrosion pro
cess. Special organic and inorganic substances
called inhibitors are used for this purpose.

At first they were sought by trial-and-error
methods and were found by accident.

Even before Peter the Great's time Russian
gunsmiths used a curious method. To remove
scale from gun barrels they would wash (pickle)
them with sulphuric acid mixed with wheat husks.
In this primitive manner they kept the acid from
dissolving the metal.

The search for new inhibitors is now no longer
an inspired art, nor a matter of luck, but an exact
science. Hundreds of chemical corrosion inhibi
tors of all kinds are known today.

We must look after the "health" of metals
before they are "infected" by corrosion. This is
the main task of the "metal-doctor" chemists.

A Luminous Jet

How many states of matter are there? Modem
physicists have counted up no less than seven.
Three of them are widely known: gas, liquid,
and solid. Strictly speaking, we practically never
encounter any others in our daily life. Chemistry
hal also contented itself with these three for cen
turies. And only during the last decade has it
begun to take an interest in the fourth state of
matter, plasma.

Plasma is also a gas, if you like, but not an or
dinary one. Besides neutral atoms aad molecules
it contains ions and electrons. An ordinary gas
also contains ionized particles, and the higher its
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temperature the more of them it c.ontains. There
fore there is DO distinct boundary line between
an ionized gas and plasma. But it is conventio
nally considered that a gas has turned into plas
ma when it begins to display the principal pro
perties of the latter, say, high electrical conduc
tivity.

Paradoxical as it may seem at first glance, plas
ma is the master in the universe. The matter of
the Sun and the stars, as well as the gases of
outer space are in the plasma state. All this is
natural plasma. On Earth it has to be prepared
artificially, in special apparatuses called plasmo
trons. In them various gases (helium, hydrogen,
nitrogen, argon) are converted to plasma by
means of an electric arc. The luminous Flasma jet
is compressed by the narrow channel 0 the plas
motron nozzle and by a magnetic field, so that a
temperature of several tens of thousands of deg
rees develops in it.

Chemists had long dreamt of such tempera
tures, because the role of high temperatures for
many chemical processes can hardly be overesti
mated. Now this dream has come true: a new
branch of chemistry known as plasmochemistry,
or the chemistry of "cold" plasma, has been born.

Why "cold" plasma? Because there is also
"hot" plasma with a temperature of up to a mil
lion degrees. This is the plasma with which phy
.:-:ists are trying to achieve thermonuclear syn
thesis, i.e., to accomplish the controlled nuclear
reaction of transformation of hydrogen into he
lium.

But chemists are quite content with "cold" plas
ma. To investigate the course of chemical proces-

•
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ses at a temperature of ten thousand degrees
what could be more alluring?

Sceptics thought this work would be in vain,
because in such a hot atmosphere all substances
without exception would share the same fate: they
would all be destroyed, and even the most com
plex molecules would be dissociated into separate
atoms and ions.

Actuality is far more complex. Plasma not only
destroys, but creates too. New chemical com
pounds can readily be synthesized in it, some of
which cannot be obtained by other means.

These are strange substances never described
in any chemical textbook: A120, Ba203, SO, SID,
Cael, etc. In them the elements display unusual,
anomalous valences. This is all very interesting,
but plasmochemistry has set itself more impor
tant tasks, namely, the cheap and rapid produc
tion of already known valuable substances.

And now a few words about its achievements.
Acetylene is a very important starting mate

rial for many organic syntheses, e. g., for the pro
duction of plastics, rubbers, dyes, and medicinals.
But acetylene is still prepared as of old, by de
composing calcium carbide with water, which is
expensive and inconvenient.

In the plasmotron everything is different. Plas
ma made from hydrogen has a temperature of
5000 degrees. The hydrogen plasma jet carries
its enormous energy into a special reactor to
which methane is fed. The methane is mixed vi
gorously with the hydrogen and in the course of
one ten-thousandth of a second more than 75 per
cent of the methane changes into acetylene.

Isn't that ideal? We should say so! But alas,



there is always a hitch somewhere. If we leave
the acetylene for an extra instant in the high
temperature zone of the plasma it begins to de
compose. Hence the temperature must be lowered
swiftly to a safe level. There are different
ways uf accomplishing this, but it is the main
technical difficulty. So far only 15 per cent of the
acetylene formed can be saved from dissociation.
But even that is not so bad!

A method of decomposing cheap liquid hydro
carbons plasmochemically to form acetylene,
ethylene, and propylene has been developed in
the laboratory.

A very important problem that has still to be
coped with is the fixation of atmospheric nitro
gen. The chemical production of nitrogen-con
taining compounds, e.g. ammonia, is a very labo
rious, involved and expensive operation. A few
decades ago attempts were made to synthesize
nitrogen oxides electrically on an industrial scale,
but the economics of the process was too low.
Here also plasmochemistry holds much more pro--mise.

The Sun as a Chemist

Once Stephenson, the inventor of the steam lo
comotive, was taking a walk with his friend Beck
land, a geologist, near the first railway in En
gland. Presently they saw a train passing.

"I say, Berkland," asked Stephenson, "what do
you think makes that train go?"

"Why, the hand of the driver of one of your
wonderful locomotives."

"No."



"Well then, the steam that moves the ma..
chine?"

"N "o.
"The fire kindled under the boiler?"
"Wrong again; it is actuated by the Sun which

shone in that far-off epoch when the plants were
alive that afterwards changed into the coal which
the driver is shovelling into the stoker."

All living things owe their origin to the Sun,
especially plants. Try and grow them in the dark,
and all you will get is pale thin filaments instead
of juicy green stalks. Under the action of solar
light chlorophill (the colouring matter of green
leaves) converts the carbon dioxide of the air into
complex molecules of organic substances which
constitute the bulk of the plant.

Hence, the Sun, or rather its rays, are the chief
"chemist" synthesizing all the organic substances
in plant? It would seem so. Not in vain has the
process of assimilation of carbon dioxide by
plants been named photosynthesis.

It is known that many chemical reactions oc
cur under the action of light. There is even a spe
cial branch of chemistry which studies them,
called photochemistry.

But so far the study of photochemical reactions
has not resulted in the creation of either proteins
or hydrocarbons in the laboratory. And it is these
compounds that are the primary products of pho
tosynthesis in plants.

At the initial stage the plant uses only carbon
dioxide, water and solar light for the synthesis
of very complex organic molecules. But maybe
there is something else that plays a part in these
processes? Imagine a factory with soda, petre-



leum, potassium nitrate, etc., being fed through
pipes at one end and lorries loaded with bread,
sausage, and sugar driving out of its gates at the
other end. This is fantasy, of course, but it is just
about what happens in plants.

Plants have been found to have their catalysts,
called enzymes. Each enzyme makes a reaction
proceed only in a definite direction. It appears
that the Sun accomplishes photosynthesis not as
the sole "chemist," but in collaboration with his
colleagues, the enzymes (catalysts). The Sun sup
plies the energy needed for the 1eaction and the
enzymes make the reaction go in the right direc-

•tion.
Though we cannot as yet deprive nature, and

particularly plants, of their "patents" for the pro
duction of man} substances, but in some cases we
can already make them operate in the direction
we need. Of great value to scientists in this res
pect were their investigations of photosynthesis
processes. It has recently been found that if light
of different wavelengths is used to illuminate the
plants during photosynthesis, chemically diffe
rent substances are formed. For instance, illumi
nation with red-yellow rays results in carbohy
drates as the main compounds whereas blue rays

• •give proteins.
It may therefore be expected that in the near

future people will be able, with the aid of plants,
to obtain the complex organic compounds they
need, on a considerable scale. Indeed, instead of
building factories, furnishing them with unique
equipment and working out complex synthesis
technologies, it will only be necessary to build
hothouses and to regulate the intensity and spec-
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tral composition of the light rays used Then the
plants themselves will make everything required.
from the simplest carbohydrates to the most com
plex proteins.

Two Kinds of Chemical Feffers

Even in ancient tunes the. e were many scien
tists who did not doubt the existence of atoms
But how are these atoms linked to one another
in substances? On thi c; matter philosophical
thought was either silent or sailed high and low
over the sea of fantasy.

For example, the famous French naturalist
Descartes believed that som eatoms were furnish
ed with hook-like projections, and others, with
eye-like ones He held that two atoms combined
when the hook of one got caught In the eye of the
other.

As long as people knew little 01 nothing about
atomic structure, all their ideas about the linkage
between atoms, about chemical bonding, remained
groundless. The electron helped scientists to
discover the truth. But this did not happen all
at once. The electron was discovered in 1895, but
the first attempts to use it to account for che
mical bonding were made only some twenty
years later, after the arrangement of electrons
around the atomic nucleus became clear.

Not all atomic electrons participate in chemi
cal bonds, but only those situated in their outer
or at the most, in their last and second-last shells

Suppose an atom of sodium meets an atom of



fluorine. The former has one electron revolving
on its outside shell, and the latter, seven. The
encounter instantly results in a very stable mo
lecule of sodium fluoride. But how? By a rear ran
gement of electrons.

The sodium atom easily gets I id of its outer
electron. In doing so it becomes a positively
charged ion and unveils itt; second-last electron
shell. This shell contains eight electrons, an octet
configuration which rs very difficult to break up.

On the other hand, the fluor ine atom 1eadily
accepts an additional electron on its outer shell;
this makes the latter also flO eight-elects on shell.
And a negatively charged fluorine ion appears.

Positive attracts negative Electrical forces
draw the oppositely charged sodium and fluorine
ions strongly together. A chemical bond appears
between them This bond is called ionic, and it is
one of the principal types of chemica! bonds,

The second is as follows.
How can such a compound as, say, the fluorine

molecule F2 exist? Fluorine atoms cannot discard
electrons from their outer shells, Differently
charged ions cannot form in this case.

The chemical linkage between the fluorine
atoms is accomplished by means of a pair of elec
trons. Each of the atoms deals out one electron to
be pooled for common use. As a result, both of
the atoms now have eight electrons, as it were, in
their outer shells, six of their own and two pooled
ones. Such a bond is called covalent.

The majority of chemical compounds known to
U~ are formed by mean" of chemical bonds of the
first or second type.
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Chemistry and Radiation

So far chemists have not Invented green leaves
But light is already used in practice for accom
plishing photochemical reactions. Incidentally,
photographic processes are an example of photo
chemistry in action. Light is the chief photo
grapher.

But the interests of chemists .u c not confined to
light rays. There are also X-rays and radioactive
radiations. They carl y immense amounts of
energy, For instance, X-rays are thousands, and
gamma-rays, millions of times moi e "intensive'
than light rays.

Now would chemists be hkely to disregard
them?

And so there appeal ed in encyclopaedias and
textbooks, in special books and publications, in
popular booklets and essays a new term "radia
tion chemistry". Such is the name of the branch of
science which studies the action of radiations on
chemical reactions.

Though it is a young branch of science, it can
already boast of more than a few achievements.

For instance, one of the most common processes
in petroleum chemistry is cracking. As a result
of this process the complex organic compounds
contained in petroleum split down into simpler
ones. Some of the hydrocarbons they form arc
those contained in gasoline.

Cracking is a delicate process. It requires high
temperatures, the presence of catalysts, and ra
ther a long time.

All this refers to tilt" old way. In the new
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way cracking needs neither heat nor chemical ac
celerators, and takes much less time,

The new way involves the use of gamma-I ays.
TIley carry out radiation tracking. They break
down the complex organic molecules. Here radia
tion is a destroyer.



Xvrays expose photographic plates and films
instantly They break down the light-sensitive
lavers of the silver bromide emulsion.

Now here is what some Italian chemists did
about four years ago. They moistened the surface
of a photographic plate with a solution of the
inorgarnc compounds titanium sulphate and se
lcnious acid The plate became insensitive not
only to visible light, hut to X-rays as well.

What was the reason? Had some chemical reac
tron occur red between these substances and the
srlver bromide, resulting in new compounds which
I esisted irradiation J

By no means' No chemical reaction had oc
curred, and the sensitivity of the plate was fully
restored by washing it thoroughly with water. In
a word, nobody knows yet exactly what hap
pened It is only a hint at an entirely unexpected
possibility of radiation protection

And we already conjure up a picture in our
mind's eye of a man dressed in an ordinary suit
impregnated with a special chemical compound,
a compound capable of stopping death rays

The Longest leadion

Hundreds and thousands of the most complex
organic compounds have been made by chemists
in their Iaboratorres during recent years. Some of
them are so complex that it is no easy thing even
to write their structural formulas on paper. It re
quires quite a lot of time in any case

The greatest victor y scored by organic chemists
is unquestionably the synthesis of a protein mo-



lecule, of the molecule of one of the most import..
• •ant proteins,

We are referring to the chemical synthesis of
insulin, the hormone which controls carbohydrate
metabolism in the organism.

If we tried to tell you about the constitution of
the insulin molecule, it would take us several
pages. Remember that some of the details of struc..
ture of this protein molecule are still not very
clear even to specialists in chemistry. Insulin is
a real giant molecule, though the number of ele
ments contained in it is rather limited. But they
are arranged in very elaborate combinations.

And so, for the sake of simplicity, let us assume
that the insulin molecule consists of two parts, or
rather two chains chain A and chain B. These
chains are bound to one another by means of
what is called a disulphide bond. In other words,
they are bridged, as it were, by a crosslink con
sisting of two sulphur atoms.

The plan for the general attack on insulin was
as follows. First, chains A and B were to be SyA

thesized separately. Then they were to be connect
ed with a disulphide crosslink between them.

Now for some arithmetic. To produce chain A
the chemists had to perform almost a hundred
different consecutive reactions. Chain B required
more than a hundred. And so all this took many
months of very painstaking work.

But finally both chains were obtained. Now
they had to be connected. And this is where the
main difficulties sprang up. Disappointment fol
lowed upon disappointment. Nevertheless, one fine
evening there appeared in the laboratory log the



laconic statement: "The synthesis of the insulin
molecule is fully accomplished."

Scientists had to go through two hundred and
twenty three consecutive stages to obtain insulin
artificially. lust think of that figure: hitherto not
a single known chemical compound had been so
difficult to prepare. It had taken ten men almost
three years of incessant work to do it...

But biochemists report a very curious thing: in
a living cell the synthesis of protein takes ...
from two to three seconds.

Three years, or three seconds! How far more
perfect is the synthesis apparatus of the living
cell than that of today's chemistry!
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A Question with No Answer

If we gathered together the greatest chemists
of the world and asked them only one question:
how many chemical compounds can the elements
of the Periodic System form, this authoritative
assembly would be unable to give even an appro
ximate answer.

We know the simplest chemical compound: it
is the hydrogen molecule. There can be no sim
pler compound, because hydrogen is the first and
lightest representative of the Mendeleyev Table.

But what about the most complex? Here we
can say nothing definite. Chemistry knows truly
gigantic molecules consisting of tens and hun
dreds of thousands and even millions of atoms.
Yet nobody can say whether there is any limit to
complexity,

On the other hand, we could estimate compara
tively precisely how many chemical compounds
arc known. But the number we got today would
be out of date by tomorrow, At present about ten
new substances arc synthesized each day in the
laboratories of the globe, and this daily yield
increases f rom year to year.

The chemical information service tells us that
altogether about two million chemical compounds ~

have been isolated from natur al raw materials or
obtained artificially.

This number is impressive but it appears that
the contributions of the inhabitants of the Big
House vary widely.

The number of compounds of, say, the noble
gases, helium, neon, and argon, is zero. Authenti
cally three compounds have been obtained {Ole
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the rare-earth element promethium (physicists
prepare it artificially in nuclear reactors}, and
these are very ordinary ones: the hydrate, the ni
trate, and the chloride. As to the other artificial
elements, the situation is no better. Some of them
have been pI epared in amounts of so many
atoms. . . So what is there to be said about their
compounds!

But there is a unique clement in the Mende
leyev Table. It is quite exceptional with respect
to the number of complex substances it can form.

It is the occupant of Flat No. 6 in the Big
House and its name is carbon.

Of the two million different molecules in exis
tence, one million 700 thousand are molecules
with a framework of carbon atoms. These com
pounds are studied by a huge branch of chemis
try called organic chemistry. The compounds of
all the other elements constitute the domain of
inorganic chemistry.

So you see, organic substances are almost six
times more numerous than inorganic substances.

A new organic substance is much easier to syn
thesize, as a rule. It would be excellent if inor
ganic chemists could report the preparation of at
least one new compound per day. True, prospects
have become more promising in recent years

Organic chemists are aided by a remarkable
peculiarity of carbon atoms.

The leeson for end the Consequences
of Diversity

Carbon atoms form chains very readily, ar
ranging themselves one after the other in long
lines.
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The shortest chain has two carbon atoms. For
example, the molecule of the hydrocarbon ethane
has two links in Its chain: HaC eH3• Well, and
what about the longest? This is unknown so far.
Compounds with 70 cal bon links in their chain
have been obtained (It should be noted that or
dinal y compounds ar e meant here, and not poly-



mers. In the latter case the hydrocarbon chains
may be much longer.)

None of the other elements can do anything of
the kind. Only silicon allows itself the luxury of
forming a six-link chain. And scientists have ob
tained a curious compound of germanium, the
hydrogen germanide Ge3Ha, in which three me
tallic atoms are linked into a chain This is the
only case of its kind among the metals

To put it briefly, carbon has no rival in "chain
formation capacity.'

But if carbon chains wei e only Imeai , 01 game
chemistry would never know such a fabulous
number of compounds.

Chains are capable of branching and of closing
up into cycles. These are polygons, consisting of
three, four, five, six, and more carbon atoms

The chain of the hydrocarbon butane consists
of four carbon atoms,

I I I I
-C-C-C-C-

I I I I
Here the atoms are "lined up". But they may

take up the following positions:

I I
-C-C-C-

I I I
-0-

I



The number of atoms is the same, but their
arrangement is different. And the second formula
represents a different substance with other pro
perties and a different name, isobutane.

Five carbon atoms can form five branched
chaine; besides the linear one. And each of these
structures represents a separate chemical sub
stance.

Chemists have thought up a special name for
varieties of chemical compounds which contain
the same atoms arranged differently: they are
called isomers The more carbon atoms in the
molecule, the larger the number of isomers. As
a matter of fact, their number grows almost in
geometrical progression.

And this adds hundreds of thousands of new
compounds to the reserves of organic chemistry

Chemical Rings

No few legends dl e told about how great scien
tists made their 81 eat discoveries.

It is said that Newton was once absorbed in
thought in his g-arden, when suddenly an apple
fell to his feet This gave him the clue to the Jaw
of gravity.

It has been said that Mcndeleyev first saw the
Pel iodic System in his dreams. All he had to do
was to wake up and put his "dream" down on
paper.

In aWOl d, all kinds of stories have been
thought up about discoveries and discoverers.

But the idea that occurred to the famous Ger
man chemist Kekule was really suggested by a
rather curious picture.
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Scientists had long known about benzene, one
of the most important organic compounds They
knew that it consisted of six atoms of carbon and
SIX atoms of hydrogen They had studied many of
its reactions

But they did not know the main thing, namely,
how the SIX (at bon atoms were arranged in space



This problem gave Kekule no peace. And here:
is how he solved it. Let him speak for himself:
"I was at my desk writing a textbook, and was
getting nowhere. My thoughts were far away.
Atoms danced befor e my eyes. My mind's eye
could distinguish long rows of them writhing
hither and thither like snakes. But 10! One of the
snakes suddenly caught hold of its own tail and
began rotating before my eyes as if teasing me.
I star ted as if awakened by a stroke of lightn-
• ••

JnJr .

The casual image conjured up in Kekule's mind
suggested that CJ.I bon chains could close up into
cycles,

After Kekule chemists began to 1"present the
structure of benzene hke this:

The benzene ring has played a tremendous role
in organic chcmisti y.

Rings can contain different numbers of carbon
atoms. Rings may also grow together, forming
wierd geometrical figures. The world of rings
has just as wide a range of str uctures as open
carbon atom chains, Any book on organic chemis
try bears some resemblance to a textbook of geo..
metry, because "geometrical figures" the struc
tural formulas of complex organic compounds
are found on almost every page.
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Here arc two of the amusing patterns benzene
rings can form

The pattern en the left J~ the ~tJ uctur al [ormu
la of naphthalene 1 he one Oil the. J ight J~ anthra
cene, a constituent of hard coal

A Third Possibility

It W&1\ thoucht that the element carbon was a
union of three substances ~(lentl~t" call this
"ti iunc' alloti opy In other \VOI d, not. and the
same clement can cXI"t ]0 three allotropic modih
cations

The three carbon substances WCt e diamond,
/{l aphite, and carbon black They cllffel ~lcatly

from one another the' kma of har dness ', dia
mond, soft scaly gl aplntc, and dull car bon black
The difference between them 1" due to dissnrulai
arrangement of the Cdl hon atoms In their mole
cule"

In diamond they O(LUPV the pcakv of ,I ~l.OnlC

ti rcal figui c called a tetrahedron and al C bound
very strongly That I~ what makes diamond sn
hard

In graphite, on the conn ,11", the cal bon atoms
are arranged m planet) and the honds between the



planes are weak. That is why graphite is so soft
and scales off so easily.

As to the structure of carbon black there has
been much controversy. For a long time the do
minating opinion was that carbon black is not a
crystalline substance. It was regarded as an
amorphous variety of carbon.

But comparatively recently it was found that
~raphite and carbon black arc practically the
same and have the same molecular arrangement.

And so there remained only diamond and gra
phite and no third.

But scientists decided to make a third variety
of carbon artificially. The task was formulated
as follows.

In diamond and graphite the chains of carbon
atoms arc closed, though arranged differently in
space. Now could the carbon atoms be made
stretch out in a long- linear chain? In other words,
is it possible to produce a polymeric molecule
consisting only of carbons arranged in a straight
line?

The first thing required to prepare any chemi
cal product is the starting material. The only raw
material that could serve for the preparation of
"carbon No.3" is acetylene, a compound of two
carbon atoms and two hydrogen atoms, C2H2-

Why acetylene? Because in its molecule the
carbon atoms are tied up with the least possible
number of hydrogen atoms. Extra hydrogens
would be an obstacle to the synthesis.

Acetylene has another important feature: it is
very reactive, as the chemists say. The carbon
atoms in its molecule are held together by three
chemical bonds (H C C H), and two of them
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are comparatively easy to break, and tan be used
subsequently to connect the Cdl bons with the
atoms of other molecules, for Instance, with mo
lecules of the same acetylene

Thus the hrst step in the planned operation
was to prepare the polymer polyacetylene from
monomeric acetylene

This was not the first attempt In the 19th cen
tury the German chemist Baeyer tried to aCCODl

plish this reaction. But the best he could produce
was tetraacetylene, a combination of four acety
lene molecules But even so this compound proved
very unstable. The same path was tried by other
chemists in various countries. But all their efforts
ended in disappointment

Only the powerful present-day methods of or-
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ganic synthesis have finally made it possible to
produce polyacetylene, Soviet scientists produced
a new class of organic compounds known as po
Iyynes, These new-bot n substances immediately
found practical usage, because they turned out to
be excellent semiconductors.

Now the second step had to be made towards
synthesis of the third variety of carbon. This was
to exclude the hydrogen atoms from the polyace
tylene molecules, and to exclude them in such a
manner as to preserve a chain consisting only of
carbon atoms.

In the language of chemistry the process by
means of which the hydrogen atoms were to be
excluded bears the long and tedious name of oxi
dative dehydropolycondensation. There is no
point in trying to explain the essentials of this
pi ocess, in lanoratory logs the description of the
process took up scores of pages, because the re
moval of hydrogen from polyacctylene proved no
easy task.

Nevertheless, Soviet scientists scored a brilliant
success.

. . .An unattractive black powder resembling
soot. Chemical analysis showed 99 per cent pure
carbon. But ninety-nine is not one hundred.

Strictly speaking, one more step remains to
complete victory. The notorious last per cent of
hydrogen has to be got rid of. It is this per cent
that prevents the carbon atoms from falling into
straight-line formation, from arranging themsel
ves in parallel chains. It is the last obstacle in the
way to "carbon No. 3.~'

Chemists call this synthesized "almost third"
variety of carbon carbyne. It has already de-
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monstrated some remarkable qualities. It is an
excellent semiconductor, possesses photoelectric
properties and its heat resistance is breath
taking: fifteen hundred degrees means nothing
to it.

We are confident that "one hundred per cent"
carbyne will become a reality in the very near
future.

It. Few Words About Complex Compounds

"fhere were many great chemists in the nine
teenth century. But three of them were peerless.
They accomplished more for their science than
anyone else, They laid the foundations of modern
chemistry.

Two of them were Dmitry Mendeleyev, the
creator of the Periodic Law and the Periodic Sy
stem of Elements, and Alexander Butlerov, the
author of the theory of structure of organic COIn

pounds.
The third was the German chemist Alfred

Werner. His discovery is covered by the two
words "coordination theory," but it was epoch
making for inorganic chemistry.

. . .It all started when chemists took up the stu
dy of reactions between metals and ammonia. To
a solution of an ordinary salt, such as copper
chloride, they added spirits of ammonia. Evapo
ration of the solution resulted in beautiful blue
green crystals. Analysis showed these crystals to
be of a simple composition, but it WdS a puzzling
simplicity.

The formula of copper chloride is CuCI2• The
copper is divalent, and everything is quite clear.



Nor were the crystals of the "ammonia" com
pound too complex: Cu(NHs)2CI2•

But what forces combine the two ammonia
molecules so stably with the copper atom? Both
valences of this atom are already used up in the
bond with the chlorine atoms. It appears that cop
per must be tetravalent in this compound.

Another example is the analogous cobalt com
pound Co(NHs)6Cla. Cobalt is a typical trivalent
element, but in this compound it seems to exhibit
nonavalence!

Multitudes of such compounds were synthe
sized, and each of them was like a delayed-action
mine nested in the foundation of the theory of
valence.

The situation defied logical explanation. Many
metals displayed quite preposterous valences.

Alfred Werner succeeded in accounting for
this strange phenomenon.

His idea was that after saturating their ordi
nary, legitimate valences, atoms can still display
additional valence. For instance, after copper has
spent its two main valences on chlorine atoms,
it can find two additional ones to combine with

•ammonia.
Compounds such as Cu(NHs)2C12 are called

com lex. In this compound the cation
(Cu H3)2] 2+ is complex. There are many sub
stances in which the anion is of complex structure;
for example, K2[PtCls] contains the complex anion
[PtCls]2- .

But how many secondary valences can a metal
display? This depends on its coordination num
ber. The smallest value of the latter is 2, and the
largest 12. In the copper-ammonia compound men-
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tioned above it is 2, showing how many mole
cules of ammonia are combined with the copper
atom.

Thus was solved the riddle of unusual valences.
A new branch of inorganic chemistry sprang

up, the chemistry of complex compounds
Over a hundred thousand complex compounds

are known at present. They are studied in chemi
cal institutions and laboratories allover the
world. They are of interest not only to theoreti
cal chemists who try to find how all things are
built and why they are built so.

Without complex compounds there would be
no life. Both haemoglobin, an important compo
nent of the blood, and chlorophyll, the basis of all
plant life, are complex compounds. Many fer
ments and enzymes are of complex constitution.

Analysts use complex compounds for carrying
out very complicated analyses of a wide range of
substances.

Many metals can be obtained in a very pure
state with the aid of complexes. They find appli
cation as valuable dyes, and for softening water.
In a word, complex compounds are omnipresent.

A Surprise In 8 Simple Compound

In our days it is more than easy to learn to
make photographs. Even a schoolchild can make
them. He may not know all the secrets of the pro
cess (between ourselves, some of them are not
known even to specialists), but to take snapshots
and to develop them all he needs is a little prac
tice and some good advice from adults.

And so there is no need to go into the details
of what a photographer does.
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He knows well, for instance. that sometimes
brown spots appear on photographs, especially if
they are kept in the light for :1 long time. The
photographer could explain that they are due to
underfixing of the paper (or plate).

In scientific terms, this means that the plate or
paper had not been held long enough in the fixing
solution.

'Vhat is the fixer needed for? Anyone who has
ever taken the least interest in photography can
answer that.

It is needed to remove the silver bromide left
undecomposcd on film surfaces after exposure.

Many different fixers have been invented. But
the cheapest and most popular of them is hypo.
Chemists call it sodium thiosulphate.

But first a few words about sodium sulphate. It
was discovered by the German chemist Johann
Glauber and has been known for a very long
time. That is why another name for sodium sul
phate is Glauber's salt. Its formula is Na2SO. ·
· IOH20 .

Chemists are fond of drawing the structural
formulas of compounds. They draw anhydrous
sodium sulphate like this:

A glance at this formula makes it clear even to
a greenhorn in chemistry that the sulphur in it is
positively hexavalent, and the oxygen, negative
I}· divalent.
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The constitution of the thiosulphate is almost
the same. Except for a trifle, namely, that one of
the oxygen atoms is replaced by a sulphur atom:

or

Simple, isn't it? But what a CUI ious compound
thiosulphate is! It contains two sulphur atoms of
different valences. One of them has the charge
6+, and the other 2 . It is not so very often that
chemists come across such phenomena

We not infrequently find the unusual in the
most ordinary things.

What Humphry Davy Did Not Know

The list of scientific works of the f dIIlOU~
English chemist Humphry Davy is very long in
deed.

He was not only a talented scientist, but an
ingenious investigator as well. Whatever problem
Davy undertook he almost always solved it suc
cessfully. He prepared not a few new chemical
compounds and developed several new methods
of investigation. Finally, Davy discovered four
elements, namely: potassium and sodium, mag
nesium and barium.

One of his works is a short paper reporting the
preparation of a simple chemical compound"
chlorine hydrate, in which six molecules of 'water
are combined with the chlorine molecule:
Cl2 · 6H20 .
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Though Davy studied the properties of this
substance very thoroughly, he never knew that he
had obtained a compound of an entirely new type,
a compound without chemical bonds.

This became clear only to chemists of the
twentieth century. They attempted to account for
the existence of chlorine hydrate according to the
modern conception of valence. But they failed:
the substance was too hard a nut to crack, nor
was it the only nne.

For decades chemists sought the answer to the
question whether the inert gases were really so
hopelessly inert, or whether they could somehow
he made to enter into chemical reactions. We al
ready know the answer to this question. But while
it was still a question scientists succeeded in pre
paring several hydrates of argon, krypton, xenon,
.ind radon.

These hydrates contained no ordinary chemi
cal bonds. Yet many of -them are comparatively
stable substances.

The simple organic compound urea was anoth
er riddle to chemists. It combined readily with
many hydrocarbons and alcohols. This strange
"friendship" evoked surprise: what forces could
cause urea and alcohol to attract' each other?
Anything but chemical forces...

Be that as it may, but the new class of com
pounds, substances not containing chemical bonds,
grew at a terrific rate.

However, there turned out to be nothing super
natural about it.

The two combining molecules are not equal.
One of them acts as the "host", and the other as
the "guest."
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Host-molecules form a crystal lattice. There
are always interstices in this lattice not filled
with atoms. The "visiting" molecules enter these
interstices. But the hospitality is of a rather
strange kind. The strangers stay with their host
for a very long time, because it is not easy for
them to leave the interstices of the crystal lattice.

In this way, molecules of the gases chlorine, ar
gon, krypton and others get trapped, as it were,
in the interstices of the CI ystal lattice of water

Now chemists call these and a number of other
substances not having chemical honds between
different molecules clathrate (or cellular) com
pounds.

26, 28, or Something Quite Remarkable

These substances are called catenanes, from the
Latin "catena" meaning a chain.

So what of it? The word chain doesn't tell us
much. It is no less common in the organic che
mist's vocabulary than any other term.

But there are chains and chains We have had
occasion to see that they may be linear or branched
and sometimes form rather intricate patterns.

But now stop and think a moment: in organic
compounds the notion chain is a graphic, but not
very strict conception According to its everyday
meaning, the word chain signifies something diffe
rent. Its links have no rigid mechanical bond but
pass freely through one another. In complex or
ganic compounds the cycles are "soldered", so to
say, to one another, as, for instance, the three
benzene rings in anthracene. It resembles a chain
of cycles, but still it is not quite a chain.
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And so chemists began to puzzle over the ques
tion whether separate cycles could be connected
like the links in an ordinary chain, like this:

In shoi t, what they wanted was to connect cy
chc molecules without a chemical bond, in a
purely mechanical fashion, so to SdY.

This attractive idea matured for many years in
the minds of scientists Theor y was on their side.
It set no unsurmountable obstacles to such a syn
thesis Chemists were even able to calculate theo
retically the number of carbon atoms the cycles
would have to consist of to be interlaceable,

As regards practice, however, the situation for
a long time was anything but bright. The synthe
~1~ would go into a deadlock at some stage each
time And the chemists had to keep thinking up
all kinds of new trrcks

The new compound was hOI n on a fine April
morning in 1964 It was brought to life bv two
German chemists, Luttr inghaus and Schill. This
required twenty consecutive chemical operations,
twenty stages.

The compound consists of two cyclic molecules
interlaced like the links of a chain. One of the
links contains 26, and the other, 28 carbon atoms.
Hence the prosaic name of the substance: cate
nane 26, 28.
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Two interlaced rings is now already the past
of catenane chemistry. Now scientists are work
ing on more intricate ring combinations, such as:

or

These are modele; of three-linked catenanes.
In the one at the left the middle link must contain
26 carbon atoms, and the outer ones, 20 each. To
give a complex interlacing of three rings (the
catenane on the right) they must consist of at least
30 atoms each.

The external appearance of the 61 st-horn in
the new family, catenane 26, 2R, is surprisinglv
commonplace: it is a white crystalline powder
melting at 125°C.

Do catenancs occur in nature? In nature every
thing is expedient; it exert, no abilities in vain.
If natural catenanes do exist, there must be some
specific function they fulfill.

It is up to the scientists to find this out.

A Eulogy to Caders Liquid

In 1760 the little known French chemist Cadet
made history without suspecting it.

In his laboratory he performed the following
chemical experiment (we have no idea what for).

Cadet heated potassium acetate with arsenic
oxide. What the result was he never found out,



because the substance that formed was of a truly
diabolical disposition.

It was a black, thick liquid. It fumed in the air,
and burst into flame readily. Besides, it had an
utterly unbearable odour.

Cadet's "concoction" was analysed about
seventy years later. Its main components were
found to be arsenious compounds of a very singu
lar nature

To understand what was so singular about
then! it must be recalled that all organic com
pounds hav.e a very important feature in com
mon: they are based on chains of carbon atoms,
straight, branched, or cyclic. True, atoms of some
other elements may wedge into these chains. But
there are very few such elements (they are called
organogens): oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, sul
phur, and perhaps, phosphorus.
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Arsenic is decidedly not one of them.
Cadet's liquid contained a substance called ca

codyl (from the Greek "kakodes" meaning ill
smelling). Its constitution is such that the arsenic
atoms have wormed themselves firmly in between
the carbon atoms, thus:

Organic compounds whose carbon chains in
clude atoms of inorganogenic elements (metals or
nonmetals) are now called hctero-organic com
pounds (organometallic, if the clement is a metal).

Thus, Cadet synthesized the first hetero-orga
nic compound in the world.

Nowaday') more than 15 thousand such sub
stances arc known, I Ietero-or ganic, and especial
ly organometallic chemistry has become a large
independent branch of chemistry, one of its moi e
important chapters.

It has bridged the gap between organic and
inorganic chemistry and has shown once again
how conventional the subdivision of the sciences
• • •
IS In our times.

Indeed, what kind of organic chemistry is it
that deals with compounds in which metals, ty
pical representatives of inanimate nature, play
the most important part?

And, contrariwise, can it be called inorganic
chemistry if a large number of its subject sub-
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stances are in many respects purely organic deri
vatives?

Of major interest to science are organometallic
compounds. Their compulsory attribute is the
bond between a metallic atom and a carbon
atom.

Almost all the metals of the main subgroups of
the Big House may be contained in organometal
lic compounds.

The properties of these substances are very
diverse.

Some explode with a terrible force even at
temperatures far below zero. Others, on the other
hand, possess great resistance to heat.

Some are chemically very active, while others
respond reluctantly to all kinds of external in
fluences.

And every last one of them is poisonous, except
for the organometallic compounds of germanium.
Why the latter are harmless is still a riddle.

The range of applications of hetero-organic
compounds is very broad, and practically inex
haustible. They are used in the preparation of
plastics and rubbers. in the manufacture of semi
conductors and superpure metals; as medicinals
and agricultural pesticides and as components of
rocket and motor fuels; finally, they are very va
luable chemical reagents and catalysts, enabl
ing the successful accomplishment of many im
portant processes.

Our country has a large school of hetero-orga
nie chemists, headed by Academician Alexander
Nesmeyanov who wac; recently awarded the Lenis
Prize for his work.
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The Story of TEL

TEL is an abbreviation. It is the name of a
compound which is very useful in the practical
activities of man. It helps to save petrol. Nobody
has ever counted up exactly how many litres of
petrol TEL has saved throughout its history, but
it doubtlessly amounts to a very impressive fi-
gure. \

What is this mysterious TEL? A chemist
would say: an organometallic compound of the
hydrocarbon ethane with the metal lead Remove
a hydrogen atom from each of four molecules of
ethane (C2H6) and add the resulting hydrocarbon
radicals (ethyls C2Hs) to a single lead atom, and
you get the molecule of a substance with the fair
ly simple formula Pb(C2Hs)4. It is called te
traethyllead" or 'TEL for short

TEL is a heavy liquid slightly greenish in
colour with the hardly perceptible odour of fresh
fruit, but it is far from harmless. It is one of the
most potent poisons.

In itself TEL is nothing to speak of. It is much
like any other substance; chemists know of far
more remarkable compounds. But add only half
of one per cent of TEL to a tank of motor petrol,
and the wonders begin.

The heart of any automobile or aeroplane is
its internal-combustion engine. Its principle of
operation is simple. A mixture of petrol and air
is compressed in a cylinder. Then it is ignited by
means of an electric spark. An explosion occurs
and energy is evolved, making the engine work.

Much depends on the compression ratio of
the mixture. The higher this ratio the greater is
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the power of the engine, and the more economi-
; cally is the fuel used. That IS the theory. In prac

tice, however, we cannot cornpi ess the mixture as
gl eatly as we should like to. This I esults in "di
sorders" of the engine: owing to incomplete, non
umfo. m combustion of the fuel the engine be
conics overheated, its pal ts wear out rapidly, and
It consumes petrol at a prohibitive I ate.

Improvements in engine design and purer
grades of petrol alleviated the "disorder" some
what, but did not cure it. Motors continued to
"knock" and overheat; nonunifoi m explosions of
the mixture (detonations) shortened their service
life.

After a great deal of thought scientists came
to the conclusion that detonation could be sup
pressed and the mixture could be made to burn
uniformly only by alter ing the properties of the
fuel.

But ho\v?
Thomas Midgley, an Ameircan chemist, put

a great deal of effort into the study of this ques
tion. The first solution he suggested came as a
complete surprise. He claimed that if the petrol
were coloured red it would be able to absor b
more heat and would become more volatile. This
would enable stronger compression of the fuel-air

•mixture,
Midgley "coloured" petrol by adding a little

iodine to it. And what was his delight to find that
the petrol actually began to detonate less. But
when ordinary paint was substituted for the iodi
ne the motor again fell victim to its old troubles.

Hence, colour had nothing to do with it. How
ever, Midgley's chagrin was short-lived. He hit on
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the brilliant idea that there probably must be sub
stances, insignificant additions of which could im
prove the quality of petrol considerably.

Iodine did this only slightly. Other substances,
simple or complex, had to be Bought. Scientists
tested tens and hundreds of compounds. Scientists
and engineers worked side by side. Finally the
scientists came to the very important conclusion
that antiknock agents must be sought among the
compounds of elements of high atomic weight.
For instance, lead compounds might be tested.

But how can lead be introduced into petrol?
Neither the metal itself nor any of its salts are
soluble in petrol. The only possible way is to use
some organic compound of lead.

It was then that the word "tetraethyllead",
TEL, was first pronounced. That was in 1921.

Insignificant additions of TEL to petrol work
ed wonders. Fuel quality improved sharply. Fuel
air mixtures could now be compressed twice as
much as before. This meant that with the vehicle
moving at the same speed the petrol consumption
would be only half of what it was formerly. Mis
fires were eliminated from automobile and aero
plane motor operation.

And here is a curious economic note: the world
production of TEL is now so high that the natu
ral resources of lead are under hazard.

A very troublesome property of TEL is its
high toxicity. You have probably seen tank trucks
with the inscription: "ETHYL PETROL. POI
SON". Petrol containing TEL must be handled
with great care.

TEL was the pioneer among antiknock agents,
and is still the most important of them. But scien-



tists are giving serious thought to the problem of
replacing it by some other substance just as
effective, but harmless.

One such substance has already been discove
red, It is called CMT. If you want to know what
this means, read the next ~tOI y
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Unusual Slnd_lches

The number of organometallic compounds
known today has by far exceeded ten thousand.
But some fifteen years ago there was an annoy
ing gap in organometallic chemistry. Chemists
could find no way to implant the so-called transi
tion metals in organic molecules. The transition
metals are those arranged in the secondary sub
groups of the Periodic System. The number of
these metals is just under fifty. When chemists
did finally succeed in preparing organic com
pounds of these metals, they were found to be
very unstable, kinds of "organometallic freaks."

In 1951, as has happened more than once in
the history of science, His Majesty Chance step
ped in. The English chemist Pauson gave his stu
dent Kealy an assignment, which was anything
but complicated. Kealy was to synthesize a hy
drocarbon with the rather long name of dicyclo
pentadienyl. To do this it would be necessary to
couple two five-membered carbon cycles. In other
words, from two compounds with the formula
CsHs he was to obtain one: C10Ha (it was assumed
that two hydrogen atoms would split off).

+

Cyclopentad:eayls Dicyclopentadienyl

Kealv knew that this reaction could take place
only in the presence of a catalyst, and selected
ferrous chloride for the purpose.
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One fine morning Pauson and Kealy raised
their hands in surprise. Instead of the colourless
liquid expected the reaction product was beauti
ful orange Cl ystals, and very stable ones to boot.
They could be heated almost to 500°C, which is
rather unusual in organic chemistry.

But professor and student were even more sur
pnsed when they analysed the mysterious crystals,
dod they had reason to be The crystals contained
carbon, hydrogen and. .. iron. The typically
transitron metal iron had gone and combined
with typically organic substances!

The formula of this organa-iron compound
also proved unusual:

Both rings (cyclopentadienes) are flat regular
pentagons, rather like two slices of bread with an
iron atom between them as the filling. Com
pounds of this kind are now called "sandwiches"

Ferrocene (so our organo-iron compound was
christened) became the first representative of the
"sandwich" family.

For the sake of simplicity we have depicted
the structure of ferrocene schematically in a sin
gle plane; actually, its molecule possesses a more
complex spacial structure.

The synthesis of ferrocene was one of the great
est sensations in modem chemistry. Both theore
tical and practical workers had to reconsider ma
ny of their ideas of the possibilities of organome-



tallic chemistry, that they had hitherto thought
infallible.

Ferrocene was born in 1951. Today several do
zen such "cenes" are known. "Sandwich" com
pounds have been obtained for almost all the
transition metals.

So far they are of interest only to theoretical
chemists. As to their practical use, not everything
is clear as yet. But. ..

And now is the time to make the acquaintance
of CMT. The full name of this substance is a
very long one, but it is easy to remember because
it rhymes:

Cyclopentadienyl
Manganesetricarbonyl

And the structure of its molecule is easy to
write:

co

CO

Instead of the other "slice of bread" (cyclopen
tadienyl ring the filling (the manganese atom)
is linked wit three molecules of carbon mono
xide.

CMT is an excellent antiknock agent, better
than our old friend TEL in performance and
better also because it is almost harmless. It is
now undergoing practical verification from all
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aspects. Tank lorries with C~IT printed on their
sides already run the roads.

Economists have figured out that complete
substitution of CMT for TEL may save three
billion rubles per year. But the most important
advantage is that the air of our towns and cities
will be cleaner and healthier.

Strange Whims of Carbon Monoxide..

There is nothing tricky about this compound:
one atom of carbon and one of oxygen. It is called
carbon monoxide. It is very poisonous and
takes part in chemical reactions reluctantly; such
is a brief character of the substance with the sim
ple formula (:0.

. . .Believe it or not, an event of no great inte
rest occurred in 1916 at a German chemical plant.
Somebody decided to make use of a very old
steel cylinder (in which a mixture of two gases,
hydrogen and carbon monoxide, had been kept
under pressure for about five years running). It
was opened, the gases were let out and at its bot
tom was found some light brown liquid with an
unpleasant, kind of "dusty" odour.

The liquid proved to be a known, but very rare
chemical compound consisting of one iron atom
and five molecules of carbon monoxide. Its name,
as given in chemical handbooks, was iron penta
carbonyl Fe(CO)5.

(Incidentally, speaking of the fates of scienti
fic discoveries. Iron pentacarbonyl was obtained
on exactly the same day, June 15, 1891, by two
scientists: Berthelot in France and Mond in
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England. Such coincidences ale not so frequent,
are they?)

An investigation of how the substance had
formed in the cylinder showed that nothing super
natural had happened. The hydrogen had made
the inner iron surface of the container very active
by reducing the iron oxides to the metal. Under
pressure, the carbon monoxide had reacted with
the iron. After studying the mechanism of the
reaction the chemists of the same plant designed
an apparatus in which kilograms of the substance
could be produced.

As a matter of fact, the pentacai bonyl had
found practical usage. It had proved to be not a
bad antiknock agent (we seem to be getting them
by the dozen, don't wei], A special fuel contain
ing iron pentacarbonyl was produced and it was
called Motaline. But motor cars did not use Mo
taline very long. The pentacarbonyl decomposed
too easily into its components, and the resulting
iron powder clogged the piston rings of the en
gines. And just at this time TEL was discovered...

Now make a mental note of the easy decompo
sability of iron pentacarbonyl, and let us turn
our attention to other matters for a little while

A large number of carbonyls are now known:
of chromium and molybdenum, of tungsten and
uranium, of cobalt and nickel, of manganese and
rhenium. These compounds have various proper
ties: some are liquids, others solids; some decom
pose easily, others are fairly stable.

But they all have a common and very curious
property: the usual conception of valence does
not apply to carbonyls.

It will be recalled that in complex compounds
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different numbers of neutral molecules combine
with the metal ions. That jc; why coordination
numbers are used instead of valence in the che
rnistry of complex compounds, The coordination
number shows bow many molecules, atoms, or
complex ions are linked to the central atom.

Carbonyl" are still stranger fruits of nature's
invention. In them neutral atoms are combined
with neutral molecules, The valence of the me
tals in these compounds must be considered equal
to zero because carbon monoxide is a neutral mo
lecule.

This is another paradox of chemistry, and, to
tell the truth, it has found no theoretical explana
t ion so far.

And so we now leave off our little excursion
in to theory.

Practice found the metal carbonyls a dainty
morsel.

Ac; catalysts, for one thing.
But carhonyls have much more important uses,
Reverting to the plant in the storehouse of

which the old cylinder was found, at the bottom
of which a strange liquid was observed that tur
ned out to be iron pentacarhonyI, that. ..

To make a long story short. that went into
production on almost an industrial scale. But.
once, while the operator in charge of the synthe
sis apparatus was day dreaming, the pentacarbo
nyl began leaking out. The vapours of the sub
stance deposited on a steel sheet which happened
to be lying nearby. The operator soon discovered
the leak and quickly eliminated it, but in doing
so he accidentally pushed the sheet off the plat
form and it fell to the ground floor.
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Hunters have a saying: "Once a year even a
stick will fire." The steel sheet, which had lain
peacefully in the sun for so long, exploded when
it hit the ground.

A special "Inquest Commission' held more
than one sitting before the experts were able to
conclude that the sheet had "exploded" because
it had been coated with a very fine iron powder.
All finely divided powders in general are likely
to explode; for example, explosions have been
known to occur with flour dust and powdered
sugar.

The iron powder had formed on the sheet as a
result of the decomposition of the pentacarbonyI.

TIie preparation of very fine metallic powders
by the decomposition of metal carbonyls strongly
attracted the interest of scientists.

They established that such powders have very
specific properties. Their particles are very small,
just over a micron in diameter. For instance, iron
powder can be obtained in the form of fluffy iron
"wool" consisting of strong metallic chains. De
posited on a hot surface, carbonyls form a very
strong and thin film on it. Such powders and films
possess very valuable magnetic and electrical pro
perties and this has gained them extensive usage
in radio engineering and electronics.

Carbonyl powders are also attractive to powder
metallurgy.

Red .nd Green

They are both very complex organic substan
ces. Their structural formulas would take up a
whole page of our hook. Both of them are com..
plex compounds, and unusual ones: their only
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metallic atom loses itself, as it were, at the centre
of an intricate framework consisting of several
cycles. Chemists call such compounds chelate
compounds.

By "they" we meant haemoglobin and chloro
phyll. The red colour of the blood and the green
colour of plants are due to them. These two sub
stances hold the keys to all animate things on
Earth.

The "core" of haemoglobin is an iron atom.
The blood of different animals contains different
haemoglobins, but they all have the same basic
structure. The blood of a man contains about
750 grams of haemoglobin.

Haemoglobin transfers oxygen from the respi
ratory organs to the tissues of the organism.
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Chlorophyll has almost the same structure. The
difference is that metal atom in it is a magnesium
atom. The vital function of chlorophyll is very
responsible and complex. It enables the plant to
assimilate carbon dioxide from the atmosphere

Chemists are just beginning to learn the essen
tials of the mechanism of operation of haemoglo
bin and chlorophyll. Evidently, the centi al metal
atoms, those of iron and magnesium, play a very
•Important part.

But it appears that nature's imagination is very
lavish. Iron and magnesium are by no means the
only metals that can get inside the porphinic ske
leton (such is the name of the organic £1 amework
common to haemoglobin and chlorophyll). The
metallic "core" may also be copper, manganese
or vanadium.

There are creatures on Earth which have blue
blood. These are some species of mollusks. The
haemoglobin of their blood contains copper in
stead of iron.

See what remarkable exhibits you can find in
our chemical museum!

Allin One

In the early thirties of our century geochemists
put forward a very interesting hypothesis. Ac
cording to it any natural sample, be it a piece of
stone, a block of wood, a handful of earth, or a
drop of water, contains the atoms of every last
chemical element known on Earth.

At first it seemed a fantastic assumption. But
the eye of analytical chemistry became sharper
year by year. New methods of analysis made it



possible to detect millionths and billionths of a
gram of substance. And it turned out that if the
geochemists' idea was not one hundred per cent
correct, still it was not far from the truth.

Indeed, in any stone we may have picked up on
a river bank we find silicon and aluminium, po
tassium and zinc. silver and uranium almost the
whole Periodic System. Of course, most of the
clements are present in quantities amounting to
not more than a few atoms; but the very fact is
interesting in itself.

It would be rather naive to think that all the
clements in the stone we found are contained as
a single compound. By no means! The stone is an
intricate mixture of complex chemical substances.
The most important elements in it are silicon" alu
minium and oxygen, The content of all the rest
of the elements is much smaller" and many of
them are present in trace amounts.

So it is in nature. But what about the chemical
laboratories? Can scientists prepare a compound
whose molecule will contain all the elements of
the Mendeleyev Table?

Chemists have prepared very complex substan
ces consisting of more than a dozen elements. But
not much more And nobodv ever set himself the,
1ask of creating a molecular structure wherein
all the inhabitants of the Big House are linked by
chemical bonds. Not only because they have not
had the time to do so, hut mainly because it is of
little practical interest. It would be very difficult
to build such a monstrous molecule.

Difficult, but evidently possible.
It is a rare chemical compound that can be ob

tained in a single step, by one-stage reaction. If
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we set ourselves the aim of building a molecule
embracing all the chemical elements, we should
have to do it in dozens and perhaps hundreds
of stages. Such a complex "building" can be erect
ed only by parts.

We shall not undertake to illustrate on raper
the formula of even the simplest version 0 such
a hypothetical "all-element" compound for the
simple reason that nobody has ever bothered to
think of the ways it could be made.

Without a plan, without drawings no structure
can be pictured distinctly. All we can do is use
our imagination.

The Most Unusu81 Atom,
the Most Unusu81 Chemistry

The symbol of this remarkable atom is Ps But
in vain will you search Mendeleyev's Table for
it. It is not the atom of any chemical element

And its lifetime is only an instant, less than a
ten-millionth of a second Still, it cannot be said
to be radioactive.

Ps stands for positronium Its structure is very
simple.

Take a hydrogen atom, the simplest of all the
atoms of chemical elements. One electron re
volves about a single proton

The positronium atom appears In certain types
of radioactive transformations accompanied by
the emission of a positron For a very short time
the positron forms a stable system with an elec
tron.

In positronium the pal t of the proton is played
by an elementary particle known as the positron.
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It is the antipode of the electron. The positron
has the same- size and the same mass as the elec
tron, the difference being that its charge is of the
opposite sign (positive).

A rollision between a positron and an electron
is the end of both of them. As the physicist, put
it, they annihilate each other. In other words,
they turn into nothing" or to be more exact, into
J. radiation.

But just before disappearing these two unre
concilable enemies exist side by side for a short
instant giving rise to the ghost positronium atom.
It is an atom with no nucleus, for the electron and
the positron revolve about a common centre of

•gravity,
Now who could be interested in positronium?

Only theoretical physicists, it would seem; or
maybe science-fiction writers searching fqr new
types of fuel for their stellar spaceships,

But not long ago a thick book entitled "The
Chemistry of Positronium" was published in the
USA This is no science fiction. The book was
written by serious scientists and treats of how the
investigators make this unusual atom serve their
purposes.

During its brief lifetime, positronium is capable
of entering into chemical reaction. It reacts espe
cially readily with chemical compounds which
have free valence bonds left. These unused va
cancies are occupied by positronium atoms.

By means of special instruments chemists can
trace the nature of decay of positronium which
bas got into the molecule of a substance. It is
found to decay differently, depending on the
structure of the molecule. This enables chemists



to study the intricacies of molecular designs and
to solve many sophisticated and controversial
problems where other methods have failed

Diamond Again

Diamond IS not the most Important exhrbit In

our chemical museum It IS too simple to be
unique. Its specific carbon skeleton surprises no
one today. Back in the seventeenth century
chemists burned diamond crystals in the sun's rays
using an ordinary mangifymg glass

Chemists have long had something else on their
minds, namely, how to transform graphite into
diamond. Both of these are carbon, and all that
had to be done was to find a way of rearranging
the graphite carbon framework Into that of dia
mond, and the hardest materral m existence would
thus be made from one of the softest, with noth
ing removed and nothing added

A way was finally found It is a very amusing
story and we shall tell it in its place For the time
being we shall remark only that what was needed
to prepare artificial diamond was tremendous
pressures

And so, the hero of this story will be pressure
And not an ordinary pressure of a mere one, two
or ten atmospheres, but superhigh pressures, when
each square centimetre of surface area supports
tens and hundreds of thousands of kilograms.

Thus, superhigh pressures make it possible to
obtain hitherto unknown substances

The alchemists knew two varieties of phospho
rus, white and red. Now there is a third variety,
black phosphorus. The heaviest, the densest, it j,
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as good a conductor of electricity as many me
tals. Phosphorus, a typical nonmetal, was con
verted by superhigh pressures into an almost me
tallic substance, and a stable one at that.

The example of phosphorus was followed by
arsenic, and then by some other nonmetals. And
each time the scientist observed striking altera-



tions in properties. The heavy arm of superhigh
pressure altered these propel ties before their very
eyes.

From the standpoint of physics nothing ex
traordinary had happened. Simply the super high
pressure had rearranged the crystal structure of
the elements and their compounds, making them
more metallic.

Thus appeared the purely physical term "pres
sure metallization."

...Astronauts have already visited the Moon.
Mars and Venus are now in the order of the day.
Then will come the turn of other more distant
and still more mysterious worlds. Men will time
and again encounter the unusual, the unexpected,
the unknown.

But just now we .u C interested in d par ticular
question

Are the chemical elements the same every
where? Does the might of the Periodic Law and
Mendeleyev's Table extend to all cosmic bodies
without exception? Or does the ingenious creation
of the Russian scientist apply only on Earth?

We hope we are not annoying the reader with
our endless question marks. But really, it is much
easier to ask questions than to answer them.

Philosophers are of a definite opinion. They
believe that the Periodic Law and the Periodic
System are the same throughout the entire uni
verse. That is where they are universal. They are
the same, but with one essential reservation: only
where ambient conditions do not differ too much
from terrestrial conditions, where the tempera
ture and the pressure are not multidigit numbers.

And that is where they are limited.



The Unknown Underfoot

"Before counting the stars have d look under
foot," runs an Oriental saying.

Do we know our own planet so well? Unfortu
nately, we know very little about it. We have
very little information about the structure of the
inside of the globe and about the substances its
distant depths consist of.

All we have is an enormous number of various
hypotheses and preference can be given to none.

True, oil wells have already gone down seven
kilometres! And the depths to be drilled in the
near future seem impressive fifteen to twenty
kilometres. But it must not be forgotten that the
Earth's radius is 6,300 kilometres.

There is another Oriental saying: "You have to
crack a nut to find out what it tastes like."

Roughly speaking, our planet bears some re
semblance to a nut in structure. A shell the
Earth's crust outside, and a kernel the Earth's
core inside. The Earth has a very thick layer
between the (.1 ust and the core, called the mantle.

We know more or less what the Earth's shell
consists of. Rather, not even its shell but just
that thin dainty film that envelops a green nut,
What the mantle, and the more so. the core, is
built like, is still an equation with many un
knowns.

There is only one thing that can be said quite
definitely. The substances constituting the Earth's
inner strata are quite unusual. The closer to the
centre of the Earth, the higher the pressure of the
overlying layers. Pressures at the core reach the
astronomical value of three million atmospheres.

•
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Incidentally, about the Earth's core. Its structu
re has been a point of controversy among scien
tists tor more than one century So many scien
tists, so many hypotheses.

Some hold that the planet has an it on-DIckel
core. Others think differently. In their opinion
the structural material of the core is the mineral
olivine. Under ordinary conditions It is a mix
ture of magnesium, iron, and manganese silicates
The tremendous pressure inside the core changes
the olivine into a sort of metal-like matter. There
are scientists who go still further. They claim
that the central part of the core consists of hydro
gen compressed to complete solidity and there
fore possessing unusual metallic properties. There
are still others...

But we had better stop here. "You have to
crack a nut to find out what it tastes hke." But it
will take a long time to get through to the Earth's
core.

We know much less about Its structure than
about the composition of the atomic nucleus. Now
is not that a paradoxr

Yes, the unknown IS underfoot! A real store
house of wonders for the chemist: elements in
unusual crystalline states; nonmetals transformed
into metals; a great variety of compounds whose
properties arc difficult even to imagine.

The wondrous chemistry of the depths!
But for the time being, as the Soviet scientist

A. Kapustinsky pointed out, our chemistry still
remains a very "superficial" science.

Does the Periodic System of Elements remain
valid in the greatest depths as well? Yes, as long
as the electronic structui e of the atoms remains
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unchanged. As long as the electrons are arranged
In the shells they should be in.

But that "status quo" is preserved only for so
long.

When the Same Is not the Same at All

No, we have not yet done with superhigh pres
sure. It is about to bring us a new surprise.

The electronic environment of the nucleus is a
rather strong structure It may lose a few elec
trons, and then the atom becomes an ion. This
process is occurring all the time during chemical
interactions.

It may lose many electrons, and finally, it may
lose them all so that only the "bare" nucleus IS

left. This is observed at million-degree tempe
1atures, e. g., in the stars.

But here is a different riddle. Suppose the total
number of electrons remains unchanged, but they
arrange themselves differently in the electron
shells, Such a change is bound to alter the pro
perties of the atom, and hence of the element.

This is, so to say, the text under the illustra
tion. Now for the illustration Itself.

You should have no difficulty in picturing the
potassium atom. It has four shells. The closest
to the nucleus (K and L) are full: the first con
tains two, and the second eight electrons. Under
ordinary conditions, no more eleotrons will go
into them. But the other two shells are far from
complete. The M-shell has only eight electrons
(though it may have 18), and the N-shell has just
been started (it has one electron), and this be
fore the previous one is complete...
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Potassium is the first atom to display inconsis
tent, stepwise formation of its electron shell.

But it is not difficult to imagine that instead of
entering the fourth shell, potassium's electron
might continue the third one (for this shell still
has ten vacancies)

Fantastic? Quite under ordinary conditions.
But superhigh pressures give rise to an extraordi-

• •nary tltuatlon.
Under superhigh pressures the electron shells

surrounding the nucleus contract greatly and the
outer electrons can "fall" into the underlying In
complete shell.

For example, suppose the outer electron in the
fourth shell of the potassium atom were imbedded
in the third, making nine electrons in its M-shell.

What would this amount to? The atomic num
ber of potassium (19) would be the same as be
fore, and so would the number of electrons. In a
word, no transmutation of elements would have
occurred.

Just the same, our old friend the alkali metal
potassium would no longer be our old friend. It
would be a stranger with three shells instead of
four and with nine electrons in its outer shell ins
tead of one. And so the chemical properties of
"neopotassium" would have to be studied anew.

What these properties would be we can only
guess, because not a speck of "werewolf potas
sium" has ever been available for investigation.

At still higher pressures, the elements follow
i~ potassium would also lose their usual aspect.
Stepwise filling of electron shells, the law in the
Mendeleyev Table, would here no longer be ob-
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served. As long as one shell were incomplete,
the following one would remain empty.

. . .This would also be a periodic system, but
Dot Mendeleyev's. Its inhabitants (except for the
elements of the first three periods) would be diffe
rent. Its "alkali" metals would be copper and pro
methium and its "noble gases" nickel and neody
nium, in which the corresponding outer shells
would be completed.

This is what "deep-seated" chemistry may turn
out to be! Unusual valences, strange properties,
surprising compounds...

Attractive? Oh, yes! Real? Who knows...
What is wanted here is again probably some
"crazy" idea, since the preparation of an entirely
new type of matter is involved. Even if it does
exist at superhigh pressures, it should reassume
the form of the conventional elements under or
dinary conditions.

The question is how to preserve or "freeze"
this transition. If we succeed in solving this ques
tion, we shall have in fact a new chemical
science, a No.2 chemistry.









A Word on the Use of An.lysis

Mikhailo Lomonosov once said: "Chemistry
stretches wide its arms..." Two hundred odd
years ago his ingenuity sensed the significance of
this science for future generations.

The twentieth century has brought this out
vividly. Chemistry is now a "many-armed crea
ture." Not every academician can even enume
rate all its branches right on the spot. And new
ones keep appearing almost every year.

But there is one thing without which any of
these chemical "arms" would hang lifeless.

That thing is chemical analysis.
It has helped chemists to discover very many

of the elements existing on Earth.
It has enabled them to establish the constituent

parts of chemical compounds, both simple and
complex, from table salt to proteins.

It has deciphered the compositions of rocks and
minerals and has helped geochemists to account
scrupulously the Earth's reserves of chemical ele
ments.

Chemistry owes much to analysis, in particu
lar, its becoming an exact science. Analysis is the
first helper in various spheres of human activity,
as is seen from an untold number of examples.

For instance, suppose iron is being smelted
from its ore in a blast furnace. Its properties de
pend largely on the amount of carbon in the re
sulting metal. If there is more than 1.7 per cent
carbon in it, we get cast iron; the interval from
1.7 to 0.2 per cent represents various grades of
steel, and if the metal contains less than 0.2 per
cent carbon it is called wrought iron.
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What is the difference between iron and steel,
brass and bronze? How much copper is there in
blue vitriol? Is there much potassium in the mi
neral carnallite? Only chemical analysis supplies
the answers to these and similar questions. Two
main questions confront it: what elements are
contained in the substance under investigation,
and in what proportion? The former is the scope
of qualitative, and the latter, of quantitative ana
lysis.

As to how many different kinds of analyses
there are, no one, not even an experienced specia
list, can say right off the bat

To Make Good Gunpowder

Who invented gunpowder? Legend says that
it was the Gernlan monk Berthold Schwarz.

Gunpowder is not difficult to make: all you
have to do is mix sulphur, saltpetre and finely
powdered charcoal in definite proportions, But
the components must be of high quality.

How can their quality be judged?
In the old days gunpowder makers tested salt

petre by tasting it.
Here is a curious procedure for analysing salt

petre by taste, found in the archives: "Saltpetre
that is salty and bitter is no good; only if it bites
the tongue and some sweetness can be felt, is
the saltpetre good."

One could say of a good gunpowder maker that
he had "eaten a reck of salt," couldn't one?

The method 0 testing sulphur was still more
singular.

A piece of sulphur taken in the fic;t was
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brought close to the ear. If a slight cackling sound
could be heard, the sulphur was considered sui
table. Otherwise it was discarded as impure.

Why does pure sulphur cackle? Its thermal
conductivity is very low. The fist warms the sul
phur and different parts of it acquire different
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temperatures, Stresses arise in the sulphur, and
being brittle, it breaks up into small pieces, mak
ing slight cackling sounds as it does so. The ther
mal conductivity of impure sulphur is much high
er and it is therefore much stronger. Such is the
scientific grounding, so to say, of chemical analy
sis by ear.

To make a long stoi y short, the P! incipal ana
lytical instruments of the chemists of the past
were their sense organs, This fact is even reflect
ed in the names of some simple and complex sub
stances. For example, beryllium formerly used to
be glucinum, because its salts have a sweetish
taste. The name glycerine also comes from the
Latin for "sweet". And natural sodium sulphate
i~ called mirabilite, which means "bitter.n

How Germanium Was Discovered

In the beginning of March 1886 D. Mendeleyev
I cceived a letter which read:

"Dear Sir,
Allow me to present you with the reprint en

closed herein of a report from which it is evident
that I have discovered a new element named 'ger
manium'. At first I thought this element would
fill the gap between antimony and bismuth in
your remarkable and profoundly composed pe
riodic system, and that the element would coin
cide with your eka-antimony, but the facts indi
cate that here w« have to do with eka-silicon.

"I soon hope to tender you more detailed infor
mation on this interesting substance; today I
content myself with informing you of a very pro-
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bable new triumph of your ingenious investiga
tion and take the oppoi tunity to expi ess D1Y dec P
1espcct for you

Faithfully yours,
Clemens Winklel,

Freiberg, Saxony,
February 26, 1886"

Not In vain, It appe.u s, did If<"111 y Cave.ndi It
almost a hundred yc ..n s ln.Io: C the discovery of
germanium, J cpeat tunc and time again that
"everything i~ dctei mmcd by measure, number,
and weight" In analysing argyrodite, a rather
rare miner al dlSCOVCl cd not long bcfoi e in Sci'"0
ny, Clemens Winkler found It to contain mainly
silver and sulphur with small quantities of it on,
zinc and mercury But what surprised him was
that the percentages of all the elements found In
argyrodite added up to only 93 and stubbornly
1 cfused to make 100

What could the elusive 7 per cent be? The me
thods of analysis of most of the elements known
by that time wei e well worked out and not one of
them should have escaped the chemist's eye. Then
Winkler made the daring assumption that since
these 7 per cent had escaped him with the exist
ing analysis procedures, they must belong to an
unknown element. His assumption was fully con
firmed By slightly changing the procedure of the
analysis Winkler isolated the elusive 7 per cent
and proved them to belong to a new element,
unknown at that time, which he named germa
nium in honour of his native land.

Gravimetric analysis played an important part
in the discovery of one more element, namely,
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argon, a representative of the zero group of Men
deleyev's PCI iodic SystC1U.

In the early nineties of last century the English
physicist Rayleigh under took a determination of
the density of gases, and hence of their atomic
weights. All was well until the investigator came
to nitrogen. Here strange things began to happen.
A litre of nitrogen separated from air weighed
0.0016 gram more than the same amount of ni
trogen produced from chemical compounds, the
kind of compounds having no effect on the final
result. The ill-starred litre of nitrogen obtained
from ammonium niti ite, niti DUS or nitric oxides,
urea, ammonia, or other compounds, invariably
proved to be lighter by the same amount than
atmospheric nitrogen.

Not having found the reason for this strange
difference, Rayleigh published an article in the
London journal "Nature," describing his results.
Soon the chemist Ramsay responded and the in
vestigators combined their efforts in an attempt
to solve the riddle. In August 1894 they reported
the discovery of a new element, the cause of Ray
leigh's first failures, Its content in the air was
found to be about one per cent,

Thus ordinary gravimetz ic analysis helped
scientists to discover new elements, Not a single
chemical laboratory can get along without it even
today. In the long run ordinary weighing helps
to determine the percentages of elements in com
plicated compounds and minerals. Of course, it
must be preceded by painstaking chemical opera
tions of separation of the elements from one ano
ther.
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Light and Colour

On each rna jor Soviet holiday you hear the
Moscow Radio announcer say: "Order of the Mi
nister of Defence... 'In Honour of ... I order a
salute shall be fired in the capital of our country,
Moscow, in the capitals of the {Inion Republics
and in the Hero cities" ..."

The sky is magnificent during the salute with
yellow, green, and red lights flashing through it
under the thunder of the salvoes.

The tradition of celebrating holidays by sal
voes and fireworks is very old. The art of pyro
technics was known in China as far back as two
thousand B. C. But only comparatively recently
did it occur to scientists to utilize coloured flames
for chemical analysis.

Just over a hundred years ago the German
physicist Kirchhoff noticed that the salts of diffe
rent metals coloured a colourless gas-hurner flame
differently. Sodium salts make the flame yel
low, calcium salts colour it carmine-red, barium
sal ts g-reen, etc.

Kirchhoff soon realized that this offered a quick
and reliable method of detecting chemical ele
ments in substances. However, his glee was pre
mature. All was well as lung as pure salts were
used. But if salts of, say, sodium and potassium
were mixed, the violet colour of potassium was
practically indiscernible against the background
of the bright yellow burner flame (due to the pre
sence of sodium).

The physicist Bunsen came to the aid of the
chemist Kirchhoff. He suggested examining the
burner flame with the mixture of salts introduced



into it through a special instrument called a spec
tr oscope, The main element of this instrument is
a prism which resolves the white light passed
through in into a spectrum, i.e., into its compo-

Th "t t, let bnents, e name spec 1oscope means 0 0 -

t "serve a spec I urn.
The idea was a great success. Unlike other

sources of light, the gas-burner flame into which
the salt under test was introduced, gave a linear
spectrum instead of a continuous one, and the
lines of the spectrum were always in strictly con
stant positions Thus, a sodium salt introduced
into the flame caused two closely spaced intense
yellow lines to appear in the spectrum. Potassium
salts gave rise to one red and two violet lines, etc.

Kirchhoff and Bunsen found that the lines of
any particular chemical element always appeared
in exactly the same positions in the spectrum. No
matter whether sodium was introduced into the
flame as the chloride, the sulphate, the carbonate,
or the nitrate, the positions of the sodium lines
were always the same, Even mixing the sodium
salts with other salts, say, of potassium, copper,
iron, strontium, or barium, did not affect the po
xitions of the sodium lines.

Inspired by their discovery Kirchhoff and Bun
sen worked indefatigably. They tested a very
large number of elements and compounds "in the
flame". After some time they drew up a list of
the chemical elements with the characteristics of
their lines in the spectrum. Now scientists could
unerringly analyse many complex mixtures of
substances.

Thus was hoi n spect roscopic or spectrum ana
lysis. It proved not only an excellent method for



determining various known chemical elements
qualitatively in mixtures. It also helped to disco
ver new elements: rubidium, cesium, indium, and
gallium. And when it was found that the intensi
ty (brightness) of the lines depends on the amount
of substance present in the mixture, spectrum
analysis took up an honourable position among
quantitative methods,

Chemical Analysis of ... the Sun

In anticipation of the solar eclipse of 1868
astronomers, as always, prepared a great deal of
equipment. This time the list included a spectros
cope, the instrument which had not long before
enabled the discovery of seve) al new clements.

The eclipse passed, and everything settled back
to normal. But on July 25, 1~(iR, the French Aca
demy of Science received two letters sirnulta
neously, one from the shore') of distant India
from the Frenchman Jan~sen, and the other from
England, from the Englishman Lockyer. The con
tents of both letters were the same almost word
for word: each of the authors informed the Aca
demy that he had, by means of spectrum analysis,
discovered an element on the Sun that was un
known on Earth. It gave a yellow line in the spec
trum, resembling the sodium line in colour. But
this line had nothing to do with sodium.

The esteemed assembly of scientists was great
ly astonished. Janssen and Lockyer had not only
succeeded in "analysing" the Sun, but wet c claim
ing' to have discovered a new element as well!

On Earth helium {such was the name given to
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the "solar element") was discovered only 27 years
later, in lSQ5.

In honour of this great event, the discovery of
a method which made possible investigation of
the secrets of the distant cosmic bodies, the
French Academy passed a decision to coin a spe-
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cial medal. The method was indeed worth a spe
cial medal. By any other method at least a very
small amount of substance must be available to
perform the analysis with. Spectrum analysis de
fies all distances.

After the discovery of the "solar element"
scientists more than once trained their spectro
graphs (recording spectroscopes) on the Sun, and
it meekly told then) all about itself.

After the Sun came the turn of other stars,
near and distant. The glitter of stellar atmospheres
reached the spectroscopes on Earth and in the
silence of their laboratories scientists studied the
intricate palisade of all kinds of spectral lines. In
the heavenly bodies scientists found the elements
that were already known on Earth.
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Only eighty years later did solar helium pass
on the relay of scientific surprises to the element
technetium, the one that occupied box 43 in the
Mcndeleyev Table. A ghost in teri estrial ores,
technetium was first discovered in the spectra of
certain stars, and only after that were traces of
the element found on Earth. In the stars techne
tium is by no means a rai e element, It forms in
them continuously as a result of nuclear reac-

•tions,
No mure new elements were discovered on the

Sun or in any of the stars, and probably never
will be. The universe is uniform: the Earth, the
Sun, the planets and stars and all the heavenly
bodies in general consist of the same chemical
elements.

But the curious thing is that the "balance" of
chemical elements in the skies is different from
what it is on Earth. Not oxygen and silicon pre
dominate in outer space, but hydrogen and he
lium The amount of these first two representa
tives of the Periodic System in the universe is
many times greater than that of all the rest of the
elements taken together. See what a surprising
paradox stellar chemistry brings us: our galaxv
is primarily a kingdom of hydrogen.

Waves and Subst.nce

The number of colour hues in nature is infinite.
Chemists know that as well as anybody else. And
not infrequently the fantastic gamut of colours
leaves them nonplussed.

"What colour is, say, a solution of neodymium
nitrate?"



"Pink," replies the chemist.
"And what colour will a solution of trivalent

iron turn if potassium thiocyanate is added to
·t?"1 •

"Red."
"And what colour does phenolphthalein turn if

a solution of alkali is added to it?"
"e · "rrmson,
We could continue almost indefinitely: very

many chemical reactions involve colour of a defi
nite hue. Probably if we were to name a dozen
more compounds whose solutions are coloured
some shade of red, we should get entirely con
fused. They say that artists and textile workers
who dye fabrics can distinguish about two dozen
shades of red. Now that is what acquiring an eye
for colour means!

But such an "intuitive" way of distinguishing
hues and shades is of little usc to chemists. Even
a solution of the same substance may have an in
finite number of shades depending on its concen
tration. How could they all be remembered?

There appear to be people on Earth who can
distinguish colours with their eyes blindfolded by
using their fingertips. Doctors say that such people
have highly developed cutaneous vision. The
famous writer Jonathan Swift wrote sarcastically
of the Laputan Academy of Sciences that the
blind mixed various colours there to ironize on
the "scientific" subjects they studied.

Today the sarcasm of the English satirist is no
longer appropriate. Now chemists can name the
colour of a solution without seeing it. They do it
with the aid of what is known as spectrophoto
metry, This distinctive method of analysis derives
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its name from an instrument called the spectro
photometer with which the colour of a chemical
compound or its solution can be analysed.

Isaac Newton passed a narrow sunbeam
through a glass prism and discovered that white
light is complex. We have all of us probably seen
a rainbow. The colours of the rainbow are the
components of white light. Newton observed such
a rainbow when he passed the sunbeam through
the prism. This rainbow is called a spectrum.

But what is light? It is electromagnetic vibra
tions or waves. Each wave has a definite length
(usually denoted by the Greek letter "lambda").
The wavelength exactly characterizes any colour
or shade. For example, chemists say: "a red co
lour of the wavelength 620 millimicrons" or: "a
red colour of the wavelength 637 millimicrons"
(a millimicron jc; one thousandth of a micron, or
one millionth of a millimetre). This eliminates the
need to give definite names to the separate
shades, such as "crimson," "red," "bordeau,"
"scarlet," "vermilion", etc. Just name the wave
length and all the scientists in the world will
know quite definitely the colour and shade meant.
Each compound has now received a kind of "cer
tificate" with "Lambda equals so rnuch" filled in
under the item "colour". Believe us, it is a very
reputable document.

But this is only half the matter. The colour of
a compound depends on the wavelengths of the
rays it absorbs and those of the rays it transmits.
For instance, if a solution of a nickel salt is green,
it absorbs light of all the wavelengths except
those which correspond to the green hue, A yel-
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low solution of potassium chromate is transpa
1ent only to yellow ra}s.

The spectrophotometer 81 vcs beams of light
Jays of definite wavelengths and makes it possi
ble to determine how they are absorbed by va
riOU5 substances, A great number of compounds,
urganic and inorganic, have been investigated
wi th spectt ophotometei s.

Besides visible light ther e is light that is invi
vrhle, that the human eye docs not see. These
kinds of light "From the beyond" lie outside the
limits of the visible light specti urn, and are called
ultraviolet and infrared rays. Chemists have lear
ned to usc them too. They vtudied the spectra of
various chemical substances in the ultraviolet and
infrai cd 1angcs and discovered a very interesting
phenomenon. They found that each chemical
compound (or ion) has its own distinctive absorp
tion band spectrum. Each substance has its own
"CO)OUI (infl at ed or ultraviolet) certificate.H

AbsOJ ption spectr a can be used not only for
qualitative, but for quantitative analysis as well.
This is due to the fact that in many cases the
higher the concentration of c.l chemical compound
in a solution, the more intense its colour, i.e., the
stronger it absorbs colour of a definite wave
length. Hence, by determining the absorption of
light by a solution (one usually says, "by deter
mining its optical density"), one can easily find
the concentration of any particular element.

Ifs Only 8 Drop of Mercury th.t Does It

From hoary antiquity comes the saying: uAII
things of genius are simple."
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Only once was the Nobel Prize awarded for
(1 discovery in the field of chemical analysis. TIle
discovery was made in 1922 by Yaroslav Heyrov
sky, the famous Czech scientist. Since then Prague
has become a kind of Mecca. Numerous pil
grims have travelled to Prague to learn Heyrov
sky's new method, polarography.

Today over a thousand papers are published
yearly allover the world on polarographic ana
lysis. The ABC of the method is as follows. Some
mercury is placed at the bottom of a glass beaker
containing the solution in which the concentra
tion of a given substance has to be determined.
The mercury layer serves as an electrode. Drops
of mercury falling at definite intervals from a ca
pillary into the beaker arc the other electrode.

A source of electricity is connected to the elec
trodes. This should cause electrolysis in the so
lution. But electrolysis will occur only if the po
tential on the mercury drop is high enough. If
the potential is small, no current will flow through
the circuit. It is increased until the ions contained
in the solution begin to discharge. Then current
begins to flow through the circuit.

If there are ions of different elements in the
solution, each species will be discharged at a
different potential value characteristic of those
particular ions.

The chemists plot graphs, marking off the po
tential values along the abcissa axis, and the cur
rents that appear along the ordinates. The result
ing curve resembles a staircase, each step corres
ponding to the discharge of a definite species of
•Ions.

The staircase obtained is compared with a
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standard curve, one which has heen plotted be..
forehand for a solution containing known con..
centrations of known substances.

Thus the solution can be analysed qualitati
vely and quantitatively at the same time. By
means of special devices the analysis can be made

•automatic,
The first epithet that occurs to you 1especting

the polarographic method is elegant. But elegance
is not the only thing. Polarography is simple.
1apid, and pI ecise; moreover, it surpasses most
other methods of analysis in these qualities. For
example, zinc can be determined polarographical
ly with as little as a millionth of a gram ot zinc
chloride in one cubic centimetre of solution. This
analysis takes less than ten minutes,

Heyrovsky' ~ 01 iginal idea has now been per
fected and many new versions have been suggest
ed. One of these i ~ adsorption polarographic ana
lysis which has a very high sensitivity. It can
readily be used to determine organic substances in
concentrations as low as thousand-millionths of a
gram per cubic centimetre of solution.

Where is polarography needed? Why, practi
cally everywhere: for automatic production con
trol, and for analysis of minerals and alloys. Po
larography gives an idea of the contents of vita
mins, hormones and poisons in the organism.
Physicians are even thinking of using polaro
graphy for early diagnostics of cancer.

A Chemical Prism

By a strange coincidence, this scientist's name
and profession are consonant with his discovery.
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He was a botanist and his name Mikhail Tsvet
Tsvet is the Russian for colour. The botanist
Tsvet was interested In chlorophyll which, as we
know already, is the colouring matter of green
leaves.

But Professor Tsvet also knew many chemical
pi ocedures. In pal ticular, he knew that there
wer c substances (adsorbents) which could retain
(adsorb) many gases and liquids on their surfaces

He ground a leaf into a green paste and treat
ed it with alcohol. The paste 10&t its colour, which
meant that all its colouring matter held been ex
tracted by the alcohol

Then he filled a glass tube with chalk moistened
slightly with benzene; into this tube he poured
the solution containing the chlorophyll.

The uppel layer of the chalk powder turned
green.

The scientist washed the chalk in the tube with
benzene, adding It drop by drop. The green nng
budged and then began to move downwards And
then oh wonder! it separated into several bands
of different colour s. Ther e wei e a yellow-green,
a gr een-blue and three yellow bands of different
shades. It was a curious sight that the botanist
Tsvet observed. And this sight proved a most
important find for chemists,

It indicated that chlorophyll was a complex
mixture of several compounds, different, though
close, in molecular structure and properties. What
is now called chlorophyll was only one of them,
true, the most important one. All these substances
had now been separated from one another by a
very simple method.

All of them had been adsorbed by the chalk,
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but each in its own way. The strength of reten
tion of each compound by the surface of the chalk
powder was different. And when the benzene (the
eluant) passed through the tube, it carried off the
substances in a definite sequence. First those
that were held less strongly, and then those that
were I etamed moi C strongly, This caused the
separation.

Like a prism resolves solar light into the spec
trum colours, so did the column of adsorbent (the
"chemical pi ism") split up the complex mixture
of substances into its component parts. This new
method of analysis discover ed by Tsvet in 1903
was christened chromatog, aphy by its author.
This word comes from the Greek fOJ "colour.. "writing,

Today the method of chemical "colour writing"
IS one of the most important instruments in all
analytical Iaborator ies the world over.

But the fates of many scientific discoveries are
inscrutable. Some are forgotten, sometimes for
many years, only to shine afterwards on the
scientific horizon like stars of the first magnitude.
So was it with chromatography. It was actually
remembered only in the forties, and nobody ever
I egr etted this.

How Promethium Was Discovered

Strictly speaking, it was discovered many times,
this element with the atomic number 61. And
each time it was given a different name: illinium
Ilor entium, cyclonium.. But each time the discove
ry proved false, and the name of the stillborn
became history.

Then scientists proved that there simply was
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none of the sixty-first element on Earth. Not due
to some strange whim of nature by which it had
deprived the Periodic System of one of its repre
sentatives, but because all the isotopes of element
No. 61 are radioactive, very unstable, and had
long since decayed into isotopes of its neighbour
ing elements.

.Finally, it was produced artificially in 1945, in
the course of operation of a nuclear reactor. Fis
sion of the nuclei of uranium, the I eactor "fuel",
results in a large number of fragments. these
being nuclei of lighter elements. They include
promethium (now the real name of this elusive
element).

After pondering for a space theoretical phy
sicists might have signed this report. But chemists
would have to "feel" promethium with their
hands, and to see with their eyes at least a tiny
speck of the new metal. or at least its compounds.

However, it would have hardly been possible
to separate more than tenths or even hundredths
of a gram of element No. 61 from the mixture of
fragments of uranium fission.

Is that so little? Chemists bad more than once
had to deal with still smaller amounts of sub
stance, and they had been successful.

The difficulty was one of a different nature.
Promethium is a rare-earth element, and we have
already spoken of the resemblance in this family.
Now the mixture of nuclear fragments contained
a substantial amount of promethium's closest
neighbours, neodymium and samarium.

It was from them primarily that promethium
had to be separated, but that was no easy job!
Chemists who devoted their lives wholly to the
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rare earths performed a real scientific feat. It was
torment there is no other word for it to sepa
rate the fourteen twins and to obtain each of them
separately,

(The French chemist G. Urbain decided to pre
pare pure thulium. And he did. But it took him
live year s and he had to cal ry out over fifteen
thousand monotonous and very tedious chemical
operations.)

Of course, separating pure promethium was
easier, but not much. It must be remembered that
it is I adioactivc and decays 1 apidly, And so it
might have happened that ther e was nothing left
of It by the time it was separated,

Hence, quicker methods were needed, methods
by which it would not take yeats, or months or
even weeks to sepal ate the lanthanides, but not
more than a few hours. Chemistry knew no such
methods,

Then it was that chromatography was remem
bel cd.

. . .Tsvet's separating tube (it now goes by the
more sedate name of chromatographic column) is
filled with an adsorbent (not chalk as before, but
special ion-exchange resins). A solution of salts
of the rare-earth elements is passed through the
resin layer. Though they resemble each other
greatly, the lanthanides are not identical. Each
forms a complex compound with the resin. These
compounds differ in stability, and moreover, in a
definite order. Lanthanum, the first in the family,
makes the strongest compound; the last, lutetium,
forms the weakest.

After this the resin is washed with a special
solution. The drops of the solution encompass the
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resin grains and wash off the ions of the rare
earth elements, as it were again in a strict se
quence.

And solutions of pure rare-earth salts begin to
issue from the column drop by drop: lutetium
sal ts first, and lanthanum salts last.

It was by this method that the American scien
tists J. Marinsky, L. Glendenin and C. COl yell
separated promethium from neodymium and sa
marium. And it took them only a few hours.

Aromas of a Wild Strawberry Patch

...A glade in a pine forest. A hot day in July.
And strawberries, strawberries everywhere ripe,
rugged, bright red berries, so tasty, they melt in
your mouth.

But what do they smell of, these strawberries?
You must confess that you have never stopped
to think about it. You just enjoyed the aroma of
the pine forest, the smell of the sunny glade.

But odour is a very complex phenomenon.
There is a whole science of odours. Scientists still
have to work out a uniform opinion as to why
some substances have a strong odour while others
have hardly any; why some odours are pleasant,
and others disgusting.

There is no doubt that the odour of a substance
is related to the structure of its molecules. But
how? That is what we cannot say for certain.
There is no strict physical theory of odours as yet.

Chemists have an easier time of it. They can
identify the different molecules "responsible" Jor
various odours, and can tell you exactly what
strawberries smell of.
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The odour of strawberry is a very complex
mixture of ninety-six odours differing over a
wide range. Even the most experienced perfumer
might well envy nature for being able to create
such splendid "strawberry" perfume.

IIow were scientists able to "dissect" this
"strawberry" PCI fume?

By the method of gas-liquid chromatography.
The adsorbent in this method is specially pre

pared silicon dioxide, Si02, moistened with a
nonvolatile liquid. The moving medium is a no
ble gas (e. g., argon). And that is just about all.

Otherwise, a glass tube may simply be moistened
with the nonvolatile Iiquid, The tube must be
very long. To "catch' the entire aroma of fresh
strawberries researchers had to use a tube ...
120 metres loug.

Of course, it had to be wound into a coil and
pI aced in a special apparatus called a thermostat



where the temperature could be raised slowly and
evenly. This was necessary because the different
components of strawberry odour differ in volati
lity, some evaporating more readily, and others
less. The components arranged themselves in a de
finite sequence along the tube. Then they wei C

forced out by passing argon through the tube. At
the outlet a complicated apparatus registered the
passage of the different substances. The odour of
strawberries proved to contain ninety-six of them
though their weight totalled only about 10-12

gram!
Chemists have investigated quite a number of

very complex natural substances by this method.
How many components do you think petroleum
contains? No less than two hundred and thirty!
Moreover, they have not only been counted but
each of them have been identified.

The Death of Napoleon: Legend and Reality

According to the official version Napoleon
Bonaparte I died on the Island of St. Helena on
May 5, 1821. The cause of his death was cancer
of the stomach, a disease which brought the for
mer ruler of half the world to his grave in less
than half a year. The coroner's statement was
signed by Dr. Antommarchi.

Though this version was firmly established, few
people believed it, and not without reason.

Many of the great emperor's retainers insisted
to the end of their days that Napoleon had not
died a natural death but had been poisoned.

And Bonaparte himself, in dictating his will a
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week before his death, said: "I have been killed
by the British oligarchy and its hired assassins,"

But what could Napoleon have been poisoned
by? More than enough poisons of various kinds
were known in the last century, but the unknown
murderer would hardly use just any of them to
assassinate the emperor.

What was needed was a tasteless poison, so
that the victim should not become suspicious. It
would have to be not a very strong one, one that
would accumulate slowly in his organism and kill
him gradually. Such a poison could have been

•ai semc,
And so there appeared another version, name

ly, that Bonaparte han been poisoned by arsenic.
But how to prove it? No end of assumptions

could be made, but what was needed here was un
questionable proof. No witnesses were left. To
exhume the emperor's remains from his tomb for
an investigation seemed sacrilege.

Nevertheless, )40 years after the sad event an
unusual investig-ation was started at the Scotch
town of Glasg-ow concerning the case of the vio
lent death of Napoleon. The case was pleaded by
two physicians, Drs. Smith and Forshufwood.

They started by sending a strange request to
many of the world's museums, inquiring whether
they had in their collections a .. tuft of hair of
the great Frenchman. It took some time before
fortune finally favoured the investigators. They
received a few hairs cut off Napoleon's head se
veral hours after his death.

The physicians knew that arsenic taken up by
the human organism gradually accumulates in the
hair. If they detected it in Bonaparte's hair, ...
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But this is more easily said than done. The
amount of arsenic in the hair is very small indeed.
Chemical methods of analysis could have been
used, of course, but their sensitivity was too low
to exclude the possibility of ell Of, and here one
had to be absolutely sure.



Then the Swedish physicist Wassen joined in
on the investigation.

The precious hairs were carefully sealed in an
aluminium cylinder and placed for a few hours
• •In a uranium reactor.

When the hairs were retrieved and subjected
to special measurements, it became quite clear
that Napoleon had indeed died of arsenic poi
.soning. The amount of arsenic in his hair was
thirteen times above the normal content. More
over, the arsenic had been administered gradually,
in small doses.

How had the scientists succeeded in establish
ing the true cause of Bonaparte's death? How
could they detect arsenic without using a single
chemical method?

Activation Analysis

Natural arsenic is a very stable element. In any
case, nobody has ever detected radioactivity in it.

Arsenic has another peculiar feature. It is what
one Blight call a "lone" element. Many of the
others are mixtures of two, three, or more isotopes.
For example, tin consists of ten different
kinds of atoms and they are all found in nature.

But arsenic is single. Its nucleus contains 33
protons and 42 neutrons, and this combination is
a very stable one.

But if an extra neutron is in some way induced
to enter this nucleus, its stability vanishes, and a
radioactive isotope of arsenic forms, an isotope
that can be detected without chemical methods.
All that is needed is an instrument for registering
radioactive emission. The larger the amount of
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active arsenic, the more intensive will be its ra
diation.

Such is the basic principle of the simple but
very important method of activation analysis. It
enables the determination of infinitesimal
amounts of substances, fractions of a gram repre
sented by numbers with 10 or 12 zeros after the
decimal point. To do this the objcct under study
had only to be irradiated with a beam of neu
trons, and the intensity of the radiations emitted
by the resulting radioactive isotopes measured.

That was how the historians discovered the
circumstances of Napoleon Bonaparte's death, Is
it not a splendid example of aid profferred by
the exact sciences!

To modern analysts activation analysis is an
all-seeing eye. It easily discerns what hardly any
other analytical method can detect.

Pure germanium is commonly known to be an
excellent semiconductor. But if it contains only
a few atoms of such an impurity as, say, antimo
ny, as little as one antimony atom per million
million germanium atoms, in fact, the semicon
ducting properties of germanium entirely disap-
pear. .

That is why germanium has to be checked very
carefully for impurities, and this can be done only
with the aid of activation analysis.

And so neutrons speed on their way to a plate
of germanium. Chemists know that it contains
some amount of antimony. Maybe so little that it
can be neglected, but maybe so much that the
"pure" germanium will have to be rejected. The
atomic nuclei of germanium and antimony react
diHerently to neutrons. The former allow them to
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pass-by quite indifferently, but the latter absorb
them avidly. For this reason only radioactive iso
topes of antimony are formed. The rest is done by
radiation counters. Then we can tell for sure
whether there. is much or little antimony in the

•germanium.

How to Weigh the Imponderable

Is 500 micrograms much? Let us see. One mi
crogram is one thousandth of a milligram, or one
millionth of a gram. Hence, 500 micrograms is
five ten-thousandths of a gram, or half a milli
gram. If we are talking about water,
500 micrograms is half of a cubic millimetre,
about three times less than the volume of a pin
head. But what if the substance is ten times as
heavy? Then its volume will be ten times less.
Such an amount of substance is even difficult to
discern. What could one do with it? Only
examine it under the microscope, and nothing
more.

Still, five hundred micrograms of plutonium,
and no more, was the amount available to Ameri
can scientists in 1942. But having only this truly
imponderable amount, they succeeded in study
ing the principal properties of the element. Fur
thermore, they studied them so thoroughly that a
year later a large plutonium plant was being
planned.

But during all kinds of chemical reactions che
mists have had to resort repeatedly to weighing...

Now what is there so complicated about a ba
lance? A balance is a balance. Even an analyti
cal microbalance which makes weighings to a
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hundredth of a milligram is fairly simple in de
sign. However, such accuracv has long since ceased
to satisfy scientists. Consequently, at the turn
of our century a balance was designed for weigh
ing to one ten-thousandth of a milligram. Inci
dentally, the English physicist William Ramsay
used just such a balance to weigh about 0.16 cu-



bic centimetre ot radon and thus to confirm
Rutherford's hypothesis of the mechanism of ra
dioactive decay of radium.

But even this balance was not the limit. Some
what later the Swedish chemist Hans Patterson
constructed a balance which could weigh to ten
thousandths of a microgram, i.e., to 6X 10-10

graml Such accuracy is difficult even to imagine.
The sensitivity of a modern ultr amicrobalance i~

one two-millionth of what it call weigh.
Super-precise weighing, weighing of the im

ponderable, is one of the achievements of a new
science called ultramicroanalysis. And there are
other no less important achievements it can boast
of.

Methods have been devised by means of which
various chemical operations can be carried out
with very minute volumes of substances, down to
one ten-thousandth of a millilitre (cubic centi
metre) to an accuracy which in a number of ca
ses is no worse than about one ten-thousandth of
a microlitr e (1 X I0-10 litre).

Ultramicrochemical methods find extensive
usage not only in biological and biochemical
investigations, but especially in the study of the
artificial transuranium elements.

The Chemistry of Single Atoms

There were times when- chemists bewailed the
difficulty of studying the properties of a new ele
ment available only in milligrams.

Since then the "criterion of smallness" has had
to be revised more than once. In 1987 the Italian
scientists Perrier and Segre quite' successfully stu-

•
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died the properties of the just then obtained ele
ment No. 43, called technetium, having at their
disposal only one ten-thousand-millionth of a
gram of this new representative of the Periodic
Table.

Their experience was of benefit to others.
When working with the transuranium elements
chemists had to forget entirely such weight units
as grams, milligrams or even micrograms. "Im
ponderable, invisible amounts" such were the
terms that appeared on the pages of scientific pa
pers devoted to the transuranium elements. The
deeper investigators delved into this region of the
Periodic System, the greater were the difficulties
they encountered.

Finally came the turn of the hundred and first
element, called mendelevium in honour of the
great Russian chemist.

Since the new transuranium element received
a name, scientists must have been quite convinced
that it had actually been obtained.

It had been comparatively easy to calculate the
conditions under which one could hope to synthe
size element No. 101. There was not much diffi
culty in writing the equation of the correspond
ing nuclear reaction. Which isotope of the new
transuranium element would form could also be
foreseen.

Such was theory. But what had been obtained
in practice needed confirmation, to prove that iso
topes of precisely the hundred and first element,
and none other, had formed as a result of the
nuclear process.

What followed was fantastic. "During one ex
periment of synthesis of the hundred and first



more than one atom of the new element cannot
be expected to form" such was the verdict of
striot physical and mathematical reasoning, and
so it turned out in reality. Only one single atom,
an unknown atom, announced its birth. But was
it an atom of the hundred and first element?

Sensitive radiometric instruments enabled de
termination of the half-life of the atom, but not
of its chemical nature.

And in general, is it possible to study even the
chief chemical properties of a single atom?

Chromatography came to the rescue.
Now follow our reasoning closely. The hundred

and first element must Delong to the actinide
family. In many of their properties the actinides
resemble the elements of another similar family
of elements called the lanthanides. Separation
of the lanthanides was accomplished by ion
exchange chromatography, the individual lantha
nides coming out of the mixture in a strict se
quence, the heavier ones first, and then the lighter
ones.

In the actinide series the hundred and first ele
ment was to follow einsteinium (No. 99) and fer
mium (No. 100). If we wish to separate einstei
nium, fermium and element No. 101 chromato
graphically, the last-named element should ap
pear in the first drops of the liquid issuing from
the chromatographic column.

Seventeen times scientists repeated the expe
riment of mendelevium synthesis. Seventeen
times they used ion-exchange chromatography to
establish the chemical nature of the new man
made atom. And in each case the mendelevium
atom appeared exactly in the drop of solution in
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which it was to have appeared according to theory.
Formerly only fermium and einsteinium came
out in these drops.

Hence, the atomic number of mendelevium is
101 and it is a typical actinide in properties.

Is Ther. a Limitl

Everything in the world has an end, except the
universe, which had no beginning and will have
no end. Therefore, generally speaking, there is a
limit to analysis, and there is no doubt about that.
If we learn to determine the chemical nature of
separate atoms of elements or molecules of a che
mical substance, we may consider that the limit
has been reached.

But that is not what we wanted to point out.
As late as the forties of our century, some twen
ty-five years ago, chemists could analyse most
impurities if their content in the principal sub
stance was of the order of 0.01-0.001 per cent,
and this suited almost everyone. But nowadays
science and technology progress at such a terrific
rate that by the early sixties it was already ne
cessar y to determine about one thousand billionth
(10-12) of a per cent of an impurity. But at that
time we were only approaching such sensitivities
in determining individual elements. At present
there are already several elements and their com
pounds which we can determine in such quanti
ties, thanks, primarily, to the methods of activa
tion analysis, gas chromatography and mass
spectrometry, which enable scientists to deter
mine such "trifles."

The requirements imposed on impurity analy-
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sis will continue to mount steadily. Academician
I. Alimarin, a renowned Soviet scientist, believes
that the 1 equirements foi materials with respect
to purity tend to such a limit where it will be
necessary to determine single atoms of the impu
1ity, i.e , amounts of substance of the order of
10-23 gram. This difficult task will have to be
coped with by physicists and chemists jointly. It
has been solved so far for radioactive atoms. We
can all eady determine the radioactive atoms of
SOIDe chemical elements singly. However, the sen
sitivity of determination of the stable atoms and
their compounds is still far from the liinit. And
here methods of analysis still await those who
~·iII succeed in "filling in" this "blank."

An Amazing Number

In their calculations scientists often have to do
with what they call constants, i.e., numerical va
lues characterizing SODle quality or property. We
wish to draw your attention to one of them.

It is called Avogadro's number, after the fa
mous Italian scientist who put this constant into
use. Avogadro's number is the number of atoms
in a gram-atom of any element.

It will be recalled that a gram-atom is the num
ber of grams of an element equal to its atomic
weight. For example, a gram-atom of carbon is
(roundly) 12 g, that of iron, 56 g, and of uranium,
288 g.

The number of atoms in each of the quantities
named is exactly equal to Avogadro's number.

Written on paper it can be represented appro-
..
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imately by a "one" followed by twenty-three
naughts; more exactly, it is 6.025XI023•

That is how many atoms are contained in twel
ve grams of carbon, fifty-six grams of iron, or
two hundred and thirty-eight grams of uranium.

Avogadro's number is so monstrously large that
it is..difficnlt even to imagine.

Still, let us try.
The human population of the globe is about

three thousand million. Now suppose all the in
habitants of the Ear th decided to count up the
number of atoms in a gram-atom of some element.
Suppose each Ulan worked eight hours daily and
made one count each second.

I-Iow much time would it take fOI all the inha
bitants of the Earth to count up all the 6.025X
X ] 02J atoms?

A very simple calculation, which you can easi
ly do yourself, shows that it would take ahout
20 million yeai s. Impressive, isn't it?

The immensity of Avogadro's number is evi
dence that the idea of the omnipresence of all the
chemical elements has a sound footing. We ran
always detect at least a few atoms of any chemi
cal element everywhere.

Avogadro's number being so large, ~t is obvious
that all attempts to obtain an absolutely pure
substance containing no impurities at all would
be futile. It is utterly impossible to catch a single
atom of an impurity among 1023 atoms without
introducing new impurities in the process.

Indeed, a gram of, say, iron, contains about
1022 atoms. If it contains only one per cent
(10 milligrams) of copper atoms as the impurity,
that still makes not less than 1020 atoms. Even if



the impm ity content I~ reduced to one ten-thou
vandth of a PCI cent, the nurnbci of at()111~ of the
unpui rty pel 1023 atoms of the pr incipal substance
1 emams 1016 atoms. If the impurity includes
all the clements of the PCIIOdlC System, there will
be an average of 1011, I c one hundred tr illion
atoms of each clement
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Diamonds Once More

...~ raw, unfaccd diamond )" the champion of
"all the miner als, materials, etc ' in hardness
Modern engineering would have a hard time with
out diamonds

A fdeed and gI ound diamond bC(01l1C4l d hnl
liant, which has no equal among g-eln~

Greyrsh-bluc dramonds are especially pnzed by
jeweller s They OC( Ul "one e In ,1 blue moon" and
this makes then pI I( C u uly fantastu.

But after .1] I, Lft. U1 di amends .n C not so very
important If only there WCI r 11101 e ordinal>' dia
monds, vo that we should not have to worry over
every tiny crystal'

Ala'), thei e are vel y few diamond de posrts on
Ea1 th, and still Ievs Itch one c; One of them ]s In
South Africa and It still gives up to ninety pel
cent of the woi ld'v diamond pr oduction outside
of the Soviet U nion In tlns counti v ~l vet y lai ge
dtamond-bearmg 1eaton was discovered about ten
years ago in Yakutia, and now diamonds are
produced thci c on an industrial scale

The formation of natural diamond- 1equn cd
extraor dinary conditions, namely, immense tern
pel atures lind pressui es Diamonds were bern in
the deeper layer s of the Earth's CJ ust At places
diamond...bcai ine melts subsequently broke out
on to the surface and froze, but this happened
vel y lately

But can't we get along without n..uurc's help?
Can't man make diamonds hnnself?

The history of science knows of numerous at
tempts to pr educe diamonds arti ficially (By the
way, one of the first "foi tune seekers' was Hen-



ri Moissan, the first to isolate fluorine in the free
state) Not one of them was successful Either the
method was fundamentally wrong, Of the expe
rimenters did not have at therr disposal equip
ment which could withstand the combmation of
exceedingly high temperatui es and pressures

Only in the middle fifties of this century did
modern engineering finally find the key to the
problem of producing artificial diamonds A4)
might have beer expected, the starting material
was graphite It was subjected simultaneously to
a pressure of 100 thousand atmospheres and a
temperature of about three thousand degrees
Now diamonds are produced in many countries
of the world

But In this case chemists could only 1ejoice to
gethei With everybody else They played but a
minor part, most of the credit for this accomplish
ment being due to the physicists

However, the chemists scored in another way,
having helped substantially to perfect diamonds

To perfect diamonds? Can anything he more
ideal than diamond? Its crystal str ucture is the
most perfect In the world of crystals It is the
ideal geometric arrangement of carbon atoms In
diamond crystals that makes them so hard

Diamonds cannot be made any harder, but a
substance harder than diamond can be made
Chemists have created the starting material for
producing such a substance

There is a chemical compound of boron and ni
trogen called boron nitride It is nothing much
to look at, but what puts one on the alert i'l it,
crystal structui e, which is the same as that of
graphite. That is why boron mtrrde has long been



known as "white graphite." True, nobody has
ever tried to make pencil of it...

Chemists found a cheap way to synthesize bo
Ion nitride. Physicists put it to severe tests involv
ing hundreds of thousands of atmospheres and
thousands of degrees... The logic they followed
was quite simple. Since "black" graphite could be
(hanged into diamond, why could not a substance
similar to diamond be obtained from its "white"
counterpart?

The result was borazon, a substance that ex
reeds diamond in hardness It leaves scratches on
smooth diamond faces, and can withstand higher
temperatures: it is not so easy to burn borazon.

Borazon is still too expensive. It will take some
effort to bring- its price down But the most im
portant part has already been done. Man has
again proved more capable than nature.

.... \ , I I
/



· .. It was reported not long ago that Japanese
scientists have succeeded in preparing a sub
stance considerably harder than diamond. They
subjected magnesium silicate (a compound con
sisting of magnesium, silicon, and oxygen) to a
pressure of ]50 tons per square centimetre, For
obvious reasons the details of the synthesis are
not advertised. The ncwboi n "king of hardness"
has no name as yet. But that does not matter.
What does matter is that unquestionablv diamond,
which has for centuries headed the list of the har
dest substances, will in the near futui e be far
from the top of this list.

Endless Molecules

Evei YOllC know" what I uhhcr iv, It is balls ann
galoshes. Jt is the hockey puck and the surgeon's
gloves. It is automobile tyres and hot-water
bottles, waterproof raincoats and hoses.

Rubber and rubber goods are put out nowadays
by hundreds of factories and plants. A few de
cades ago all rubber g-oods were made of natural
rubber, otherwise called caoutchouc. The word
"caoutchouc" comes From the Tupi ~:. "caou-uchu"
meaning "tears of the Hcvca." The I-Ievca is one
of the most important trees whose sap is used to
make rubber.

Many useful things can be made from rubber,
and it is too bad that its production is very
labour;consuming, and that the Hevea grows only

* Tupi is the language spoken by a group of South
American Tndian tribes inhabiting mainly the valley of
the Arnazon.-TT.



in the tropics. All this has m ..ide It impossible to
meet the demand'} of industi y for the natural raw
material.

Her e again .chemistry carne to the rescue First
of all chemists tr ied to find the answer to the
question of why J ubber i.e, so elastic After study
ing the "teal s of the H cvea' for do long time they
finally found the answer. ] t proved that the rub
her molecules have d very peculiar str uctui c.
'I hey consist of a large number of I CCUI J ing iden
ttlclJ units linked into immense c hains, Of course,
Ll long molecule consisting of about fifteen thou
"and units, can bend in all diJ cctions and is elas
tic. It was found that the units making up the
chain at e molecules of the hydrocar bon isoprene,
(~C}II8, which has the fullowing structural formu
II ·

H H H
I I ,

H C--c C C H
I

H C H
I
H

It wau ld be more COl reet to say that isoprene is
a sort of initial natural monomer. In the course of
polymerization the isoprene molecule undergoes
a slight change: the double bonds between the
(arbon atoms open, and the freed bonds link up
the units into the gigantic rubber molecules.



The problem of producing synthetic rubber
drew the attention of scientists and engineers long
ago

At first glance the Job did not seem very b Icky
One had to produce Isoprene and then make It
polymerize, 1 e , make the Isoprene units combine



into long and flexible chains of artificial rubber.
But reality was disappointing. Chemists suc

ceeded with some difficulty in synthesizing iso
prene, but when it came to polymerizing it rub
ber did not result. The units combined with each
other, but did so haphazardly rather than in a de
finite order and the result was artificial products
which resembled rubber slightly but differed from
it in many respects.

And so the chemists had to invent methods of
making the isopi enc uruts connect up into a chain
in the right way

The world's first industrial synthetic rubber was
produced ill the Soviet Union. Academician
s. Lebedev chose a different substance, butadiene,
for the chain unit:

H H
I I

H-C=C-G=C-H
I I
H H

It greatly resembles isoprene in composition
and structure, but its polymerization is easier to
control,

At present quite a large number of synthetic
rubbers are known (they are now often called
elastomers to distinguish them from natural rub
ber).

Natural rubber and goods made from it have
substantial shortcomings. For example, it swells
greatly in oils and fats., displays little resistance



to many oxidants, particularly ozone, tr aces of
wlnch dl C always P! cscnt In the atmosphere
Articles made of natural 1ubbci helve to be vulca
rnzed, 1 C, treated with sulphur at a high tempe
ratui r That IS how I aw rubber IS convei ted Into
cured lubber 01 ebomte In service, goods made
of natural rubber (e g, automobile tyres) evolve
a large amount of heat which (dUSeC; agmg and
rapid weal

That rs why scientists had to create new syn
thetic rubbers possessing bettel propel tICS I 01
instance, there Ie; a family of rubbei s known clS

"Buna '" The name IS derived from the mitral let
ter" of two WOl ds "butadiene" and "natrium '
(the Latin fOI "sodium"), sodium playing the part
of the catalyst during polymerrzatron Some of
the elastomers of this family posse-s excellent
pi operties and are used mainly f01 the production
of vehicle tyres

Of especially great rmpor tam e IS butyl lubber,
produced by the JOInt polymerrzation of isobutene
and Isoprene Frrst of all, It IS the cheapest
rubber Secondly, In contrast to natur ell rubber It
IS almost indrffei ent to ozone Besides, butyl rub
ber vulcanizates used extensively at present fOI

the manufacture of tyre tube' ale ten times as im
perVIOU~ to air as vulcamzates made of natural
rubber

Of special Interest ale polyurethane rubbers
They possess high tensile strength and al e almost
unagmg Polyurethane elastomers are used to
make foam lubber for upholstery

Rubbers have been developed In recent yeai S
which scientists could not even dream of before
These ell e primarily elastomers based on organo-



silicon and Iluoroc,n bon compounds The thermal
vtahilil y uf these elastomers i, twice as high as
that of natural rubber. They ar e resistant to
ozone, and rubber based on lluorocarbon com
pounds resists even fuming sulphur ic and nitric
acids,

Hut this is not all. A 1('( ent addition dl c the
l ..U boxyl-containing 1 ubbci '), copolymer ~ of bu
tadiene and OJ ganic acids They have J. VCI YI11gh
tenvrle strong tho

I t I~ thus evident that Jll tln-, field too nann C

h,l\ YIelded it" &UPCl ior i ty f 0 rnan-m ..ide mater ials.

An Adamantine Heart
and the Hide of a Rhinoceros

Ther e is a class of compounds in organic che
misti y called hydrocarbons. And that i\ just what
they arc, because their rnolccules contain hydro
gcn and cal bon atoms, and nothing else. Their
hest known typical repi esentatives at e methane
(constituting about 95 per cent of natural gas) and
petroleum, from which various grades of petrol,
lubricants, and many other valuable products are
made.

Take the simplest hydrocarbon, methane CH4.
Now if we replace the hydrogen atoms in methane
by oxygen atoms, what do we get? Carbon dio
xide CO2• And if we replace them by sulphur
atoms? A volatile poisonous liquid called carbon
disulphide CS2• If we replace all the hydrogen
atoms by chlorine atoms, we also get a well
known substance, carbon tetrachloride. But what
if we take fluorine instead of chlorine?

About three decades ago hardly anybody could
•

..1'



answer this question intelligibly. But in our time
the chemistry of fluorocarbon compounds is al
ready an independent br anch of chemistry.

In physical properties fluorocarbons are almost
complete analogues of hydrocarbons. But that is
as far as their common properties go. In contrast
to hydrocarbons, fluorocarbons are very unreac
tive substances. Besides, they are very resistant



to heat. That is why they ar e sometimes called
substances with "an adamantine heart and the
hide of a rhinoceros."

The chemical explanation for their stability
compared to hydrocarbons (and other classes of
organic compounds as well) is relatively simple.
Fluorine atoms are much larger than hydrogen
atoms and therefore render the carbon atoms they
surround inaccessible to other reactive atoms.

On the other hand, fluorine atoms transformed
into ions are very reluctant to yield their elec
tr ons and "dislike" to react with any other atoms.
Fluor ine, as we know, is the most active nonme
tal, and there is practically no other nonmetal
which can oxidize its ion (i. e., remove an electron
from it). Again, the carbon-carbon bond is itself
very stable (remember diamond).

Owing to their inertness fluorocarbons have
found a wide range of applications. For instance.
fluorocarbon resins called Teflon can with
stand heating to 300°C and are indifferent to sul
phuric, nitric, hydrochloric and other acids.
They resist boiling alkalis and are insoluble in
all known organic and inorganic solvents.

Not for nothing are fluoroplastics sometimes cal
led "organic platinum": they are splendid mate
]ials for making chemical laboratory ware, va
rious industrial chemical equipment, and pipes
for a great variety of purposes. Believe us, very
many things in this world would be made of pla
tinum, were it not so expensive, but fluoroplastics
are comparatively cheap.

Fluoroplastics are the most slippery substances
in the world. A fluoroplastic film thrown on a
table will literally "flow off" it on to the floor.
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Bearings made of fIuoroplastics require practical
ly no lubrication. Finally, fluoroplastics are ex
cellent dielectrics and very heat-resistant ones
too. Fluoroplastic insulation can withstand heat
ing to 400°C, which is above the melting point of
lead!

Such are Ouoroplastics, which are among the
most remarkable man-made materials.

Liquid fluorocarbons arc noncombustible and
freeze at very low temperatures, These com
pounds arc not attacked by fungi or insects, and

• •arc very resistant to COl rosron.

Union of Carbon and Silicon

There arc two elements in nature which can
claim a special position. The first is carbon. It is
the basis of all animate things. Its claim is valid
primarily because cal bon atoms at e capable of



I

combining strongly with one another to form
chain-like compounds:

J I I I I I I
... C-C-C-C-IC-C-IC ...

I I I I I I
The second is silicon, It is the basis of all inor

Aanic nature. But silicon atoms cannot form such
long- chains as carbon atoms, and besides the
number of silicon compounds found in nature is
smaller than the number of carbon compounds,
though they are much more numerous than the
compounds of any other chemical clement.

Scientists decided to "correct" this shortcom
ing of silicon. Indeed, silicon is tetravalent just
like carbon. True, the bond between carbon atoms
is much stronger than that between silicon atoms,
but sil icon makes up for this by being less active.

Now if we could obtain compounds similar to
organic compounds but with silicon instead of
carbon, what wonderful properties they might
possess!

At the beginning the scientists were unlucky.
True enough. they proved that silicon could forin
rornpounds in which its atom" alternate with oxy
.f~en atoms:

I I I I
S· 0 5i-0 Si-O 5i-O . . .

I
but these compounds were not stable.



They scored their first success when they decid
ed to combine silicon atoms with carbon atoms.
Such compounds, which have become known as
organosilicon compounds or silicones, indeed
have a number of unique properties. Various re
sins have been made on the basis of silicones, and
from them plastics can be obtained which can re
sist high temperatures over long periods.

Elastomers. based on organosilicon polymers
possess very valuable qualities, one of which is
heat resistance. Some grades of silicone rubber
arc stable up to 350°C. Now imagine a tyre cover
made of such a rubber.

Silicone lubbers do not swell at all in organic
solvents. They are now used for making various
kinds of hose for fuel transport lines.

Some silicone liquids and resins hardly change
their viscosity over a wide range of temperatures.
"fhis made them eligible as lubricants Owing to
their low volatility and high boiling point silicone
liquids have found extensive usage in high
vacuum pumps.

Organosilicon compounds are water-repcllant
and this valuable property is utilized in the ma
nufacture of water-l epellant fabrics. But that i~

not all. Water is said to wear away stone. Tests
made at important construction projects have
shown that it is useful to impregnate structural
materials with various organosilicon liquid".

Strong heat-resistant enamels have been de
veloped recently, based on silicones. Copper or
iron plates coated with such enamels can with
stand several hours' heating at 800°C.

And this is only the beginning of the peculiar
union of carbon and silicon. But this "dual" uni-



on no longer satisfies chemists, They have set
themselves the task of introducing other elements
into the molecules of organosilicon compounds,
such as aluminium, titanium, or boron. This pro
blem has also been successfully solved and has
resulted in an absolutely new class of substances
known as polyorganometallosiloxanes. The chains
of these polymers may consist of different kinds
of links: silicon-oxygen-aluminium, silicon-oxy
gen-titanium, silicon-oxygen-boron, etc. Such
substances melt at temperatures of 500-600°C,
competing in this respect with many metals and
alloys.

There was a flash repor t not so long ago that
Japanese scientists had allegedly succeeded In
creating a polymeric material which could resist
heating to 200('oC. Maybe this was an error, but
even so it was not far from reality. For the term
"heat-resistant polymers" will soon go down in
the long list of up-to-date engineering materials.

Remark.ble Sieves

These sieves are of quite a singular construc
tion. They are immense organic molecules pos
sessing a number of interesting properties. First,
like many other plastics, they are insoluble in wa
ter and organic solvents. Secondly, they consist
of what is known as ionogenic groups, i.e., groups
capable of producing different kinds of ions in a
solvent (water, in particular). These compounds
m~y_ therefore be classed as electrolytes.

The hydrogen ion in them can be replaced by
some metal, a process known as ion exchange.

Accordingly, these unique compounds are



known as ion exchangers. Those capable of inter
acting with cations (positively charged ions) at c
called cation exchangers, and those which Inter
act with negatively charged ions arc called anion
exchangers. The first organic ion exchangers were
synthesized in the middle thirties of our centur y
and immediately gained wide recognition. This is
not surprising, because with the aid of ion ex
changers hard water can be made soft and salt
water fresh.

Imagine two columns, one filled with a cation
exchanger and the other with an anion exchanger.
Suppose we want to purify water containing C001

mon salt. We first pass the water through the ca
tion exchanger. In it all the sodium ions are re
placed by hydrogen ions, so that instead of so
dium chloride our water will now contain hy
drochloric acid. 'fhen we pass the water through
the anion exchanger. If it is in hydroxyl form
(i.e., the anions in it capable of exchanging arc
hydroxyl ions) all the chloride ions in the solu
tion will be replaced by hydroxyl ions. And the
hydroxyl ions immediately form water molecules
with the free hydrogen ions. Water which origi
nally contained sodium chloride can be comple
tely demineralized by passing it through ion
exchange columns. The product is not inferior in
properties to the best grades of distilled water.

But the demineralization of water is not the
only thing that made ion exchangers widely
known. It was found that ion exchangers retain
different ions at different strengths. Lithium ions
are held more fastly than hydrogen ions,
potassium ions, more fastly than those of so
dium, rubidium ions, more fastly than those of



potassium, etc. Ion exchangers offered an easy
way of separating metals, At present ion exchan
gers play an important part in various branches
of industry. For example, for a long time photo
graphic laboratories had no suitable method of



collecting precious silver from their wastes. This
important problem was solved with the aid of
ion-exchange filters.

Well, and will man ever be able to use ion
exchangers for extracting valuable metals from
sea water? The answer is yes. And though sea
water contains a large amount of different salts,
the recovery of the noble metals from it is evi
dently a thing of the near future.

Just now the difficulty is that when sea water
is passed through the cation exchanger the salts
contained in it virtually prevent the small amount
of valuable metals from depositing on the cation
exchanger. However, recently resins of a new
type known as electron-exchange resins were syn
thesized. These not only exchange their ions for
the metal ions in the solution, but also reduce the
metal by donating electrons to it. Recent tests
have shown that if a solution containing silver is
passed through such resins, metallic silver, rather
than silver ion, soon begins to deposit on the re
sin, and the properties of the latter persist for a
considerable length of time. Thus, if a mixture of
salts is passed through the electron exchanger the
ions which are reduced the most readily can be
converted into atoms of a pure metal.

Chemical Pincers

According to an old joke there is nothing sim
pler than catching lions in a desert. Since the de
sert consists of sand and lions all you have to do
is to take a sieve and sift the desert through it.
The sand will pass through the apertures leaving
the lions on the sieve.

2Bu



But what is to be done jf a valuable chemical
clement is mixed with a large amount of others
which are of no use? Or if a harmful impurity
has to be ]emoved from a substance which con
tains a very small quantity of it?
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This problem is not a rare one. The amount of
hafnium contained in zirconium to be used for
the construction of nuclear reactors must not ex
reed a few ten-thousandths of a per cent, whereas
its content in ordinary zirconium is about two
tenths of a per cent.

Hafnium and zirconium are very close in che
mical properties so that ordinary methods are
useless. Even the remarkable chemical sieve we
were just talking about is powerless. Still the zir
conium has to be very pure...

For ages chemists have followed the simple
formula: "Like dissolves in like." Inorganic sub
stances dissolve readily in inorganic solvents,
and organic substances in organic solvents. Many
salts of mineral acids dissolve well in water, an
hydrous fluoric acid, liquid hydrocyanic (prus
sic) acid. Very many organic substances are fail
ly readily soluble in the organic solvents benzene,
acetone, chloroform, carbon disulphide and
others.

But what about a substance intermediate be
tween organic and inorganic compounds, how
would it behave? Chemists knew of such com
pounds, more or less. For example, chlorophyll
(the colouring matter of gleen leaves) is an organic
compound containing magnesium atoms. It dis
solves well in many organic solvents. A large
number of organometallic compounds which ar e
unknown in nature have been synthesized arti
ficially. Many of them are soluble in organic sol
vents, their solubility depending on the metal
they contain.

Chemists decided to take advantage of this.



During the operation of nuclear reactors it be
comes necessary from time to time to replace
spent uranium slugs, though the quantity of im
pUI ities (uranium fission fragments) in them is
usually not more than a thousandth of a per cent.
The slugs arc first dissolved iii nitric acid. All the
uranium and other metals formed as a result of
the nuclear transformations pass into nitrates.
Some of the impurities, such as xenon and iodine
come out automatically as gases or vapour s,
()thers, such as tin, remain in the sludge.

Still, apart from uranium, the resulting solu
tion contains many impurities, particularly, plu
tonium, neptunium, the rare-earth metals, techne
tium and some others. Now this is where organic
substances come in. The impure nitric acid solu
tion of uranium is mixed with a solution of an
organic substance called trihutyl phosphate. Prac
tically all the ur anium passes into the organic
phase while the impurities remain in the nitric
acid solution.

This process is called extraction. After a two
fold extraction the uranium is almost entirely
free from impurities and can again be used to
make uranium slugs. The impurities thus extract
ed are then separated to recover the most impor
tant of them, particularly plutonium and certain
other radioactive isotopes.

Zirconium and hafnium can be separated in a
similar way.

Extraction is now widely used in engineering.
It is employed for purifying not only inorganic
compounds, but many organic ones as well, no
tably, vitamins, fats, and alkaloids.



Chemistry in 8 White Smock

He bore the pompous name of Johann Bombas
tus Theophrastus Paracelsus von Hohenheim. Pa
racelsus was not his surname but a nickname
meaning "better than Celsus." Paracelsus was an
excellent chemist and rumour ed to be a wizar d
at healing, because he was not only a chemist hut
a physician as well.

The union between chemistry and medicine
consolidated in the middle ages. Chemistry had
not yet won the right to be called a science. Itt;
views were too vague and its effoi ts disseminated
in the vain search for the notorious philosopher's
stone.

But while floundering in the meshes of mysti
cism ch-emists learnt to cure serious ailments So
was born iatrochemistry, or medical chemistr r.
In the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth cen
turies many chemists were called apothecaries, OJ

pharmaceutists, though what they did in prepar
ing various curatives was pure chemistry. True,
they prepared them by hit-or-miss methods, and
their "medicines" were not always beneficial to
the patient.

Paracelsus was one of the most prominent
"pharmaceutists", The list of his medicines includ
ed mercurial and sulphur ointments (used to this
day, incidentally, for treating skin diseases), iron
and antimony salts, and various plant juices.

At first chemistry could supply physicians only
with substances found in nature and the assort
ment was very limited. But medicine could not
content itself with this.

Looking through a modern prescription hand-



hook we find that only 25 per cent of the medi
cines are what we would call natural preparations.
They include extracts, infusions, and decoctions
prepared from various plants. All the rest are
synthetic medicinals unknown to nature, sub
stances created by the might of chemistry.



The first synthetic medicinal was prepared
about 100 years ago. The curative properties of
salicylic acid for rheumatism had been known of
long before. But it was very difficult and expen
sive to prepare from vegetable raw materials
Only in 1874 was a simple method developed for
preparing salicylic acid from phenol.

This acid now forms the basis of many medi
cinal preparations, one of the best known being
aspirin. As a rule the "lifetime" of a medicine l'

J ather short: old medicines are replaced by new
ones, more pel feet and better adapted to CUt C

various ailments. Aspirin is a curious exception in
this respect. It disc-loses new, previously unknown
remarkable properties each year Aspirin can no
longer be regarded merely as a febrifuge and
analgesic: its range of applications ic; much wider.

Another very' old" medicine known to every
body is pyramidon (date of birth IR96)

N owadays chemists synthesize sever al new
medicines each day, medicines WIth a q-rcat
val iety of properties for curing all kinds of
diseases They range flom pain-t CllCVCl \ to CUI a
trves for psychic diseases,

To CUI e people no task could be nobler fOI

chemists, but no task could he more difficult
1;'01 C;C, CI ell years the GCI man chemist Paul

Ehrlich attempted to synthesize a cut atrvc for ,1

tel rible ailment known as slecpmg sickness Each
synthesis achieved something, but left Ehrlich
dissatisfied. Only in the 606th attempt wac; he
successful in obtaining an effective remcdv, which
be called salvarsan, dud tens of thousand" of
people were able to get cured not only from
sleeping sickness, but also from another insidious

"



disease, syphilis And in his 914th attempt Ehrlich
obtained a still mot e powerful medicine called
"neosalvarsan"

A medicine has to go a long way from the flask
to the druggists' counter. Such is the law of doctor
mg that until a medicine has been checked and
1cchecked from all aspeots it must not be recom
mended for use. Failure to follow this rule may
lead to tragic mishaps, Not long ago a West
German pharmaceutical firm advertized a new
soporific called thalidomide, a tiny white tablet
which could plunge a person rapidly into a deep
sleep, though he suffered from stable insomnia.
Thalidomide was praised to the skies but it
turned out to be a terrible enemy to unborn
babies. Tens of thousands of freaks such was
the price paid for putting a medicine on sale
without carefully checking it.

That is why it is important for chemists and
physicians to know not only that a certain medi
cine can cure such and such a disease, but to have
a good idea of how it works, of the fine chemical
mechanism of its struggle with the disease

Here is a little example The derivatives of
what is known as barbituric acid are not infre
quently used at present as soporifics. This acid is
d compound of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and
oxygen atoms. Besides, one of its carbon atoms
has two alkyl groups attached to it, these being
hydrocarbon molecules deprived of one of their
hydrogen atoms. Now chemists have found that
barbituric acid is soporific only If it has not less
than four carbon atoms in its alkyl groups, and
that the larger the number of these carbon atoms

if. 7



the longer and more rapid is the action of the
preparation.

The deeper scientists penetrate into the nature
of diseases, the more thorough the investigations
carried out by chemists. And pharmacology, whose
task was formerly only to prepare various medi
cines and to recommend their use for various
diseases, is now becoming more and more an
exact science. The present-day pharmacologist
must be chemist, biologist, physician and bio
chemist all in one, so that no thalidomide trage
dies should ever occur again.

The synthesis of medicinals is one of the main
achievements of chemists, the creators of a new
nature.

. . . At the turn of our century chemists were
putting a great deal of effort into the prepara
tion of new dyes. The starting product they used
was sulphanilic acid. Its molecule is very
"flexible," i.e., capable of various kinds of rear
rangements. And so, reasoned the chemists, under
certain conditions the sulphanilic acid molecule
can be transformed into the molecule of a valu
able dye.

And that is exactly what happened. But until
1985 it never occurred to anyone that synthetic
sulphanilic dyes were simultaneously potent
medicines. The search for dyes faded into the
background and chemists began to hunt for new
medicinals which received the general name of
sulphonamides. Some of the more common ones
are: sulphapyridine, streptocid, sulphamethylthia
zole, and sulphamezathine. The sulphonamides
are one of the most important groups of chemical
antibacterial compounds,



· .. South American Indians used to make a
deadly arrow poison called curare from the woody
vine strychnos toxifera. An arrow dipped in
curare would cause instant death if it hit the
enemy.

Why? To answer this question chemists had to
get a good insight ioto the secret of the poison.

They found that the main active rinciple of

into the organism, the muscles lose their abi ity
to contract and become immobile. Respiration
becomes impossible and this causes death.

However, under certain conditions this poison
may be beneficial. It can be used by surgeons in
carrying out certain very complicated operations.
It is employed, for example, during heart opera
tions to relax the respiratory muscles when switch..
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ing the organism to artificial respiration. Thus a
mortal enemy has become a friend. Tubocui arine
is coming into clinical practice.

But it is still too expensive, and a cheaper and
more available preparation is needed.

Once again the chemists chimed in. They
studied the tubocurarine molecule from all aspects,
split it in various ways and investigated the result
ing "fragments." Step by step they disclosed the
relation between the chemical constitution and
the physiological activity of the preparation. They
found that its action was due to certain groups
containing positively charged nitrogen atoms, and
that there must be a strictly definite distance
between these groups.

Now the chemists could get down to the task
of imitating nature and trying to excel it. First
they obtained a preparation which was no less
active than tubocurarine, and then began to im
prove it. The result was Syncurine, a preparation
twice as active as tubocurarine.

Another vivid example has to do with malaria.
The remedy for this disease used to be quinine,
a natural alkaloid. But chemists were able to
produce a substance sixty times as aotive as quin
ine. This substance is pamaquin, otherwise known
as plasmoquine.

Present-day medicine has at ilts disposal an
immense arsenal of remedies, one may say, for
all occasions, and for almost all known diseases.

There are very potent remedies for tranquiliz
ing the nervous system, which calm down even
the most irritated person. There is a preparation
which completely elftninates fright. Of course, it

290



would be useless to a student in fear of taking
hi, examination,

There is a whole group of medicines known as
sedatives which allay irritation. One of them is
reserpine, used at one time extensively for treat
mg certain psychic disorders (schizophrenia).
Chemotherapy is now the cardinal method of
La eating mental disorders.

But not always have the achievements of medi
cinal chemistry born only positive fruit. There is,
for instance, such an ominous (one could hardly
call it anything else) remedy as LSD-25.

In many capitalist countries it is used as a
narcotic which artificially causes the very symp
toms of schizophrenia (all kinds of hallucinations
enabling one to forget for a time the "difficulties
of life"). But there have been no few cases where
people who took LSD-25 tablets never regained
their normal state,

According to present-day statistics the majority
of deaths in the world are due to myocardial
Infarctions (heart strokes) or cerebral apoplexy.
Chemists are helping to fight these maladies by
inventing various cardiacs and medicines for
expanding cerebral vessels.

Thanks to tubazid and para-aminosalicylic acid
(PASA), two more medicines synthesized by
chemists, physicians can now conquer tuberculosis
in the great majority of cases.

Finally, scientists are putting great efforts into
the search for remedies for cancer, this awful
scourge of the human race. There are still very
many obscurities in this field and it offers much
room for investigation. ,.

Physicians await new miraculous substances to
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be provided by chemists. Nor do they await them
In vain there i4) no doubt that in this field ChCD1

rstry will make as good a show as elsewher C

A Miracle from Mould

This word was known long ago to physicians
and microbiologists, and was mentioned in
special books But until fairly recently It meant
absolutely nothing to anyone not connected with
biology or medicine. Nor did many chemists know
its meaning. Now everybody knows it. The word
is "antibiotics."

But before the layman came to know the word
"antibiotics," he learnt the word "microbes." It
was established that a number of diseases such as
pneumonia, meningitis, dysentery, typhus, tuber
culosis and others, are due to microorganisms
Antibiotics were needed to fight these micro-

•organisms
The curatrve aotion of some kind of moulds was

known as far back as the Middle Ages. True, the
ideas of the medieval Aesculapii were rather
peculiar. For instance, it was thought that the
only kind of mould that helped in curing diseases
was that taken from the sculls of men hanged or
executed for a crime.

But this is of no great significance What does
matter is that the British chemist Alexander Flem
ing was successful in isolating the active principle
from a species of fungus mould he was studying.
This resulted in penicillin, the first antibiotic.

Penicillin proved to be an excellent weapon in
the fight against pathological microorganisms:
streptococci, staphylococci, etc. It even vanquishes
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the Spirochaeta pallida, the microbe that causes
syphilis.

But though Alexander Fleming discovered peni
cillin in 1928 its formula was established only in
1945. By 1947 penicillin had been fully synthe
sized in the laboratory. It seemed that man had
finally ca!!ght up with nature. But this was not
quite so. The laboratory synthesis of penicillin is
no simple thing; it is much easier to produce it
from mould.

But the chemists were not to be daunted. Here
too they had their say and were able to put out
a good showing. The "productivity" of the mould
penicillin was usually prepared from was very
low, and the scientists decided to raise its effici
ency.

They found substances which, inculcated into
the hereditary apparatus of the microorganism,
altered its characters. Moreover, these new char
acters became hereditary. The result was a new
strain of fungi, which produced penicillin much
more actively.

The present-day assortment of antibiotics is
quite impressive; streptomycin and terramycin,
tetracycline and aureomycin, biomycin and
erythromycin. Altogether about one thousand
different antibiotics are known today and around
one 'hundred of them are used for treating dif
ferent maladies. Chemistry plays a major part in
their preparation.

After the microbiologists have accumulated
what is known as the liquid culture medium
containing colonies of microorganisms, the chem
ists take over.

It is their task to isolate the antibiotics, the
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"active principle." Various chemical methods are
employed for extracting complex organic com
pounds from natural "raw materials." The anti
biotics are taken up by special absorbents. Investi
gator'> usc "chemical pincers," i.e., extract the
antibiotics by means of various solvents. They
purify them with ion-exchange resins, and preci
pitate them from solutions. This results in a raw
antibiotic which is then subjected to a lengthy
cycle of refining operations until it finally becomes
a pure crystalline substance.

Some of them, such as penicillin, are still
synthesized with the aid of microorganisms. But
the production of others is only half due to nature.

But there are antibiotics, such as synthomycin,
which chemists produce without the aid of nature
at all. Such preparations arc synthesized from
beginning to end at chemical plants,

Without the powerful methods of chemistry the
word "antibiotic" could never have become so
widely known, nor would the veritable revolution
in medicine, caused by these antibiotics, ever have
happened.

Microelements, the Vil.mins of P'8nts

The word "element" has many meanings. For
example, it may mean atoms of one species having
the same nuclear charge. But what are "micro
elements"? That is what we call chemical ele
ments contained in animal and plant organisms
in very small quantities. The human organism
contains 650/0 of oxygen, about 180/0 of carbon,
and 100/0 of hydrogen. These arc macroelements,
since they are present in large quantities. But



titanium and aluminium may be called micro
elements because their content is only a thou
sandth of a per cent each.

At the dawn of biochemistry nobody ever paid
any attention to such trifles. A mere hundredth
of thousandth of a per cent was really nothing
to speak of, the more so that at that time such
small quantities could not even be determined.
As engineering and analysis methods progressed
scientists began to find more and more elements in
living matter. However, for a long time the role
of microelemcnts remained unknown. Even today,
though chemical analysis enables determination.
of millionths and even hundred-millionths of a
per cent of impurities in practically any sample,
the importance of many microelements for the
vital activities of plants and animals has not yet
been established.

But there are some things that have been
established. For instance, it is known that various
organisms contain such elements as cobalt, boron,
copper, manganese, vanadium, iodine, fluorine,
molybdenum, zinc, and even.... radium. Yes,
radium, though in trace amounts.

Incidentally, about 70 chemical elements have
been detected so far in the human organism and
there are grounds to believe that the human
body contains the whole Periodic System. More-
over, each element plays a certain definite part.
There is even an opinion that many disorders are
due to a disturbance of the .microelemental equi
librium in the organism.

Iron and manganese play an important part in
plant photosynthesis. If a plant is grown in a
soil not containing even traces of iron, its leaves



and stem will be white as paper. But if such a
plant is sprayed with a solution of iron salts it
immediately acquires its natural green colour.
Copper is also needed for photosynthesis and
affects the assimilability of nitrogen by plant
organisms. A deficiency of copper in plants results



in poor formation of proteins of which nitrogen
I') a constituent.

Complex organic molybdenum compounds are
constituents of various enzymes. They promote
nitrogen assimilation. Molybdenum insufficiency
may result in leaf blight owing to excessive accu
mulation of nitrates, which are not assimilated
by the plants in the absence of molybdenum.
Molybdenum also influences the phosphorus con
tent in plants. 111 its absence inorganic phosphates
do change into organic phosphates. Molybdenum
insufficiency also affects the accumulation of
pigments (colouring matter) in plants; the leaves
become spotted and pale.

In the absence of boron plants assimilate phos
phorus badly. Boron also promotes better transfer
of various sugars through the plant's system.

Microelements play an important part in animal
organisms too. It has been found that the complete
absence of vanadium in the food of animals causes
a Joss of appetite and may even prove lethal. On
the other hand, increasing the amount of vana
dium in pigs' food results in rapid growth and in
the formation of a thick layer of fat in them.

Zinc plays an important part in metabolism
and is a constituent of animal erythroci tes,

When an animal (or a human being) is in a- 
state of excitement, its liver ejects manganese,
silicon, aluminium, titanium and copper into the
general blood circulation cycle, but if the central
nervous system is inhibited only manganese,
copper, titanium are ejected, the evolution of
silicon and aluminium being retarded. Besides the
liver, the content of microelements in the blood
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iCt regulated by the cerebrum, the kidneys, the
]ungs and the muscles.

Elucidation of the role of microelements in the
growth and development of plants and animals
is an important and very exciting task of chem
istry and biology. Solution of this problem will
doubtlessly yield substantial results in the near
future and will provide science with one more
path to the creation of a second nature.

What PI8nts Eat and What Chemistry
Has to Do With "

Even 10 ancient times there were cooks who
were famed for their culinary achievements. The
tables of royal palaces were heaped with all kinds
of dainty dishes. Well-to-do people became parti
cular about their food.

It would seem that plants were not so parti
cular Herbs and bushes have survived in hot
desert, and in the polar tundra. They may be
stunted and wretched to look at, but they have
survived.

There was something they needed for their
development, but what? Scientists sought this
mysterious "something" for many years.

Despite all their experiments, in spite of all
their discussions nothing definite was found.

The answer was finally supplied in the middle
of the last century by the famous German chemist
Justus von Liebig. He was aided by chemical
analysis. He "resolved" a great variety of plants
into their separate chemical elements. At the
outset there were not so many of them, ten in
all: carbon and hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen,
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calcium and potassium, phospho! us and sulphur,
magnesium and iron. But these ten elements gave
rise to the vast ocean of foliage on Earth.

It followed therefore that for plants to stay
alive they had somehow to assimilate, to "eat"
these elements.

But how? Where are the food stores of plants?
Obviously, in the soil, in the water, and in the

•air
There were some strange things, however, that

had to be explained. In some soils a plant might
develop rapidly, blossom, and bear fruit, whereas
in others it would droop, wither and turn into a
sickly freak. Evidently the latter soils lacked some
element.

Even before Liebig men knew that if the same
agricultural crops were sown year after year on
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even the most fertile soil, harvests would become
wor se and worse.

The soil became impoverished The plants
gradually "ate up" all the chemical elements in it
that they needed.

The soil had to be "fed", that is, the supply
of substances removed from it had to be replen
rshed, In other words, it had to be fertilized, as we
usually say. Fertilizers were used way back in
hoary antiquity. They were Introduced into the
soil intuitively, on the basis of experience handed
down from generation to genci ation

Liebig raised the use of fertilizers to the rank
of a science and this science was named agro
chemistry. Chemistry became servant to plant
growing. It was confronted with the tasks of
teaching people the right way to use known fertil
izers and of inventing new ones,

Dozens of different fertilizers are known today.
The most important of them are potassium, nitro
genous, and phosphate fertilizers, because potas
sium, nitrogen and phosphorus are the elements
without which not a single plant can grow.

A Little Analogy, or How Chemists
Fed Potassium to Plants

... There was a time when uranium, which is
very well known now, dwelt in the back lanes
of chemical science. Only glass staining and
photography laid timid claims to it Then radium
was found in uranium. Thousands of tons of
uranium ores yielded an insignificant speck of the
silvery metal but the wastes containing immense
quantities of uranium continued to block up
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storage sites for a long time. However, uranium's
hour struck at last when it proved to be the key
to man's power over atomic energy. The wastes
became a treasure.

. . . The Stassfurt salt deposits in Germany
have been known since ancient times. They con
tained many salts, chiefly those of potassium and
sodium. The sodium salt, which is table salt, im
mediately found usage. The potassium salts were
discarded without regret and great mountains of
them grew up around the mines. Nobody knew
what to do with them. Though agriculture was in
dire need of potassium fertilizers, the Stassfurt
wastes could not be used because they contained
c1 great deal of magnesium, Though beneficient to
plants in small doses, magnesium is fatal in large
amounts.

Again chemistry came Ito the rescue. A simple
method was found for removing the magnesium
from the potassium salts and the mountains
around the Stassfurt mines began to disappear
like snow in spring. Science historians report that
the first plant for treating potassium salts was
built in Germany in 1811. A year later there were
already four of them and by 1872 thirty-three
German plants were processing more than half
a million tons of the impure salt yearly.

Potassium fertilizer plants sprang up shortly in
many countries. Today the production of potas
sium salts in many countries exceeds their table
salt output by many times.

the ·'Nltrogen Crisis"
About one hundred years a£ter the discovery of

nitrogen a prominent microbiologist wrote: "Nitro-
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gen is more valuable from the point of view of
general biology -than the rarest of the nohle
metals." And he was quite right. Nitrogen is a
constituent of practically all protein molecules,
whether of plant or animal origin. Without nitro
gen there is no protein, and without protein there
is no life. Engels said that "life is the form of
existence of proteins."

To produce protein molecules plants need
nitrogen. But where do they get it? The chemical
aotivity of nitrogen is low and it does not enter
into reactions under ordinary conditions. Hence,
plants cannot use atmospheric nitrogen. Truly,
"there's many a slip 'twixt cup and lip." There
fore, the plant's entire store of nitrogen i~ in the
soil. Alas, this store is meagre. It holds few com
pounds containing nitrogen. That is why the soil
loses its nitrogen rapidly and requires the addition
of nitrogenous fertilizers.

The name "Chile saltpetre" has now become
a thing of history. But about seventy years or so
ago it was talked about everywhere.

The vast territory of the Republic of Chile in
cludes the dismal Atacama desert which stretches
over hundreds of kilometres. At first glance
it is just an ordinary desert, but there is a curious
thing that distinguishes it from all the other
deserts of the globe: a comparatively thin layer
of sand overlies thick deposits of sodium nitrate
known also as sodium saltpetre. These deposits
were known a long time ago, but the first time
they were thought of seriously was probably
when a deficiency of gunpowder began to be felt
in Europe. It must be remembered that previ-
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ously gunpowder was made of charcoal, sulphur
and c;altpetle

An expedition was sent out dt short notice to
fetch this overseas product. However, the entire
cargo had to be thrown out into the sea. It proved
that only potassium saltpetre could be used for
the production of gunpowder. Sodium saltpetre
absorbed moisture avidly from the atmcsphere,
making the gunpowder damp and useless,

That was not the first time European, had had
to throw overseas cargoes overboard. In the seven
teenth century grains of a white metal subse
quently called platinum were found on the bank,
of the River Platino-del-Pinto. When platinum
was first brought to Europe in 1735 nobody knew
what to do with it Of the noble metals only gold



and silver were known at that ,time, and platinum
had no outlet. But some clever people noticed that
the densities of platinum and gold were rather
close, and making use of this fact they began to
add platinum to the gold used for making coins.
Now this was forgery. The Spanish government
forbade any further import of platinum, and as to
the reserves already accumulated in the country,
they were collected and thrown out into the sea
in the presence of numerous witnesses.

But the history of Chile saltpetre was not
ended. It was found to be an excellent nitro
genous fertilizer which nature kindly placed at
man's disposal. At that time no other nitrogenous
fertilizers were known. Intensive mining opera
tions were started at the Chilean deposits and
ships loaded with the valuable fertilizer left the
port of Iqueque daily to deliver it to all parts
of the globe.

. . . In 1898 Sir William Crookes's sombre pre
diction struck the world with awe. In one of his
speeches he prognosticated death to mankind from
nitrogen starvation. The fields are annually being
deprived of nitrogen together with the crops, said
he, and the deposits of Chile saltpetre are gradu
ally nearing exhaustion. The treasure house of the
Atacama desert was but a drop in the ocean.

It was then that scientists thougbt of the atmo
sphere. Probably the first man to draw attention
to the unlimited supply of nitrogen in the atmo
sphere was the famous Russian scientist Timi
ryazev, who believed firmly in science and in the
power of human genius. He did not share Crookes's
misgivings. He was certain that mankind would
overcome the nitrogen crisis and would find some
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way out of the situation. And he was right. Not
later than" in 1903 two Norwegians, the scientist
Kristian Birkeland and the engineer Samuel Eyde
accomplished the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen
on an industrial scale by means of an electric arc.

At about the same time the German chemist
Fritz Haber developed a process for the produc
tion of ammonia from nitrogen and hydrogen.
This finally solved the problem of combined nitro
gen so necessary for plant nourishment. There
it; plenty of free nitrogen in the atmosphere,
Scientists have calculated that if all the nitrogen
in the atmosphere were transformed into fertilizers
there would be enough to nourish all the plants
in the world for more than a million years.

What Is Phosphorus fori

Justus Liebig held that a plant could absorb
atmospheric nitrogen, and that the soil had to be
fertilized only with potassium and phosphorus.
But he was out of luck with these elements. His
"patent fertilizer" which an English firm under
took to produce failed to boost harvests. Only
many years later did Liebig understand and
appreciate his error. He had used insoluble phos
phate salts out of fear that the soluble ones
would soon be washed out of the soil by rain. But
it turned out that plants could not assimilate
phosphorus from insoluble phosphates. And man
was obliged to provide a sort of "semi-finished
product" for the plants.

Each year the harvests of the world carry off
about 10 million tons of phosphoric acid from the
fields. What do plants need phosphorus for? It is
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a constituent of neither fats nor hydrocarbons.
nor do most protein molecules, especially the
simplest ones, contain phosphorus. Still, without
phosphorus none of these compounds would form.

Photosynthesis is not simply a process of hydro
carbon synthesis from carbon dioxide and water,
which the plant can accomplish "with its little
finger," it is a very complex process.

Photosynthesis takes place in what is known
as the chloroplasts of the plant cells, these being
special "organs" for the purpose. Chloroplasts
contain a great deal of phosphorus compounds.
Crudely chloroplasts can be compared to the
stomach of an animal in which the food is digested
and assimilated, because it is they that deal
directly with the "building bricks" of the plant,
namely, carbon dioxide and water.

The plant absorbs carbon dioxide from the air
with the aid of phosphorus compounds. The in
organic phosphates transform the carbon dioxide
into carbonate ions from which the complex
organic molecules are subsequently built.

Of course, this does not exhaust the role of
phosphorus in the vital activities of plants. Nor
can it be said as yet that its importance for plants
is wholly understood. However, even what is
known already shows that the part it plays is very
•important.

Chemlce' W.rf.r.

Now this is a real war, though no cannon, tanks,
rockets or bombs are used. It is a "quiet" war,
often unnoticed by many, but a war to the death.
And victory in this war spells happiness for all
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people Does, say, the common gadfly do much
harm? It- has been calculated that the damage
done in the Soviet Union alone by this noxious
creature amounts to millions of rubles per year.
And what about weeds? They cost the USA four
thousand million dollars. Or take locusts; they
are really a catastrophe, transforming flowering
fields into bare, lifeless deserts. If we reckon up all
the harm done to world agriculture by vegetable
and animal robbery only in the course of a year,
the sum is difficult even to imagine. The money
would suffice to feed 200 million persons free of
charge for a whole year!

There is a suffix "cide" which meant; killing.
Now chemists have for seme time been making
all kinds of "cides." They have made insecticides
which kill insects, zoocides for killing rodents, and
herbicides fOI killing weeds, All these "cides" are
now used widely in agriculture.

Prior to World War II mainly inorganic toxic
chemicals were used. Various rodents, insects and
weeds were killed with arsenic, sulphur, copper,
barium, fluorine, and many other poisonous com
pounds. However, since the middle forties organ
ic toxic chemicals have been finding ever wider
application. This switchover to organic compounds
was quite deliberate. They are not only less harm
ful to man and livestock, but are more universal
and are required in much smaller quantities than
inorganic chemicals to obtain the same effect.
Only a millionth of a gram of DDT powder per
square centimetre of ground area is enough to
wipe out certain insects completely.

There are some curious facts connected with
the use of organic toxic chemicals. One of the
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most widely used chemicals of this class at pres
ent is hexachlorocyclohexane. But few people
know that this substance was first obtained by
Faraday in 1825. For more than a hundred years
chemists studied hexachlorocyclohexane without
even suspecting its wonderful properties. And



t

only after 1935, when biologists began to study
it, did this insecticide begin to be put out on an
industrial scale. The best insecticides known today
are organophosphorus compounds, such as phos
phamide or M-81.

Until recently external-action chemicals were
used to protect plants and animals. However, it
is easy to see that a good I ain storm or a strong
wind will wash or blow away these protective
chemicals and they have to be applied allover
again And so scientists began to WOI k on the
problem of how to introduce the toxic chemicals
into the organism being protected, The effect
would be something like that of vaccinal ion on
man: a vaccinated person has nothing to fear
from the disease he is vaccinated for. As soon
as the microbes get into such an organism they
are destroyed by invisible "health guards" which
appear in it as a result of the vaccination

It was found quite possible to prepare internal
action toxic chemicals. Scientists made use of the
difference in structure of the organisms of the
insect pest and the plant. Such a chemical is
harmless to plants but a deathly poison to the
insect.

Chemistry protects plants not only from insects,
but from weeds as well. Chemicals called herbi
cides were invented which depress weeds but
practically do not interfere with the development
of the cultured plant.

Strange as it seems, the first herbicides were
probably fertilizers, It was noted long ago by
practical farmers that if increased amounts of
superphosphates or potassium sulphate are applied
to the fields the cultured plants grow intensively,
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but weed growth is depressed. Now however, as
with insecticides, organic compounds have become
the leading herbicides.

The Farmer's Helpers

The boy is just over sixteen. And here he is,
probably for the first time in his life, in a per
fumer's shop, not out of mere curiosity, but out
of necessity. He has a moustache coming and he
has come to buy shaving things.

I t is quite a thrilling operation for beginners,
but after about ten or fifteen years of it one some
times prefers to grow a beai d.

Grass is intolerable on a railway bed. And &0

people "shave it" with sickles and scythes from
year to year. But take the Moscow-Khabarovsk
railway. It is nine thousand kilometres long, and
to cut all the grass on it (which has to be done
several times each summer) almost a thousand
full-time workers would be needed.

Could no chemical method of "shaving" be
invented? It appears there could.

To cut the grass on one hectare 20 men have
to work a whole day. Herbicides complete this
operation over the same area in a few hours,
wiping out the grass completely.

Do you know what defoliants are? "Folium"
is the Latin for leaf. A defoliant is a chemical
which makes leaves fall. The use of defoliants has
made it possible to mechanize cotton harvesting.
Year after year, century after century, men used
to go out into the fields and pick the cotton bolls
by hand. Anybody who has not witnessed manual
'otton picking can hardly imagine what bard
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--labour it iSt nor is it made any easier by having
to be performed in the sun at a temperature of
40 or 50°C. Now everything is much simpler. A
lew days before the cotton bolls open the cotton
plantation is treated with defoliants. The simplest
of these is Mg[CIOa]2. The leaves falloff the
bushes and then cotton combines come out into



..-
the field. Incidentally, another chemical that can
be used as a defoliant is CaCN2, and 'the part of
it that falls on the ground when the bushes
are treated is a nitrogenous fertilizer to the
soil.

But chemistry has gone still further in helping
agriculture to "rectify" nature. Substances called
auxins, which are referred to as plant hormones
stimulating plant growth, have been discovered.
At first only natural compounds were used for
this purpose, but now chemists have learnt to
synthesize the simplest of them, heteroauxin, for
example, in the laboratory. These substances not
only accelerate growth, blossoming and fruiting
of plants, but also improve their resistance and
vitality. Besides, it was found that the use of
auxins in elevated concentrations has the
directly opposite effect, retarding the growth and
development of plants.

Here we have an almost full analogy with
medicinals, There are medicines which contain
arsenic, bismuth, and mercury, but in large (rather,
elevated) concentrations all these substances are

•poisonous,
For instance, auxins can greatly lengthen the

blossoming period of decorative plants, primarily,
flowers. In case of sudden spring frosts they can
retard the budding and blossoming of trees, and
so on and so forth. On the other hand, in the cold
regions where the summer is short they make it
possible to grow many fruits and vegetables at
accelerated rates. And though these properties of
auxins have not been realized on a mass scale as
yet, there is no doubt that in the near future these
farmers' helpers will find extensive usage.
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Ghosts thBt Serf.

Here is a fact likely to cause a sensation in the
newspapers: a renowned scientist is presented
by his grateful colleagues with a vase made of
. .. aluminium. One should be thankful for any
present, but to give an aluminium vase as a
present. .. what an excellent subjeot for sarc
asm. .. So would it be now, but a hundred years
ago such a present seemed exceedingly generous,
As a malbter of fact, an aluminium vase actually
was presented by English chemists and not just
to anyone, but to D. Mendeleyev himself. It was
presented to him in acknowledgement of his great
services to science.

See how relative everything is in this world!
In the last century no cheap method of producing
aluminium from its ores was known. And : the
metal was therefore expensive. When such a
method was found, the price dropped abruptly.

Many elements of the Periodic System are far
from cheap even today, which limits the range of
their practical applications. But we are certain
that this situation will not last. Chemistry and
physics will "cut the prices" of the elements more
than once. They are sure to do this because praot
ice is drawing more and more inhabitants of the
Periodic Table into the sphere of its activities.

But there arc elements which either do not
occur in the Earth's crust or occur in such insignif
icant quantities that one might say there was prac
tically none of them. Such are astatine and fran
cium, neptunium and plutonium, promethium and
technetium. . .

However, these elements can be prepared arei-
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ficially. And insofar as a chemist has a new ele
ment at his disposal he begins to think of what
to do to start it on its path to life.

So far, the practically most important artificial
element is plutonium. And accordingly, its world
production now exceeds that of many of the
"ordinary" elements of the Periodic System. It
may be added that chemists class plutonium as
one of the best known elements, though it is
only a little over a quarter of a century "old."
This is no accident, because plutonium is an
excellent "fuel" for nuclear reactors, not inferior

•to uranium.
The energy source on some of the American

Earth satellites was americium and curium. These
elements are noted for very powerful radioactivity
and.liberate a great deal of heat when they decay.
Thermocouples transformed this heat into electri..

•City.
And what about promethium, which has Dot

been found so far in terrestrial ores? It has gone
into the manufacture of miniature batteries a little
larger in size than the head of an ordinary thumb
tack. The very best chemical batteries last for not
more than half a year. The promethium atomic
battery operates continuously for five year., and
its applications range from hearing aids to guided
missiles.

Aetatine offers its services to physicians for
fighting diseases of the thyroid gland. Attem~ts
are now being_made to cure thyroi(l disorders With
the aid of radioactive radiations. Iodine is bo'WD
to aceusaulate in the thyroid and astatilJe i. the
chemical analogue of iodine. Introduced into thft
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organism, astatine concentrates In the thyroid
gland, and its radioactive properties do the rest

Thus, some of the artificial elements are by no
means devoid of practical uses. True, their service
to mankind is one-sided, because people can make
use only of their radioactive properties But this
IS only because chemists have not yet got down
to their chemical properties, An exception is tech
netium The salts of this metal have been found
to make iron and steel articles very resistant to

•ccrrosion.
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A Few Words of Apology

The most difficult thing in some ventures is to
stop in time.

Still, one has to stop some time, even if there
is still a very entertaining story about chemistry
at the tip of one's pen.

But that was only a sort of preamble. What we
wanted to say in conclusion was the following.

Once we were witnesses of heated disputes,
very much like those once known as the "physical
versus lyrical problem". True, this time both sides
in the dispute were representatives of exact
sciences. One of the debaters declared that there
was no such science as chemistry. It was, he
contended, but a particular case of physics. That
is "hat he said.

"There is no such science as chemistry", he
went on, "because no matter what chemical pro
cess you take, you can explain its intrll16ic
mechanism only on the basis of physical laws. The
interaction of two atoms is essentially an exchange
of electrons. And what is it that makes such an
exchange possible? What 'J is chemical bonding
based on? Physical laws..."

You can imagine how outraged the chemists
were to hear such an opinion.

Electrons remain electrons, but the science of
chemistry, this ancient but ever youthful science,
does exist! It has its own rules and laws, it has
its own history and boundless prospects. No
matter that it often has to resort to the aid of
physics, mathematics, and even cybernetics.

The peculiar feature of twentieth-century
chemistry, its difference from the early periods of



't8 development is that it has broken up into
numerous tndependent trends. Tr ends is hardly
the word; rather, independent branches of science]
Electrochemistry, photochemistry, radiochemistry,
low-temperature and high-pressure chemistry,
high-temperature and low-pressure chemistry, and
so OD.

And it is not uncommon that a scientist working
in one of these branches finds difficulty in under
standing his colleague who is a specialist in
another branch. Nor is this any sign of incom
petency.

Chemical "dialects" have become independent
chemical "languages."

And this is only part of the trouble.
Today chemistry has become intimately inter

fused with other sciences: biology, geology,
mechanics and cosmogony. These "alliances" have
given rise to a whole pleiad of what are known
as hybrid sciences: biochemistry, geochemistry,
cosmochemistry, physicochemical mechanics, and
many others.

Take biochemistry. Itt is the branch that in the
laD$" run will have to tell us what life is. In
conjunction with pharmacology and medicine
biochemistry will have to find ever more powerful
remedies for fighting diseases.

Or cosmochemistry, the chemistry of the distant
stars and planets? Though it has just come into
being, in questions concerning the evolution of
the universe its say will be anything but negli
gible.

And here something quite unexpected came to
light. It is these hybrid branches that almost
daily bear the most remarkable fruit. They bring
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out facts, observations that nobody had ever sus~
peered, These "hybrids" hold the grea~Slt promise
for practice.

Now try to see our side of the problem. You
take a sheet of paper and want to write down
.something chemical. You write a phrase or two
and lo, suddenly a couple of new faces are rin-

And imme iately your once perfectly clear idea
becomes vague and hazy. Remember how in the
tea party in "Alice in Wonderland" the Mad
Hatter asked Alice the riddle: "Why is a raven,
like a writing desk?" Alice could not guess the
answer because there was none. There is obvi
ously no connection between ravens and writing,
desks, But present-day science, particularly chem- ·
istry, not infrequently finds a very definite connec- ,
tionbetween them. .

If we ever have occasion in the future to write
anything popular on chemistry, we shall probably"
use the Hatter', riddle as an epigram.

But in this book we have endeavoured to stick
strictly to chemistry. '
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